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Will secure release of ishermen and boats from Sri Lanka: Sushma



Dalai Lama to begin his Northeast visit by March-end



Gotabaya, Fonseka blame each other for “secret death squads’



Ravindra Jadeja grabs sole top spot in Test bowlers’ rankings
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Amarinder to seek legal opinion on Sidhu



Chief Justice counsels negotiations for consensus instead of legal battle



CHANDIGARH



Krishnadas Rajagopal



Punjab Chief Minister Amarinder Singh has decided to seek legal opinion on whether his Minister Navjot Singh Sidhu can continue to appear as a celebrity judge on a popular TV show. “Capt. Amarinder has said he is not sure what the law says , and will have to ask the A-G to give legal advice on the matter,” his media advisor, Raveen Thukral, told The Hindu. 쑺 PAGE 3
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CBSE moots uniform test patterns for classes 6-8 NEW DELHI



Close on the heels of making Class 10 examination mandatory again, the CBSE has set the ball rolling for putting in place a uniform pattern of examinations and assessment from Classes 6 to 8. NATION



쑺 PAGE 7
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CBI can probe Narada sting: Supreme Court NEW DELHI



The Supreme Court on Tuesday declined Trinamool Congress leaders’ plea to set aside a Calcutta High Court order directing the CBI to investigate the Narada sting scandal. NEWS
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SC calls for out-of-court settlement in Ayodhya case
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Allahabad



‘88 youth took to militancy in 2016’ Highest number in past 6 years: Govt.



Suggesting an out-of-court rapprochement among rival parties in the 68-year-old Ram Janmabhoomi-Babri Masjid title dispute, Chief Justice of India J.S. Khehar on Tuesday advised peace negotiations instead of a pitched court battle, even offering help to settle the fight amicably. The dispute, which has seen much tension and violence over the past decades, debuted in court in 1950 when Gopal Simla Visharad filed the first suit in the Faizabad civil court for rights to perform pooja to Ram Lalla. The same year saw Paramahansa Ramachandra Das also file a suit for continuation of pooja and keeping idols in the structure. Nine years later, in 1959, Nirmohi Akhara followed with a third suit for directions to hand over the charge of the disputed site. U.P. Sunni Central Wakf Board filed the fourth suit in 1961 for declaration and possession. The fifth was in 1989 in the name of Ram Lalla Virajman for declaration and possession.



RSS, BJP hail suggestion



Allahabad HC ruling On September 2010, a threejudge Lucknow Bench of the Allahabad High Court held that Hindus have the right to



The BJP and the RSS and Uttar Pradesh Chief Minister Yogi Adityanath have welcomed the Supreme Court’s suggestion of an out-of-court settlement of the Babri Masjid-Ram Janmabhoomi dispute. The RSS said a grand Ram temple at Ayodhya should be built with the participation of “all Indians.” The BJP said the parties should go for talks. Senior leader L.K. Advani also welcomed it. 쑺 PAGE 10 DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD



the makeshift temple under the central dome of the Babri Masjid. The High Court ruled in favour of a threepart division of the disputed 2.77 acre area among the Sunni Waqf Board, Nirmohi Akhara and the Ram Lalla at the disputed site. The Bench had relied on Hindu faith, belief and folklore.



Waqf Board appeal The Sunni Waqf Board and other parties filed their appeals in the Supreme Court against the 2010 judgment. The appeals have remained pending in the SC for the past six years. The pendency of the appeal was brought to the at-



tention of the Chief Justice Khehar-led Bench by BJP leader Subramanian Swamy. Dr. Swamy, in an urgent mentioning, sought the court to post the appeals for early hearing. Instead, the Bench, also comprising Justices D.Y. Chandrachud and Sanjay Kishan Kaul, reacted with a different point of view. CJI Khehar said parties should understand that these are sensitive issues involving religious sentiments. They should adopt a give and take approach to arrive at a consensus, he suggested. CONTINUED ON 쑺 PAGE 10
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State of the river



Muslim bodies not enthused The court’s suggestion did not enthuse Muslim bodies and representatives. Attempts to resolve the dispute through talks had failed in the past, they said. Zafaryab Jilani, convener of the Babri Action Committee, said an out-of-court settlement was not possible as “sustained attempts at the highest levels” over the past three decades had failed. “But if the court passes an order, we will follow it,” he said. 쑺 Page 10
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Karnataka for ₹100 cr. ine on Jaya Legal Correspondent NEW DELHI



Linked to infiltration “The State of Jammu and Kashmir has been affected by terrorism sponsored and supported from across the border. The levels of terrorist violence in the hinterland of Jammu and Kashmir are linked to infiltration from across the border,” Mr. Ahir said. CONTINUED ON 쑺 PAGE 10



CONTINUED ON 쑺 PAGE 10



Special Correspondent



The government informed Parliament on Tuesday that 2016 saw the highest number of youth joining militancy in Jammu and Kashmir in the past six years. The Home Ministry said it was estimated that 88 Kashmiri youth joined militancy in 2016, the year when Hizbul Mujahideen commander Burhan Wani was killed in an encounter with the security forces leading to a wave of unrest in the Valley.



Four-year high It also said that last year as many as 119 infiltrations took place from across the border. This was a four-year high. Earlier, the government had said that 87 security force personnel were killed in the State in 2016, the highest in eight years. In written replies to two separate questions in the Lok Sabha, Minister of State for Home Affairs Hansraj Gangaram Ahir shared data about Kashmiri youth taking up arms, infiltration attempts and the law and order situation in the Valley. The data showed a steady increase in the number of youth taking up arms in the Valley from 2014 onwards as compared to 2011, 2012, and 2013. In 2010, 54 youth joined militancy while in



Malappuram



The Karnataka government on Tuesday moved a review petition in the Supreme Court challenging the abatement of its appeal against former Tamil Nadu Chief Minister Jayalalithaa in the disproportionate assets case. The State said the Supreme Court’s finding in its February 14, 2017 judgment that the corruption case against Jayalalithaa stood abated with her demise on December 5, 2016, was an “error on the face of the record,” which merits a re-look. In a scathing judgment based on an appeal filed by the Karnataka government, a Bench of Justices P.C. Ghose and Amitava Roy made damaging observations against Jayalalithaa, albeit posthumously, of how she had criminally conspired with co-accused V.K. Sasikala at her Poes Garden residence to launder ill-gotten wealth. The Supreme Court had set aside the Karnataka High Court’s acquittal of Sasikala, V.N. Sudhakaran and J. Ilavarasi in September 2014. All three are serving their sentence in the case. The Supreme Court, however, concluded that the case against Jayalalithaa stood abated with her death.



New Delhi NEW DELHI



.



2011 the number came down to 23. It further dipped to 21 in 2012 and 16 in 2013, the reply said. In 2014, the number shot up to 53 and in 2015, it reached 66 before touching the highest mark in six years (88) in 2016, the data showed.



Modi pulls up BJP MPs for skipping Parliament Prime Minister asks them to attend the House sessions regularly Special Correspondent New Delhi



With the heat and dust of campaign and government formation in the five States that saw Assembly elections now over, Prime Minister Narendra Modi issued a stern warning to BJP MPs on regular attendance in Parliament after recent incidents of lack of quorum in the Lok Sabha and missing Ministers in the Rajya Sabha. Mr. Modi warned MPs that he would be “calling any MP at any time to consult on any issue,” a prospect that would ensure their presence in Parlia-



Narendra Modi



ment. “Main aapke liye bahut kuch kar sakta hoon, lekin app ke liye House main upasthit nahin rah sakta (I can do a lot of things for your sake, but cannot be present in the House on your behalf ),” he said, while addressing the BJP’s parlia-



mentary party meeting. A senior MP who had attended the meeting said Mr. Modi had made it clear it did not matter to him if they were in the Central Hall, a place to host joint sittings of Parliament where MPs often meet for informal conversation, as what is important is that they should be inside the Houses.



Foundation Day At his press briefing on the meeting, Minister for Parliamentary Affairs Ananth Kumar said Mr. Modi also laid out the “road map” for the party as it gears up to celeb-



rate its Foundation day on April 6 and Dalit icon Bhim Rao Ambedkar’s birth anniversary on April 14. Mr. Modi told the parliamentary party that the BJP’s primary members should be asked to join the panchayat and municipal-level meetings during a week-long exercise to mark the two events. He also termed the likely rollout of the GST “transformative” and asked them to spread awareness about it, Mr. Kumar said. The government will be holding workshops to educate leaders of different parties about its impact.



Aadhaar to be must for IT returns Special Correspondent NEW DELHI



Ravaged: As the world gears up to observe water day on Wednesday, a drain at Kalindi Kunj, south Delhi, on the banks of the Yamuna bears testimony to the man-made pollution of rivers in the country. SUSHIL KUMAR VERMA *
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A taste for wild meat spurs hunting Villagers enter Karnataka forests with countrymade guns to feed tourists people now enter forests daily, rather than once a week indicates growing commercial hunting,” said Ashwin Gurusrikar, Chairman, Vanodaya, which works in CWS. Many are tapping the illegal countrymade gun market.



Mohit M. Rao Bengaluru



The arrest of an armed man in Karnataka forests not far from Bengaluru has turned the focus on a growing problem: commercial hunting for wild meat. Tourists from the city demanding “wild forest meat” are said to be driving the trend. Only last week, S. Gurumuthy, 23, a suspected poacher was shot dead by Forest officials near Kanakapura in the Cauvery Wildlife Sanctuary (CWS). On Sunday, Ningaraju was arrested by the Forest Department after he was found to have entered the Halaguru range of the 1,027 sq km. protected area. He was carrying a countrymade rifle, and was booked under Section 31 of the Wildlife (Protection) Act, 1972. The incident highlights CM YK



Wild appetite: Ningaraju, who was arrested for entering Cauvery Wildlife Sanctuary, with his weapon.



the issue of illegal weapons. Forest officials said 23 countrymade weapons have been seized since 2014, including 11 in the past year. Of these, nearly two-thirds are from the Sangam range abutting the northern fringes towards Kanakapura. The conversion of Kanakapura Road into a National Highway has led to



the sprouting of dhabas, some of which thrive on the demand for boar, deer and rabbit meat. Forest officials said locals also provide meat to farmhouse parties. In September, a raid on a house near the sanctuary revealed deer meat and guns, and previous raids on hotels exposed wild pig hunting. “The fact that local



Several illegal guns Foresters estimate that over 5,000 illegal countrymade guns exist in Ramanagaram area. The State government’s Arms Licensing System says only one out of 1,516 gun licences was renewed. “We are making seizures. We want Police to investigate the guns,” said P. Ramesh Kumar, DCF, Cauvery Wildlife Sanctuary. “Meanwhile, highway meat sale goes on after Sathnur. On Saturday, locals with guns entered forests,” said Mr. Gurusrikar.



The NDA government has proposed to make Aadhaar mandatory for individuals to apply for a PAN (Permanent Account Number) card and file income tax returns from July 1 this year. Finance, Defence and Corporate Affairs Minister Arun Jaitley moved an amendment, to this effect, in the draft Finance Bill 2017, that was taken up by the Lok Sabha on Tuesday. Earlier this week, the Centre made it mandatory for beneficiaries to quote their Aadhaar number to avail themselves of benefits under the Pradhan Mantri Kaushal Vikas Yojana for skill development, and the Self-Employment Scheme for Rehabilitation of Manual Scavengers. It had identified 31 schemes where Aadhaar could be a must. Notifications have been issued in recent months by departments to make Aadhaar compulsory for getting subsidised foodgrains under the National Food Security Act, jobs under the MGNREGA and pension benefits under the Employees’ Pension Scheme, and mid-day meal schemes. A ND-ND
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Odisha felled 6 lakh trees in six years for road projects



Friday, March 24



RISE 06:20 SET 18:35 RISE 03:40 SET 14:54



State paying a heavy environmental price for development Satyasundar Barik Bhubaneswar



IN BRIEF



Amit Shah to visit Odisha in April: Singhdeo BHUBANESWAR



To chalk out key strategies to take on the Biju Janata Dal (BJD) in Odisha, BJP president Amit Shah will visit the State for three days in April, a senior party leader said here on Tuesday. BJP legislature party leader K. V. Singhdeo said the senior leaders, MP, MLAs and party workers will meet the BJP president during his tour to Odisha. PTI



Fake notes racket busted in Odisha, one arrested BHUBANESWAR



The city police on Tuesday busted a fake currency notes racket with the arrest of a man from the railway station here. “The accused, Rajkishore Tudu, was arrested from Bhubaneswar railway station when he was returning from Chennai,” Police Commissioner Y. B. Khurania said. Tudu, a resident of Bangiriposi in Mayurbhanj district, had been named in a fake currency seizure case by two persons who were earlier held on similar charges, Mr. Khurania said. PTI



0 DISCLAIMER: Readers are requested to verify and make appropriate enquiries to satisfy themselves about the veracity of an advertisement before responding to any published in this newspaper. Kasturi & Sons Limited, the Publisher & Owner of this newspaper, does not vouch for the authenticity of any advertisement or advertiser or for any of the advertiser’s products and/or services. In no event can the Owner, Publisher, Printer, Editor, Director/s, Employees of this newspaper/ company be held responsible/liable in any manner whatsoever for any claims and/or damages for advertisements in this newspaper.



Odisha's Forest and Environment Minister Bikram Keshari Arukha informed the State Assembly on Tuesday that 5.97 lakh trees had been felled in the last six years to make way for the construction and widening of roads. Mr. Arukha, however, claimed that forest cover in the State has gone up by 25% in the past decade. Paying a heavy environmental price for development, it was revealed that the Odisha Forest Development Corporation cut down the trees for 437 road projects across the State. The current fiscal year has been the most devastating for forest cover in Odisha: of the 5,97,090 trees felled since 2011-12, 3,15,838 were cut down in 2016-17.



Worst hit Keonjhar district has been the worst hit with 94,996 trees felled — 20% of total trees lost — in the past three years for 23 road projects. In 2016-17 alone, Keonjhar lost 76,439 trees while Kalahandi district lost 62,959 trees. Other affected districts include Sundargarh, Sambalpur, Bolangir, Jharsuguda and Jajpur. Although the Odisha government claims to have planted 1.65 crore trees along 24.57 lakh km of roads



in the past decade, the chances of the trees surviving is doubtful. In 2016-17, avenue plantation was taken up along 5,462 km of roads, said Mr. Arukha.



New variety “The loss cannot be compensated. Thousands of trees felled for road projects in Keonjhar and Kalahandi were over 70 years old. Mature fruit-bearing trees were sustaining wildlife. The trees planted now are of the exotic and fast-growing variety,” said Biswajit Mohanty, environmentalist and former member of the National



Board for Wildlife.



Trans-location “The State government never thought of trans-locating trees while taking up road projects. In Puducherry and Tamil Nadu, trees are uprooted and replanted at another place. Had translocation been done here, we could have saved 60% of the trees," said Mr. Mohanty. The loss of green cover to road projects is just the tip of the iceberg. As many as three lakh trees were felled as part of the land acquisition process undertaken for the shelved



POSCO mega-steel project near Paradip town four years ago. While 2.25 lakh of the felled trees came under the forest-classified category, 75,000 were fruit-bearing species. The residents of Rajkanika in Kendrapara district had opposed the felling of trees for the Cuttack-Chandbali road project. "Trees from the colonial era were cut down. When NH authorities decided to fell trees, we opposed it. But nobody paid heed to us. These losses cannot be compensated," said Gayadhar Dhal, a resident of Rajkanik



Union Minister accused of ‘insulting’ Tripura



Illicit liquor claims 9 lives in Bengal district



PMO Minister of State cancelled visit



Local ransack, torch liquor shops



Syed Sajjad Ali Agartala



The Trinamool Congress (TMC) has accused Minister of State in the PMO, Jitendra Singh, of insulting the people of Tripura by cancelling an appointment with its MLAs in New Delhi. The meeting was slated for March 17 after the party repeatedly approached the PMO to complain to Prime Minister Narendra Modi about alleged chit fund scams and rampant corruption in government circles of the State. Six TMC MLAs, led by State president Ashis Kumar Saha, flew to the national capital on March 16 and hanged around for four days waiting for a response from the office of the MoS. “We spent money and time on the meeting only after we received an invita-



tion from the office of Jitendra Singh,” Mr. Saha told newsmen on Tuesday.



‘Chit fund scams’ He said the appointment had been fixed to brief Mr. Modi about “about huge scams of chit fund companies and corruption let loose by CPI(M)-led government”. “We wanted to submit evidence to the Prime Minister about the chit fund menace and relentless corruption in the State. We now realise that the BJP is reluctant to hear voices of dissent, owing to a nexus with the CPI(M),” Mr. Saha said. The party also blamed the BJP for keeping the Centre out of Tripura. “The acts of the BJP are very suspicious as the party never took up agitation programmes on corruption issues,” Mr Saha said.



Special Correspondent Kolkata



At least nine persons have died allegedly after consuming spurious liquor in the Baruipur area of South 24 Parganas district during the last 48 hours. “According to the preliminary report, nine people have died after consuming spurious liquor”, B. R. Satpathy, Director, State Health Services, told The Hindu. Three persons are still under treatment, he said. Dr Satpathy said those who have died or fallen ill had consumed the liquor on the night of March 19. The deaths occurred on March 20 and March 21.



Shops torched The deaths triggered a massive outrage in the Gholabazar area of Bariupur and enraged locals ran-



sacked and torched roadside liquor shops. Some shops selling illicit liquor was also set on fire. The locals alleged that these shops had been running for years, but no steps had been being taken to close them.



Four held Senior police officers remained tight-lipped on the number of people who have died but said four people have been arrested. In January 2017, six persons had died after consuming illicit liquor in Bardhaman district. Worst tragedy The South 24 Parganas district has seen one of the worst hooch tragedy when 172 people had died in December 2011 in the Sangrampur area.
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Decked up



Sidhu’s TV show puts govt. in a spot Amarinder to seek legal advice on his appearance in serial



Amarinder appoints loyalists as advisers CHANDIGARH



Special Correspondent



Punjab Chief Minister Amarinder Singh on Tuesday appointed three of his loyalists as advisers. They are BIS Chahal as adviser to the CM, retired IGP Khubi Ram as security advisor and senior journalist Raveen Thukral as media adviser. PTI



Chandigarh



Punjab Chief Minister Amarinder Singh has decided to seek legal opinion on whether his Minister Navjot Singh Sidhu can continue to appear as a celebrity judge on a popular television show. “Capt. Amarinder has said he is not sure what the law says regarding a Cabinet minister working on a television programme, and will have to ask the State’s advocate general to give legal advice on the matter,” his media advisor, Raveen Thukral, told The Hindu.



Two drug peddlers, bootlegger arrested PHAGWARA (PB)



Two alleged drug peddlers and a bootlegger were arrested from different places here on Tuesday. Around 600 intoxicating tablets and 16 bottles of illicit liquor were seized from them, the police said. PTI



Mill officials booked for not paying farmers’ dues



Bihar Diwas: A view of the illuminated Gandhi Maidan in Patna on Tuesday, where a three-day oicial function begins on Wednesday. RANJEET KUMAR *



MUZAFFARNAGAR



Three officials, including the managing director, of a sugar mill have been booked for not clearing the dues of farmers at Bhadak area here, an officer said. The officials were booked yesterday for not paying the dues of farmers, District Magistrate D. K. Singh said. The mill has failed to clear the dues of farmers of over ₹234 crore, the officer said. PTI



Four killed in road mishap in Himachal SHIMLA



Four persons were killed and another was seriously injured when their car rolled down into a deep gorge near Solan this evening. The accident took place when the driver lost control over the vehicle after he failed to negotiate a sharp curve, police said. Three persons died on the spot, while another succumbed to his injuries at a hospital in Solan. PTI



The Hindu stafer dies in accident Special Correspondent CHANDIGARH



Thirty-two-year-old Abhishek Kumar Dubey, who was working with The Hindu as a senior production assistant posted at Mohali, died early on Tuesday morning after his bike was hit by a lorry carrying sand while he was returning from work. The accident took place around 1:45 a.m. when Mr. Dubey was riding back home on his motorcycle after dropping a colleague when the rashly driven lorry loaded with sand approaching from Kharar road hit him. The driver of the lorry fled the scene. The Mohali police reached the spot and rushed him to the hospital where he was declared dead. The deceased is survived by his wife and three children.



CBI registers case in Mathura violence Murder-cum-riot case registered on directions of Allahabad High Court Special Correspondent



Unaware that the “protesters” had stocked firearms and explosives to counter any attempt to remove them, the police requested them to leave. However, the situation soon went out of control as the protesters attacked the police and government officials. While Mathura (City) Superintendent of Police Mukul Dwivedi succumbed due to serious injuries, a Station Officer was also shot dead.



NEW DELHI



The Central Bureau of Investigation has registered a murder-cum-riot case for the violence at Jawahar Bagh Park in Uttar Pradesh’s Mathura last June, in which at least 29 people lost their lives. Among those killed were two police officers, including a Superintendent of Police, who were part of the team deputed to evict encroachers on the orders of the court.



Seven named accused “The case has been registered on the directions of the Allahabad High Court. Seven people have so far been named as accused,” said a CBI official. Provisions pertaining to murder, riot and mischief by fire or explosives with an intention to destroy property have been invoked. The complaint alleges that about 3,000 people led by Ram Vriksh Yadav, including women and children, had in January 2014 gathered in the 270-acrre



Burnt vehicles at Jawahar Bagh in Mathura after the violence which claimed several lives in June 2016. FILE PHOTO *



Jawahar Bagh on the pretext of protests under the “Swadheen Bharat Vidhik Satyagrah” banner.



Officials beaten up The protesters, claiming to be followers of Subhas Chandra Bose, allegedly beat up the officials who attempted to remove them. The squatters had also put up tents. The Uttar Pradesh government had granted permission to the organisation to



stage protests inside the park for just two days, but they stayed put. The issue came up before the Allahabad High Court. In May 2015, the court issued directions for evicting the encroachers.



Court order The UP authorities, accompanied by a strong police contingent, reached the park in the evening of June 2 last year to execute the court order.



Conflict of interest “It’s about whether there’s any conflict of interest if he [Mr. Sidhu] continues to work in television…If there is any, then the Chief Minister will talk to him [Mr. Sidhu] and bring it to his knowledge,” he added. The controversy erupted after Mr. Sidhu recently said that he will continue to appear on a popular TV show as a celebrity judge. “TV shows will not interfere with my Cabinet responsibilities. The public had elected me five times with what I have been doing…If they don't



Navjot Singh Sidhu with Amarinder Singh in Amritsar.



*



FILE



PHOTO



have a problem, why should anyone else have it,” Mr. Sidhu had said.



‘Not office of profit’ He insisted that his TV shows will not interfere with his Cabinet responsibilities. “I have no liquor, sand mining or transport business like former deputy Chief Minister Sukhbir Singh Badal. I earn a living through TV shows and I will be in Chandigarh from Monday to Thursday and in Amritsar from Friday to Sunday. What I do at night should not be anyone’s concern. I will take first flight back to Punjab after TV shoots in Mumbai,” he said. Mr. Sidhu, who currently holds the portfolios of local



government, tourism and cultural affairs, has been maintaining that doing a TV show does not come under the ambit of “office of profit”. Meanwhile, Navjot Singh Sidhu’s wife Navjot Kaur has come out in support of his husband through a Facebook post, saying that the issue was being over-hyped without any reason. “Such hype has been created about Navjot earning a living from television. He has left 80 per cent of shows, which included IPL, commentary, etc.I think it is a meagre time for a non-socially active God-fearing workaholic,” she wrote on Facebook. (With inputs from PTI)



‘Criminal met Raje at her house’ Press Trust of India Jaipur



Killed by police Ram Vriksh was killed in the retaliatory action. After the encroachers were removed by force, the police seized a huge cache of arms, ammunition and explosives from their huts. Probe sought A Mathura resident, Vijay Pal Singh Tomar, and Delhibased BJP leader and Supreme Court lawyer Ashwini Upadhyay, had approached the court seeking a CBI probe into the entire episode.



UP govt abolishes non-govt advisers, oicials



A Rajasthan MLA on Tuesday alleged that a “criminal” entered Chief Minister Vasundhara Raje’s official residence and got a photo clicked with her, but the government saw nothing wrong in it. National People’s Party chief Kirodi Lal Meena during Zero Hour said: “A hardcore criminal with 28 cases registered against him had entered the official residence of Chief Minister Vasundhara Raje to congratulate her on rollback of power tariff hike and was even seen in a photograph with her.” He was apparently referring to Hari Ram Jat.



After SP’s defeat several resigned; 60 others were still continuing Press Trust of India Lucknow



Uttar Pradesh Chief Minister Yogi Adityanath has relieved all non-government advisers, chairmen, deputy chairmen and members in corporations, committees and departments of their charges with effect from Tuesday. He yesterday ordered to “terminate the services of all the non-government advisers, chairmen, deputy chairmen, members in corporations, different committees and department and re-



principal < > All secretaries, secretaries and oicials have been asked to comply with the directives Rahul Bhatnagar Chief Secretary



lieve them”, official sources said. Acting on the Chief Minister’s directive, an order was issued by state Chief Secretary Rahul Bhatnagar. “All principal secretaries, secretaries and officials have



‘GST an opportunity to remove anomalies in tobacco taxation’



been asked to comply with the directives,” the order issued by the Chief secretary said. Previous Samajwadi Party government had appointed over 80 such advisers, chairmen/vice-chairmen and members, who included party workers and eminent personalities of their fields, in government department/ corporations. They were enjoying the status of State Minister with all the benefits meant for the State Minister. After the humiliating de-



feat of Samajwadi Party, many such advisers including former chief secretary Alok Ranjan, who was adviser to CM, chairman of Urdu Academy, Nawaz Deobani, Chairman of Bhasha, Gopal Das Neeraj, chairman of Hindi Sansthan, Uday Pratap Yadav and 20 others had resigned. However, there were over 60 others, who were continuing on their posts and enjoying the benefits. The State government has not yet taken any decision on Chairmen of different commissions.



OBITUARY & REMEMBRANCE DEATH



Farmers plea to Arun Jaitley to ofer them fair relief Special Correspondent Chandigarh



Tobacco farmers and farm workers of commercial crops across the States of Andhra Pradesh, Telangana, Karnataka and Gujarat have asked the Centre to protect their interests while formulating the Goods and Services Tax (GST) laws. In a statement, the Federation of All India Farmer Associations (FAIFA) has said that GST is an opportunity for the government to remove anomalies in tobacco taxation in India and bring relief to tobacco farmers without compromising on its tobacco control goals.



‘Most industry cheering’ “While most industry segments are cheering and eagerly awaiting an early roll out of GST, we, the tobacco CM YK



farmers, are concerned that it should not spell doom for our livelihoods. And hence, we appeal to Finance Minister Arun Jaitley and other Ministries concerned to bring fair relief to tobacco farmers without compromising on its tobacco control goals,” FAIFA general secretary Murali Babu said. He said the prevailing taxation framework has been taking away livelihoods of tobacco farmers and has promoted smuggling of cigarettes, which has reached alarming levels.



‘Protect livelihood’ “The GST is an opportunity to remove tax arbitrage in tobacco taxation and disincentivise illegal products. Also, it is an opportunity to remove discrimination among various class of tobacco farmers. There should



not be any discrimination among cigarette, beedi and chewing tobacco farmers,” he said. He said the labour intensive crop which provides livelihood to 4.6 crore farmers, farm labourers, retailers, beedi workers etc. has been witnessing a continued onslaught in terms of punitive and sustained increase in taxation and impractical regulation over the past few years now. “If tobacco is taxed at the highest slab of GST – i.e. 28%, it will lead to a double digit increase from the current level of VAT levied on this segment, especially in case of cigarettes there would be further stress leading to shrinkage in legal cigarette volumes. The steep increase in excise duty in the past has led to increased smuggling,” he said.



DEATH SHRI R.RAMASWAMY (83) IA & AS, Retired Dy AG, AG’s Office and earlier worked in Southern Railways attained Acharyan Thiruvadi on 26th Feb 2017. Contact: C−21, Rajaram Colony, Kodambakkam, Chennai− 600024. Phone: 044−24728177
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Is your team doing too much, too soon?



A sales channel promotes women’s empowerment



A project is best executed when the right things are done in their right time



Bi n a i f e r K h a n na



I



n the 1980s, when direct selling began to make an impact in India, it was predominantly salesmen who went knocking on doors, carrying products and selling them to consumers. Slowly and steadily, the number of saleswomen in the direct selling channel was increasing. Now, brands’ reliance on saleswomen to take a product to the doorsteps of consumers is considerable. Direct selling business is contributing immensely to women’s empowerment, skill development, and growth. Besides providing them with employment opportunities, it eventually leads to a long-term, secure source of work and income, thereby making them independent and self-sustained.



Pr i n c e F r e de r i c k



S



ome parallels can be drawn between a corporate project and a 1,500metre run. Runners can’t expend too much energy too early, and have to exert themselves only as much as it takes to be running in the front pack or close to it. In the last lap, a middle distance run morphs into a sprint, with every runner straining his sinew for that extra yard of pace. Even in a project life cycle, the right pace and method has to be judiciously chosen at each stage.



Bug-ridden ideas When a team accomplishes too much too soon in a project, it may be bypassing the much-needed warming-up period, in which a team could weed out impractical ideas. No matter how much planning has preceded the launch of the project, it’s only in this period that ideas crystallise. If a team launches itself into absolute execution mode at the very outset, ‘bug-ridden’ ideas are likely to gen entrenched and define the course of the project. When the impracticality of an idea or ideas comes to light, the team could have advanced far into the project, and undoing errors resulting from ideational faults may either be impossible or time-consuming. Just-In-Time In the world of Agile technology, there is the concept



CM YK



ILLUSTRATION: K.B.JAWAHARR



called Just-In-Time, which is about avoiding doing things other than what has to be done at a particular point of time in a project life cycle. “ In the early part of a project life cycle, it does not help to think too much about the future when you are only trying to break the big picture into smaller parts and deliver value in the shortest possible time. What does this mean? Early on, you have to focus considerably on validation.



You cannot validate whether your idea is good or not; your customer has to. If the customer keeps on giving feedback, the product is improved. It’s not necessary to have a product made completely before seeking validation. A model or design of the evolving product would do. Doing this will reduce the possibility of rework and the resultant cost as much as possible,” says Mahesh Varadharajan, a senior agile



consultant.



Mechanical processes We know that through most part of a 1,500-metre run, a runner avoids expending too much energy and keeps building a reserve for the last lap; how does a corporate team avoid dissipating time and other resources? The better question is: How can a team ensure it has sufficient time for finding creative methods to solve knotty problems that may crop up at the



most critical juncture of the project? By preventing a situation where it has to continually review and improve mechanical processes. Early on, the team should have a system in place that would take care of these processes. To give an analogy, mechanical processes play a huge part in impalement arts. In crossbow shooting, the one wielding the bow and the human target don’t figure out the



right positions during the show.Through practice, it’s all mapped out in their mind; in fact, their entire body is tuned to it.



The last lap In the project life cycle, the last lap involves the ability to quickly run through all the aspects of the project, removing any lurking bugs.The efficiency of the team at the stage depends on how well it has met the unique demands of the other stages.



Micro-entrepreneurship Additionally, it also promotes micro-entrepreneurship among women and has been the stepping stone for many women to become entrepreneurs. In the Indian economy, women entrepreneurs represent an emerging force. In India, the women in a household are, most of the time, decision makers when it comes to choosing household products/appliances. Given the fact that women play a major role as buyers, it makes sense to have saleswomen selling products of this nature at doorsteps.



It has been noticed that women are now more open to taking up jobs as saleswomen in the direct selling channel. Here are factors that make direct selling business suitable for women.



Managing time We are living in times when there is increased focus on how to help women re-start their careers following maternity or other life-changing events. Flexible working hours is often offered as one of the solutions. In direct selling, women have considerable control over how they plan their work day. The flexibility of time is a big advantage. Minimal qualification The direct selling business can help in the empowerment of women, especially those who have not had access to enough education. The direct selling business often calls for the barest of minimum qualification and the required skills include persuasiveness, patience, politeness and persistence. As these skills are independent of formal qualifications, many women qualify for a job in direct selling and this channel can be a powerful tool in making women economically independent. (Binaifer Khanna is senior vice-president — Human Resources & Organisational Development at Eureka Forbes Limited)
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Dispute that spilled out of Assembly



IN BRIEF



Debate on safety escalates; women MLAs reach media point to outshout one another G. Venkataramana Rao Vijayawada



Rudresh’s murder: HC says ‘no’ to NIA probe BENGALURU



In a setback to the Union government, the High Court of Karnataka on Tuesday set aside the order passed by the Ministry of Home Affairs handing over the murder case of RSS worker Rudresh to the National Investigation Agency. Rudresh, RSS secretary for Shivajinagar unit, was hacked to death in Bengaluru by two bike-borne men on October 16 last year.



Resolutions renaming A.P. airports passed VIJAYAWADA



The A.P. government, in separate resolutions passed in the Assembly and Council on Tuesday, requested the Centre to rename the airports at Tirupati and Gannavaram as Sri Venkateswara Airport and Nandamuri Taraka Rama Rao Airport.



Madrasa teacher stabbed to death KASARAGOD



A madrassa teacher was stabbed to death, allegedly by a three-member group, at a mosque here on Monday. The police said the teacher, Muhammed Riyaz, 28, was attacked at 11.45 p.m. when he was asleep in his room at the Old Juma Masjid in Choori locality. Riyaz was killed on the spot. A native of Karnataka, he had been staying there for eight years.



Kerala Catholic priest held for molesting boy THIRUVANANTHAPURAM



A Catholic priest from Kerala was arrested on Tuesday from Madurai, after he managed to escape following charges of molesting a 14-year-old boy. Thomas Parakulathil, 32, was arrested by the Kerala Police on Tuesday after he ran away when the police reached the church in Puthoor on Sunday, an official said. IANS.



Marshals of the Andhra Pradesh Legislative Assembly had a tough time separating women legislators of the Telugu Desam Party and the YSR Congress as they jostled with one another to have the podium for themselves at the media point here on Tuesday. The marshals formed a human chain to separate them. Trouble began when Payakaraopet TDP MLA Vangalapudi Anitha charged Paderu YSR Congress MLA Giddi Eswari with speaking in a derogatory manner about Chief Minister N. Chandrababu Naidu as the House discussed the issue of women’s safety.



Push & shove Ms. Eswari, who was waiting for her turn to speak to the media, rushed to the podium and challenged Ms. Anitha to prove that she had



Scramble for space: Women MLAs of the TDP and the YSRCP arguing at the media point in the A.P. Assembly. V. RAJU *



spoken disrespectfully of the Chief Minister. Ms. Anitha — with the support of her party MLAs Tangirala Sowmya (Nandigama) and Meesala Sita (Vizianagaram) — tried to push Ms. Eswari away. The latter resisted with the support of her party MLAs — Pamula Pushpa Srivani (Kurupam),



Viswasarai Kalavathi (Palakonda) and Vanthala Rajeswari (Rampachodavaram) — and even managed to nudge the TDP MLAs away from the podium. Ms. Anitha returned to the media point, accompanied by more TDP MLAs with Minister Peethala Sujatha in the lead. The YSRCP MLA



too summoned more of her party MLAs resulting in fullscale jostling and heated arguments. The MLAs scrambled for the television channel microphones. TDP Gajapathinagaram MLA Kondapalli Appalanaidu pushed away the mikes on the podium to prevent the YSR Congress MLAs from speaking. It was at this point that the marshals entered the scene. The confrontation was the result of heated exchange in the Assembly. Speaker Kodela Siva Prasada Rao adjourned the House when the MLAs of the YSR Congress stormed the well demanding time to speak on the subject at length. After the adjournment, the TDP women MLAs rushed to the media point and began listing the atrocities against women, including the Ayesha murder case, which occurred when the Congress was in power.



Karnataka’s anganwadi workers to continue protest No headway in talks with CM; issue igures in State Assembly special correspondent Bengaluru



A meeting with Karnataka Chief Minister Siddaramaiah failed to convince thousands of anganwadi workers who pledged to continue their protest, which entered its second day on Tuesday. Consequently, nearly 65,000 anganwadis and mini-anganwadis remained closed throughout the State. The anger of the protesters, who are demanding an increase in honorarium to at least ₹10,000, spilled over to the Assembly session where the Opposition questioned the State government.



No consensus Though Mr. Siddaramaiah held a meeting with representatives of the Karnataka State Anganwadi Workers’ Association, a consensus could not be arrived at.



Simmering anger: Anganwadi workers staging a protest in Bengaluru on Tuesday. SUDHAKARA JAIN *



The State government offered to have consultations on April 19 and claimed its inability to make promises owing to the model code of conduct enforced until the completion of by-elections in Nanjangud and Gundlupet. The workers disagreed



and voted to continue their protest. Jayamma (58), a helper at an anganwadi in Hunsur, said despite having worked for over 35 years, she has no savings. “We are made to work seven hours a day, but we earn lesser than the minimum wage,” she said.



SC’s inal hearing on Telangana IAS oicer, son held in U.P. man gets death for Cauvery issue on July 11 connection with driver’s murder Kerala triple murder Youth allegedly killed him for making sexual advances



3 States opposed Tribunal’s decision Legal Correspondent NEW DELHI



The Supreme Court on Tuesday asked Karnataka to continue releasing 2,000 cusecs of Cauvery water to neighbouring Tamil Nadu. It posted appeals filed by Tamil Nadu, Karnataka and Kerala against the Cauvery Water Dispute Tribunal’s decision on water sharing for July 11 for final hearing. A Bench of Justices Dipak Misra, Amitava Roy and A.M. Khanwilkar scheduled backto-back hearings from July 11 for 15 working days. On December 9, 2016, the Supreme Court, in a judgment, refused the Centre’s stand that the court lacked jurisdiction to hear the



Cauvery river dispute. It had upheld the constitutional power of the court to hear the appeals filed by the three States against the tribunal award. The Centre had argued that the parliamentary law of Inter-State Water Disputes Act of 1956 coupled with Article 262 (2) excluded the Supreme Court from hearing or deciding on any appeals against the Cauvery Tribunal’s decision. The Centre had claimed that the tribunal award was final. The Bench, however, held that the remedy under Article 136 was a constitutional right and it cannot be taken away by a legislation much less by invoking the principle of election or estoppel.



EDUCATIONAL



Staff Reporter HYDERABAD



Joint Secretary of the Telangana Agriculture Corporation D.V. Rao was arrested on Tuesday on charge of concealing evidence of the murder of his driver. The driver was allegedly killed by Mr. Rao’s son D. Venkata Sukruth, who was also arrested by the Jubilee Hills police. The IAS officer’s son killed the driver after he allegedly made sexual advances towards him, the police said. The murder took place in the intervening night of March 17 and 18 at Sai Kalyan Residency, where Sukruth and driver Nagaraju had gone to have a drink. They



EDUCATIONAL



used to go there regularly as the deceased knew the building’s watchman. West Zone Deputy Commissioner A. Venkateswara Rao said that after Nagaraju made sexual advances, there was a scuffle. Sukruth caught the driver’s neck and hit him with a brick.



Concealing evidence CCTV footage from the apartment showed Sukruth leaving the place at 11.30 p.m. on March 17, and returning to take the keys of a bike on which he and Nagaraju had left. Sukruth then left on the bike to his house in Madhura Nagar, took a bath, changed



EDUCATIONAL



his dress and returned to Sai Kalyan Residency, and confirmed that Nagaraju was dead. He later took Nagaraju’s cell phone and threw it away. Later, Sukruth informed his father and other family members of the incident, after which all of them decided to conceal Nagaraju’s body. On Tuesday, after the police booked the IAS officer as well, he was admitted to a private hospital as he had fainted at the Jubilee Hills police station, the DCP said. “When he is physically fit, he will be produced before the court for judicial custody,” the officer said addressing a press conference.



He killed a youth & his parents in 2015 Special Correspondent KOTTAYAM



Narender Kumar, 26, a labourer from Uttar Pradesh, was on Tuesday sentenced to death in the murder of a couple and their son at Parampuzha here. Principal district and sessions judge S. Santhakumari found him guilty last Tuesday. The case relates to the murder of Praveen Lal, 28, who operated a laundry, and his parents Lalson, 71, and Prasanna Kumari, 62, on the night of May 16, 2015. According to the prosecution, the accused who had been working at the laundry for a few weeks, was in dire need of money as he had debt of over ₹2 lakh back



EDUCATIONAL



SITUATIONS VACANT



Narender Kumar home. Narender Kumar hacked the three to death and poured acid over their face. He then left for Firozabad from where he was arrested by a Kerala police team along with the money and gold ornaments he had looted from the victims.



SITUATIONS VACANT
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LEGAL NOTICE



PUBLIC NOTICES BUSINESS OFFERS MEMBERSHIP available for Anti−Corruption Awareness society and paper. www.tacp.in/ tacpgroup@ gmail.com Contact: 09674974698
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AAP asks Punjab to regulate admission fee



Bihar partners see red over Cong proposal on beacons Leaders from alliance partners JD(U) and RJD shoot down idea promptly Amarnath Tewary



AAP leader and Leader of Opposition in the Punjab Assembly H. S. Phoolka on Tuesday urged the Amarinder Singh government to take steps to regulate the admission fee structure and purchase of books in private schools across the State. With school admissions round the corner, Mr. Phoolka said adequate steps should be taken to stop commercialisation of education in Punjab. PTI



Patna



KOTA



A 23-year-old pregnant woman, who died while undergoing treatment at a government-run hospital here, has tested positive for H1N1 virus. This is the second death due to swine flu in the Kota region this year. Mumtaj, who hailed from Baran district and was seven months pregnant, was referred to MBS Hospital in a critical condition on Sunday. She died later in the day. Test reports on Monday confirmed that she was suffering from swine flu, said the nodal medical officer at MBS hospital. PTI



Six-year-old girl raped in Rajasthan, case filed KOTA



A six-year-old Dalit girl was allegedly raped by a youth at Kalakhedi village in Jhalawar district of Rajasthan on Monday evening, the police said on Tuesday. The 19-year-old took the girl, who was playing outside, to an isolated place and raped her, said Sunial SHO Bhanwar Singh. A case has been filed against him following a complaint by her parents. PTI



CM YK



‘Coalition aims at getting State out of its morass, desolation’ Peerzada Ashiq Srinagar



CHANDIGARH



Swine flu claims life of pregnant woman in Kota



Aligned with BJP in interest of Kashmir, says Mehbooba



Taking a cue from Capt. Amarinder Singh’s government in Punjab, a Bihar Minister and State Congress leader has proposed removal of red beacon lights from official vehicles to “end the VIP culture”. However, ruling alliance partners, the JD(U) and the RJD leaders, promptly shot down his proposal. The Opposition BJP, though, has supported the move. “Yes, on the lines of the Punjab government, I too have demanded that all vehicles of Ministers and top officials be without red beacon lights to end the VIP culture in the State,” State Education Minister Ashok Choudhury told journalists in Patna. The Congress is a partner of the ruling grand alliance government in Bihar and Mr. Choudhury is also the State Congress chief. “There’s no need for a demand to remove red beacon lights from official vehicles of VIPs in Bihar…In Punjab, the VIP culture was misused because of the drug problem there, but here in Bihar there is no such problem,” said JD(U) leader and party spokesperson Neeraj Kumar.



‘Why follow Punjab?’ ‘RJD MLC and former Chief Minister Rabri Devi said she did not use red beacon light on her official car, adding that “it’s the government which decides on such issues”. Most of the Ministers of the ruling alliance parties did not approve of the demand of Mr. Choudhary. “Arre bhai, why should we follow what is happening in Punjab?…Bihar has its own culture and identity...what’s wrong in using red beacon



Even as the National Conference (NC) and the Congress cornered the Peoples Democratic Party (PDP) over its coalition partner BJP, the ruling party president Mehbooba Mufti on Tuesday defended the alliance saying “it was aimed at getting Jammu & Kashmir out of its morass and desolation”.



Rejected: A JD(U) leader said “…in Punjab, the VIP culture was misused because of the drug problem there, but here in Bihar there is no such problem”. FILE PHOTO: V. V. KRISHNAN *



lights atop officials vehicles?…the only thing is that it must not be misused,” said a Minister.



‘Good proposal’ But the BJP supported the move of Mr. Choudhary. “Yes, it’s a good proposal and we support it,” said senior State BJP leader Sushil Kumar Modi. “Why didn’t Mr. Modi remove the red beacon light from his official vehicle when he was the Deputy CM?...he even had started moving around in the Patna city with hooters on,” reminded a JD(U) legislator. “Mr. Modi is known to change his track as per his convenience and suitability and nobody takes him seriously,” added an RJD MLA. Earlier, after taking oath the new Punjab government had announced an end the use of red beacons on official vehicles by the Chief Minister, Ministers, legislators and officers.



Don’t make it a prestige issue, says Amarinder Some had expressed reservations Press Trust of India Chandigarh



Asking his colleagues not to make the removal of red beacons from VIP vehicles a “prestige” issue, Punjab Chief Minister Amarinder Singh said on Tuesday that it should be considered a gesture of gratitude towards the people. Following reports of some quarters, including a State Minister, expressing reservations over the move, he issued a statement saying his government was committed towards demolishing VIP culture as promised by



the Congress in its manifesto. In the statement, Captain Singh urged all political leaders to support the initiative to help purge the debt-ridden State of “irrelevant power symbols”.



‘VIP frills’ “Such VIP frills were a legacy of the pre-Independence era and have no place in a democratic and progressive society like ours,” the Chief Minister said. The decision to not use red beacons was taken after the first meeting of the Punjab Cabinet.



‘Bloodshed, uncertainty’ “J&K doesn’t only have the routine electricity, road and water issues but bigger ones that need broad national consensus and political will. I am hopeful that many more bold and big steps would follow to give people respite from bloodshed and uncertainty,” said Chief Minister Ms. Mufti in her address, made during an election rally in the Anantnag parliamentary constituency on Tuesday. Ms. Mufti, who was accompanied by her brother Tassaduq Mufti, a candidate from the constituency, said



Mehbooba Mufti



she favoured opening of many more cross-Line of Control (LoC) routes. “Let’s open more routes and allow people more connectivity and interactions. J&K is the gateway to South and Central Asia. Saint Shahi- Hamdan came to Kashmir with all its culture and cuisine. Let’s explore all that. Let’s open routes in Jammu and Ladakh,” she said.



Political narrative Claiming that her party provided an “all-important alternative political narrative in J&K”, Ms. Mufti said her



party got “POTA withdrawn, task force disbanded and crackdowns abandoned”. “In 2015, my father took a historically tough decision of allying with the BJP despite options. He took the decision in the interest of J&K,” claimed Ms. Mufti. Speaking on the occasion, Mr. Tassaduq said he would emulate the urge and aspiration of the late Mufti Mohammad Sayeed “to take Kashmir to the pedestal of development and progress.”



‘Facilitating the RSS’ Meanwhile, NC and Congress also kicked off their campaign for the Anantnag seat which goes to polls on April 12. “The PDP stands exposed for facilitating the RSS to spread its tentacles, first by inducting its political constituent BJP into the government and now by vitiating the atmosphere along communal and regional lines,” said Congress-NC alliance’s joint candidate Ghulam Ahmed Mir.



NHRC to probe police ‘brutality’ against students in Kolkata Protesters beaten up during demonstration on March 9 Staff Reporter New Delhi



The National Human Rights Commission (NHRC) will conduct an inquiry into allegations that police in West Bengal beat up students at a protest in Kolkata on March 9, as per a statement issued here on Tuesday. Taking cognisance of a complaint by the All India Democratic Women’s Association (AIDWA), the NHRC



will send a senior woman officer to Kolkata to investigate the allegations of police brutality against students.



Corruption alleged The students were protesting against alleged corruption and irregularities in the recruitment of primary school teachers in West Bengal when they were beaten up by the police. As per the NHRC, some of the students were even hospital-



ised. The police had arrested four girls, who were later remanded to magisterial custody till March 14. They were taken to a jail in Alipore, where they were allegedly stripped and sexist abuses were hurled at them.



‘Sad state of affairs’ The NHRC observed that if true, the allegations revealed “a sad state of affairs and amount to gross violation of human rights”.
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Note ban: SC questions Centre CBSE moots uniform test ‘People left in lurch after options to deposit old currency beyond Dec. 30 closed’ Krishnadas Rajagopal NEW DELHI



Bombay HC lays striking doctors MUMBAI



The Bombay High Court on Tuesday pulled up the resident doctors of government hospitals in Maharashtra for abstaining from duty, and said their conduct was shameful. Over 4,000 resident doctors have been on strike since Monday.



NTCA begins probe into tiger’s death DEHRADUN



The National Tiger Conservation Authority on Tuesday began its probe into the death of a tiger allegedly due to injuries sustained while it was being captured by forest guards. The tiger had killed two persons in Bailpadav range of Ramnagar forest recently. PTI



The Supreme Court on Tuesday said the Centre had left the “people in the lurch” by closing all options for them to deposit demonetised notes beyond the cut-off date of December 30, 2016. The court indicated that Parliament had left it to the Centre’s discretion to offer a grace period for those who were genuinely unable to deposit their old ₹500 and ₹1000 notes by December 30. The Specified Bank Notes (Cessation of Liabilities) Ordinance of 2016 allows Indian citizens abroad and “any other class of persons specified by the Central government” to deposit their old notes beyond the cut-off date of December 31, 2016. However, the Centre restricted the grace period till March 31, 2017 only to Indian



Cash transaction limit slashed to ₹2 lakh Budget had proposed a ₹3 lakh cap



citizens who were abroad during the period between November 9 and December 30, 2016.



‘People believed PM’ “If you see the Prime Minister’s speech on demonetisation on November 8, 2016, he talks clearly about extending the grace period till March 31, 2017. Then comes the RBI notification, which also talks clearly about extending the time. Both gave people hope that there shall be ... there would be an extension. The ordinance promulgated also gives you the discretion to widen the categories of people beyond those who were abroad... So why did you choose to close this window completely,” Chief Justice Khehar said. The court said the people believed in the PM’s words that they would be offered a



Special Correspondent



Cash transactions above ₹2 lakh could be illegal and attract a 100% fine from April 1 this year. The ₹3 lakh ceiling on cash transactions this year, proposed in the Union Budget 2017-18, has been revised to ₹2 lakh, with the government introducing an amendment to this effect in the Finance Bill taken up for consideration by the Lok Sabha on Tuesday. The tightening of the cap on cash transactions was



SC warns Sahara of auction Legal Correspondent NEW DELHI



The Supreme Court on Tuesday cautioned the Sahara Group about the possibility of auctioning its prime property worth ₹39,000 crore at Aamby Valley in Pune in case it was unable to repay investors ₹5,092.6 crore by April 17. “We will auction your [Sahara’s] Aamby Valley project if the money is not deposited within the stipulated time as promised,” the Supreme Court warned. A Bench, headed by Justice Dipak Misra, directed the firm, which had shown willingness to buy Sahara’s stake in the New York-based Plaza Hotel for $550 million, to deposit ₹750 crore in the SEBISahara refund account instead of the apex court registry to show its bona fide. The court had earlier directed attachment of the company’s prime property for realisation of money to be paid to its investors.



one of 40 amendments to the Finance Bill proposed by the Centre.



Penalty for violation “In the official amendments to the Finance Bill, the government has proposed that the limit of ₹3 lakh for cash transactions, beyond which it is illegal, be reduced to ₹2 lakh. The penalty for violating this is a fine equivalent to the amount of transaction,” Revenue Secretary Hasmukh Adhia said in a tweet on Tuesday evening.



grace period to deposit the old notes till March 31. “With the PM saying so, they had good reason to believe... these may have been people who were hospitalised for the entire duration between November 9 and December 30,” Chief Justice Khehar addressed Attorney-General Mukul Rohatgi for the Centre.



‘This is to prepare students for Class 10 Board examinations’ Vikas Pathak NEW DELHI



Close on the heels of making Class 10 examination mandatory again, the Central Board of Secondary Education (CBSE) has set the ball rolling for putting in place a uniform pattern of examinations and assessment from Classes 6 to 8. “To increase the confidence of students to start preparing for Class 10 Board examination, when they join the upper primary stage in class-six, the CBSE has decided to implement a uniform system of assessment, examination pattern and issue of report cards for classes six to eight also on the same pattern,” says a letter sent by the CBSE to all its affiliated schools.



HIV patients unhappy with Bill Obligation on State governments to provide treatment ‘as far as possible’ Vidya Krishnan New Delhi



NEW DELHI



The court said the government could not arbitrarily close its window.



“Parliament through the ordinance gave you the power of choice to extend the window, why did you not give people of other classes a chance,” the Chief Justice asked. Mr. Rohatgi said the Prime Minister’s assurances had been overridden by the parliamentary law. “There was no cause for another window. Just because the law gave me a discretion does not mean I will allow everybody to deposit their old notes,” Mr. Rohatgi said. “The government cannot arbitrarily close its window to people in genuine difficulty. That attitude will not work here,” Chief Justice Khehar reacted.The court directed the Centre to file an affidavit explaining why it chose not to extend the deadline post December 30 despite Parliament giving it the discretion to do so.



patterns from Class 6-8



The long-awaited HIV Bill, a crucial public health legislation guaranteeing equal rights to India’s HIV community, was passed by the Rajya Sabha on Tuesday. India’s HIV community, however, confessed itself ‘disappointed’ as the Bill places an obligation on State governments to provide treatment “as far as possible”, making it weak and open to interpretation. “India’s HIV community cannot and will not accept this Bill, if the contentious clause ‘as far as possible’ is



not removed. This HIV Bill, instead of protecting and safeguarding our welfare is now protecting the government. The Health Minister’s verbal assurance that no one will be denied treatment is welcoming but this has no constitutional or legal status. We want concrete assurance and safeguard of our treatment in the Indian Constitution,” said Loon Gangte, patient-activist with the International Treatment Preparedness Coalition (ITPC). There are approximately 21 lakh persons estimated to be living with HIV in India and the percentage of pa-



cording to the 2015 Global Burden of Diseases (GBD).



The Bill is weak and open to interpretation, says the HIV community.



tients receiving anti-retroviral therapy (ART) treatment currently stands at a mere 25.82% as against the global percentage of 41%, ac-



Budget cuts The Bill was approved by the Cabinet in October and was expected to guarantee the rights to treatment but Clause 14(1) of the Bill pertaining to prevention of spread of the virus included a phrase ‘as far as possible.’ The Bill comes at a time when the national HIV programme has weakened due to budget cuts with India currently facing nationwide stock-outs of diagnostic kits and pediatric formulations of anti-retrovirals (ARTs).



The board wants the new format to be implemented from the 2017-18 session.



The letter also says such a shift would ensure not just ease of migration of students from one to another of the 18,688 CBSE-affiliated schools in India, but also ease students' difficulties in taking admission in a new school. It wants the uniform format to be implemented



from the 2017-18 session. There will be a calibrated increase in load in the annual exams as per a pre-decided scheme. In the yearly exam in Class 6, the significant topics of term-1 will have a 10% weightage. The term-1 weightages in the yearly exam will go up after this: 20% in Class 7 and 30% in Class 8. “This gradual upward calibration of the load will prepare the students for the higher effort the Class 10 board examination requires,” said an official. The grades awarded for Classes 6 to 8 will range from A1 to E (needs improvement). But in Class 9, E grade will mean “fail”. The reason: the RTE Act has a no-detention policy till Class 8 .



SC to hear plea for probe into EVMs Legal Correspondent NEW DELHI



The Supreme Court on Tuesday agreed to hear on Friday a plea seeking an investigation into allegations of alleged tampering of Electronic Voting Machines during polls, including the recent Assembly elections in five States. A Bench led by Chief Justice of India J.S. Khehar



posted for hearing on March 24 the PIL, which has sought a direction to the EC and the Centre for the probe. It sought examination of the “quality, software/malware and hacking effect in EVMs from a reliable electronic lab/scientist and software expert and to file their report before this court for further action/prosecution.”



Govt. defends Army sahayak system ‘Provides essential support to oicers’ Special Correspondent New Delhi



In the wake of recent allegations of discrimination against jawans under the sahayak system of the Army, the government on Tuesday strongly defended the system, stating that the rapport between officers and their subordinates results in the enhancement of “spirit-decorps in a unit, which is vital during war and peace”. “As such, this is not expected to have any adverse impact on their morale. Notwithstanding this, exhaustive instructions have been issued from time to time stressing upon the need to ensure that under no circumstances sahayaks, being combatant soldiers, are employed on menial tasks, which are not in conformity with the dignity and self-respect of a soldier,” MoS for Defence Dr. Subhash Bhamre said in a written reply in the Rajya Sabha. Several videos of jawans



Centre rejects joint venture plan on Viraat A.P. wants to convert it into museum



have surfaced on the social media in the recent past which brought the practice of orderlies in the Army into sharp focus. When a surreptitiously recorded video of a jawan complaining about menial jobs he was forced to do as a sahayak emerged in public, the soldier committed suicide.



Defined duties Dr. Bhamre said a sahayak has clearly defined military duties and forms an integral part of the organisation structure of a unit and has specific functions during war and peace. Stating that a sahayak, in addition to his normal soldier’s tasks, provides essential support to officers and Junior Commissioned Officers both in peace and war, Dr. Bhamre said, “The buddy provides an alternate contact with the troops, whereby the officer is made aware of grass root issues, albeit via informal means.”



Bengali poet earns right-wing ire Staff Reporter Kolkata



Staying docked: The rejection has once again put the fate of the decommissioned aircraft carrier in question. AP *



Special Correspondent NEW DELHI



The Defence Ministry has turned down the proposal of the Andhra Pradesh government to set up a joint venture to convert decommissioned aircraft carrier INS Viraat into an aircraft museum. The rejection has once again put the fate of the Centaur-class aircraft carrier in question as this was CM YK



the only firm proposal sent forward to preserve the iconic warship. “The proposal for equity participation was not accepted by the Ministry of Defence and the same has been communicated to the Government of Andhra Pradesh on December 14, 2016,” Minister of State for Defence Subhash Bhamre said in a written reply, in the Rajya Sabha on Tuesday.



A member of an ultra-right organisation, Hindu Samhati, has lodged a police complaint against awardwinning poet Srijato Bandyopadhyay. The complainant Arnab Sarkar, a resident of Siliguri in north Bengal, accused the poet of “using derogatory words” against the Hindu religion in one of his poems posted on social media. President of the Hindu Samhati, Tapan Ghosh, confirmed that the complainant was a member of the organisation. The social media post was uploaded on Sunday last. Mr. Bandyopadhyay said the complaint reflected the “narrow-mindedness” of Mr. Sarkar. The poem was “his way of protesting against religious hatred.” The complaint would not deter him from expressing his opinion. A ND-ND
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A brief history of the past 70 years Or, all that the Congress could learn from Nehru yet if it wants to be a responsible Opposition party



Growth by merger



Managing Manipur The BJP-led coalition wins a trust vote in the State under controversial circumstances



I



n Manipur, a State troubled by ethnic strife and continuing insurgency, and dependent on Central inancial transfers to run the economy, the importance of a stable and cohesive government cannot be understated. A fractured verdict reducing the Congress party, that had been in power for 15 years, to 28 seats and three short of a majority in the 60-member Assembly, has resulted in a new coalition led by the Bharatiya Janata Party taking power. The BJP will be pleased with its best-ever electoral performance in the State, winning 21 seats and leaving the Congress party second in terms of vote share. By winning the vote of conidence, the BJPled government, with N. Biren Singh as the Chief Minister, has secured a crucial victory. But the circumstances leading to this victory and the manoeuvres that were undertaken to achieve this have dimmed the aura of the feat. For instance, an independent MLA who had reportedly assured the Congress of his support went missing for a few days after the election results. Governor Najma Heptulla then showed undue haste in inviting the BJP to form the government, despite the Congress being the single largest party. The election of the Speaker and the trust vote were inexplicably conducted as voice votes, even as a Congress legislator, Th Shyamkumar, who had switched sides just a day after the election results, reportedly voted in favour of the ruling coalition. A division of votes would have ascertained how the votes went. The trust vote behind him, Mr. Singh faces the diicult task of managing the contradictions within the coalition. Seven of the nine ministerial berths announced so far have been given to the smaller parties, and other aspiring legislators are expected to be given roles as parliamentary secretaries, a tactic that was also used by the outgoing Congress Chief Minister, Ibobi Singh, to ensure support. That said, Mr. Singh has started his tenure on a positive note as the nearly ive-month-long blockade of the valley imposed by the United Naga Council was inally called of after the ofer of tripartite talks among the Centre, the State and the UNC was reiterated by the new government. While conducting negotiations with the UNC, the government should avoid taking a drastic step to reverse its predecessor’s decision to bifurcate the Senapati district, a move that will be opposed by the Kuki community. It should also stay true to Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s promise that there will be no compromise of Manipur’s integrity in the accord being negotiated between Naga insurgents and the Central government. Ethnic strife is a tricky issue to negotiate, but the BJP-led coalition could make a fresh start by delivering a clean administration, a promise that won it new adherents, many of whom were disenchanted with the previous Congress regime. CM YK



ne of the outcomes of the recently concluded Assembly elections is that India is set to have the same party ruling at the Centre and in many of the States. While this may have had some advantages in the past, such as for the decisive ending of stagnation after a century of colonial rule, a dispersion of power is desirable for our democracy. India after all is not some small European country. Not only is it set to become the world’s largest country in a matter of decades but it is also an economy challenged by poverty. There is also great cultural and religious diversity here. A governance equal to this coniguration is vital.



O



At an ominous juncture Therefore, the Bharatiya Janata Party’s choice of a mahant as Chief Minister of Uttar Pradesh is ominous from this point of view. The politics that it represents needs to be challenged, but the question is how this is to be achieved. In the Westminster model of government that we follow, dispersion of power requires a strong opposition at the Centre. It is the absence of any real opposition to the Congress for three decades after 1947 that is responsible for India’s slow progress despite its quite spectacular beginning under Jawaharlal Nehru. Political parties become complacent when they face no opposition. It has been pointed out that it is States which witnessed political competition that have made the most progress. The examples usually cited are Himachal Pradesh, Kerala and Tamil Nadu. Thus with the BJP in power open-endedly, we may ind a faster pace of development, but may ind ourselves under a more authoritarian governance. It is also conceivable that despite economic



It has returned to power only after a spell in the wilderness, after the Bahujan Samaj Party and the Samajwadi Party had been given a chance to deliver broad-based development.



buoyancy the minorities may feel alienated by the politics of Hindutva even though some of the associated rhetoric has been toned down of late. To avert both these possibilities it is important that the BJP remains challenged by a strong opposition at the Centre. Right now this can be imagined as coming from the Congress alone for it is the only other national party though in reduced circumstances. But this cannot be guaranteed. To efectively be the opposition, India’s grand old party would have to not just rethink its strategy but relect seriously on what it stands for today. Why have the people of U.P. chosen to vote into government a party that has not a great deal to show in terms of countrywide economic indicators? The economy has slowed and is nowhere near achieving the double-digit growth promised during the general election of 2014. Inlation is lower but far from tamed, with the price of dal, the poor man’s protein, reaching close to ₹200 per kg on occasion. To top it all, there was the demonetisation, which by all grassroots accounts led to a dip in output. Yet the BJP has walked away with the prize of power in India’s largest State by far. Accounts such as that the BJP has merely “tapped into its vote bank” imply an irreversible slide, which is hopelessly pessimistic. They fail to acknowledge that the BJP has been voted out in U.P. in the past, most signiicantly at the irst opportunity after the demolition of the Babri Masjid.



The midnight reminder While the Congress’s leadership has said little publicly on its defeat in U.P., some of its spokespersons exhibited a thoughtfulness on television soon after when they spoke of a need to relect deeply on the inability of the party to come up with a winning formula, so to speak. If the party ever gets down to such an exercise seriously, it need do nothing more than study Nehru’s conduct as Prime Minister. And they could make no better a start than to listen to his public address at midnight on August 14, 1947. There, between the weary voice and measured cadence, members of today’s Congress party would ind a purpose worth reclaiming. Nehru had spoken of independence as essentially an opportunity for “end(ing of ) poverty and ignorance and disease and inequality of opportunity.” There is clarity in this, for Nehru could see that without it Independence would amount to no more that replacing a colonial autocracy with a native one. It is interesting that while even “prosperity” makes an appearance later in the speech ‘secularism’ is altogether missing from it. Does this mean that Nehru was somehow lacking in commitment to it? Not even his most ardent crit-



gion we may belong, are equally the children of India with equal rights, privileges and obligations.” The Congress’s second moment after the national movement was to come in 1991 when it averted a default on India’s international obligations. Led by P.V. Narasimha Rao, it steered the country away from a diminution of its political stature that was assured were it to renege on them. There was also some contingent restructuring of the economy. One need only glance at post-Communist Russia to see how the Rao-Manmohan Singh duo managed the transition with some inesse. It is only later, under the UPA, that the Congress got identiied with not only dynastic privilege but also allowing economic inequality to spin out of control. Now the concerns of the corporate sector, including a hankering for recognition by the U.S., came to be privileged over that of the ordinary Indian. The government came to be seen as distant, and instances of the ingenious use of the state apparatus to amass private wealth under a liberalised policy regime came to light. Examples of the latter range from telecom to aviation.



There’s still time With this the path already cleared for the BJP was widened. By the time of the elections in U.P. Narendra Modi had repositioned himself as the deliverer of broad-based development, a role that historically belonged to the Congress. It was this very role that Nehru had in mind when on the eve of Independence he spoke of prosperity being “indivisible”. It is still not too late for the Congress leadership to internalise this. Above all, in the coarser language of today, Nehru had “walked the talk”. Economic inequality declined as a result of his policies and the man himself died owning far less than he had inherited.



Pulapre Balakrishnan is Professor of Economics, Ashoka University, Sonipat and Senior Fellow, IIM Kozhikode



What goes around must come around Wastewater management receives too little social or political attention



jayakumar ramasamy



W



astewater is often an afterthought — lushed and forgotten — whether from household or commercial use. We may not know where wastewater ends up and we’re not too troubled by the mystery, just so long as it’s gone. The 2017 United Nations’ Water Development Programme’s World Water Development Report (WWDR) – Wastewater: The Untapped Resource makes clear that we can no longer aford this disconnect. The report, to be oicially released today on World Water Day, notes that more than 80% of the world’s wastewater — over 95% in some least developed countries — is released into the environment untreated. In Thailand, 77% of wastewater was untreated in 2012; it was 81% in Vietnam the same year and 82% in Pakistan in 2011.



Relevant to Asia-Paciic Untreated wastewater poses a threat to both human health and our aquatic ecosystems, and is a



challenge that is particularly acute in Asia-Paciic. This region is in the midst of a profound urban shift that is straining its already limited infrastructure and capacity to efectively treat wastewater. As of 2009, an estimated 30% of urban dwellers in the region lived in slums, low-income areas, where wastewater is often discharged into the nearest surface drain or informal drainage channel. Meanwhile, city-based hospitals and small- and medium-sized enterprises dump a slew of medical waste and toxic chemicals into wastewater systems. Socioeconomic factors typically determine access to eicient wastewater management services that can more efectively deal with such pollution loads. Wealthier neighbourhoods are usually better served than slum areas, which are more likely to face the risk of contracting cholera, dysentery, typhoid and polio due to consuming faeces-contaminated water. However, even in countries with improved sanitation coverage, only 26% of urban and 34% of rural sanitation and wastewater services prevent human contact with excreta along the entire sanitation chain. Along with the human cost, there are enormous economic stakes involved in the efective management of wastewater. The WWDR estimates that for every $1 spent on sanit-



LETTERS TO THE EDITOR Adityanath as CM Would the BJP have swept the U.P. polls had Yogi Adityanath been announced as the chief ministerial candidate during the campaign? The fact that the BJP chose to be wily and ensure it won before naming the Chief Minister betrays an element of cunning. If heads of religious institutions now hold oices entrusted with power, it could inevitably lead to a weakening of the state. The Ram temple at Ayodhya is not far from taking centre stage again and the BJP’s silence on the sensitive topic is obviously calm before the storm. Anand Aravamudhan, Chennai



■ Mr. Adityanath appears to have got of to a lying start — cautioning bureaucrats to
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he Vodafone Group’s decision to merge its India unit with the Aditya Birla Group-controlled Idea Cellular is a classic case of two companies recognising truth in the adage that ‘the whole is greater than the sum of its parts’. Of the two mobile operators, Idea functioned in its early years as a three-way joint venture involving the Tata Group, U.S. telecommunications behemoth AT&T, and the Aditya Birla Group. The proposed deal represents a welcome chance to resurrect its lagging fortunes. The last three quarters proved a brutal testament to the ravages that heightened competition could wreak on a middle-of-the-pack irm’s operational inances. In Vodafone’s case, the planned merger ofers the global telecom major an opportunity to downsize its engagement with a market in which promise has outweighed performance, without actually exiting it. To that extent, it is a win-win for both parties. Set to vault the combined entity to the top of the heap in India’s 1.13-billion subscribers strong mobile phone services market, the ‘merger of equals’, as the two companies described it, will enable Vodafone to straight away net about ₹3,900 crore on consummation of the deal by selling a 4.9% stake to the Aditya Birla Group, leaving its holding in the new company at 45.1%. Idea’s controlling shareholders will have an opportunity to increase the 26% stake they will have at the start of the relationship by acquiring more shares from Vodafone over the next four years. The two irms expect to see substantial cost savings as the projected synergies from capital and operational expenditure help focus on meeting the challenges of a fast-evolving market amid a tarif war with the current leader Bharti Airtel and the ambitious recent entrant Reliance Jio. Nevertheless, the merger, however grand the scale, could well end up being less than adequate to help staunch the low of red ink amid an industrywide slide in average revenue per user and the steadily escalating cost of bidding for fresh wireless spectrum. With mobile number portability having made it easier for customers to switch networks on account of service quality levels or pricing, Vodafone and Idea have their work cut out in the lead-up to the merger, which they expect to close in 2018. For Vodafone, the prospect of having to meet a huge bill of about ₹21,000 crore, were it to lose its arbitral challenge to a tax claim dating back to the transaction that paved its entry to the Indian market, must surely have been a signiicant consideration in tipping its hand. As the company’s Chairman Gerard Kleisterlee wrote in the 2016 annual report: “While India represents an excellent long-term investment opportunity, the present regulatory challenges are hampering economic development… and this is exacerbated by other ongoing regulatory and iscal burdens.” Time alone can tell whether this will end up as a truly successful marriage.



pulapre balakrishnan THE HINDU PHOTO ARCHIVES



Both Vodafone and Idea stand to gain much from the merger in a tough market



ics would dare propose this. Or can it be said that Nehru could aford to not foreground secularism in a way that the Congress must today as the climate has changed considerably since? Hardly. Nehru was speaking even as communal violence enacted a deathly dance around him. And his subsequent actions speak not only for where he stood vis-àvis the question of the role of religion in the nascent republic but also of the role of the government in ensuring the safety of India’s Muslims post Partition. Eyewitness accounts speak of him as a man possessed haranguing roving gangs of Hindus seeking revenge on Delhi’s streets in August 1947. Some years later he was to ensure the re-codiication of Hindu personal law with a view to redressing the balance against women. Petitions seeking justice in marriage that have reached the Supreme Court from Christian and Muslim women suggest that he erred in not giving the same treatment to all religions. But he had stopped with this. Unlike the Congress after Indira Gandhi, he did not allow his commitment to safeguarding the rights of India’s minorities to be exchanged for any empowerment of the clergy. This was to come much later and was to take a particularly jarring form in some States where, from the women’s rights to freedom of expression for artists, the Congress has shown itself anxious to appease clergymen from the minorities. Nothing, however, can match the cynical calculations of Rajiv Gandhi, in response to the Shah Bano case and the Ram temple agitation, which appeased the most reactionary sections of Muslims and Hindus, respectively. With it the path was cleared for the rise of the BJP. It is entirely in the hands of the Congress to return to being a party that keeps religion out of politics except of course to ensure that an individual’s right to worship, without trampling on the rights of others, is preserved. The ideal is summed up perfectly by Nehru who had ended his speech with: “All of us, to whatever reli-



ation, society beneits by an estimated $5.5, and notes that “neglecting the opportunities arising from improved wastewater management is nothing less than unthinkable in the context of a circular economy”.



Untapped resource A circular economy is one in which economic development and environmental sustainability are interdependent, with a strong emphasis on minimising pollution, while maximising reuse and recycling. From this perspective, wastewater is an untapped resource of unparalleled potential. When safely treated, wastewater can be a source of water, energy, nutrients and other recoverable ma-



terials that is both afordable and sustainable. The extraction of wastewater by-products such as salt, nitrogen and phosphorous has proven lucrative in Asia-Paciic. In Southeast Asia, revenues from fertilizer have paid for the operational costs of the systems to extract them several times over. While wastewater management receives little social or political attention, water scarcity does. Last year, for example, the World Economic Forum warned that the water crisis would be the greatest global risk faced by people and economies over the next 10 years. The problem is particularly severe in Asia-Paciic — two-thirds of the world’s population live in areas that experience water scarcity for at least one month per year and about 50% of these people live in China and India. The lack of attention and resources devoted to efective wastewater management ignores one of the most potentially efective means of addressing the global water crisis.



The Singapore example Singapore, for example, is using reclaimed water, branded “NEWater”, to serve up to 30% of its needs. While largely used for industrial purposes, the water is potable and demonstrates what can be accomplished through innovative policy approaches. The largely industrial



use of NEWater also points to wastewater’s potential beneits for food production and industrial development. More efective and eicient management of wastewater requires greater support of municipalities and local governments, which often lack the human and inancial resources they need to enforce environmental rules and improve infrastructure and services. In terms of the former, businesses dumping toxins into local water systems often ind it more cost-efective to pay ines rather than to modify their processes. As we pursue the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development, the 663 million people around the world who still lack improved sources of drinking water put into perspective the urgency of our mission. Sustainable Development Goal (SDG) 6 speciically focusses on water and sanitation, with Target 3 addressing water quality, but the availability of water is a crosscutting issue upon which every aspect of development hinges. Put simply, water is life, and without a sustained commitment to improving and beneiting from efective wastewater management, that precious resource, and the billions of lives it nourishes, are in peril. Jayakumar Ramasamy is Chief, Natural Science Section, UNESCO, Bangkok



Letters emailed to [email protected] must carry the full postal address and the full name or the name with initials.



come clean by declaring their assets and to either perform or perish. In his quest to provide a clean and eicient administration, he must also prioritise women’s security and ensure communal harmony. Prime Minister Narendra Modi must keep close tabs on his governance so that he does not fall into the trap of fringe elements and let them vitiate the peace. K.R. Srinivasan, Secunderabad



■ If a leader like Lalu Prasad Yadav facing charges of corruption and other tainted veterans are welcomed and allowed to lourish in Indian democracy, why not be fair as well to a young, energetic person who is illed with a zeal to serve the people? Why is he being considered



to be a blot on democracy? Instead of wishing for crises to envelop us, it will not hurt to have an optimistic approach. Arvind Mishra, New Delhi



■ The moment the BJP declared Mr. Adityanath to be its choice for Chief Minister, the media outcry began, labelling him as most communal and antisecularist. The people of Uttar Pradesh have given the BJP the mandate to govern. Mr. Adityanath is himself a parliamentarian, again chosen by the people. After ive years, they will again decide whether he is good or not.



Bindiya Agnihotri, Wellington, Nilgiris, Tamil Nadu



plan demonstrates that small players cannot survive in this competitive era and amalgamation appears to be the only mantra to overcome diiculties (“Vodafone, Idea merge to create giant”, March 21). It is notable that this merger and amalgamation policy is based on an age-old philosophy of “unity is strength” and “united we stand, divided we fall” even though it is practised according to convenience. For instance, governments are ready to merge banks, but in contrast divide States and also districts to fulil their hidden agenda. Similarly, people want property rights in joint families but are not prepared to practise the same!



Merge for strength



Kshirasagara Balaji Rao,



The Vodafone-Idea merger



Hyderabad



River as being I wish all High Courts take a suo motu decision with regard to the health and state of rivers (“Ganga, Yamuna termed ‘living persons’,” March 21). Our failure to protect our rivers, the source of life for most of us, is why we face numerous environmental issues. B.S. Jayaraman, Coimbatore



in Indian culture. But the reverence ends there and does not get translated into practice. Rivers are being polluted thanks to mindless release of waste from industries and unchecked sand mining. A few changes to legal deinitions cannot bring about a sea change in our attitude towards precious natural resources. Dr. D.V.G. Sankararao, Nellimarla, Andhra Pradesh



■ To treat a river like a person is not a strange idea
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corrections & clarifications: The report headlined “BJP-led govt. wins trust vote in Manipur” (March 21, 2017) erroneously said that the swearing-in of N. Biren Singh took place on March 16. It should have been March 15. The name of the Lok Janshakti Party MLA should have been Karam Shyam and not Shyam Karan as given in the report. It is the policy of The Hindu to correct signiicant errors as soon as possible. Please specify the edition (place of publication), date and page. The Readers’ Editor’s office can be contacted by Telephone: +91-44-28418297/28576300 (11 a.m. to 5 p.m., Monday to Friday); Fax: +91-44-28552963; E-mail:[email protected]; Mail: Readers’ Editor, The Hindu, Kasturi Buildings, 859 & 860 Anna Salai, Chennai 600 002, India. All communication must carry the full postal address and telephone number. No personal visits. The Terms of Reference for the Readers’ Editor are on www.thehindu.com



A ND-ND
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THE WEDNESDAY INTERVIEW | ABHINAV BINDRA



‘Hockey is miles ahead of other federations’ The champion marksman explains why professionalisation of the sports bodies is key to making India a world-beater A committee headed by you has made many recommendations to take Indian shooting forward, but not much has been implemented.



Kamesh Srinivasan



Life doesn’t end with retirement, especially if you’re India’s only individual Olympic champion to date. Shooter Abhinav Bindra, world champion in the 10 m Air Rifle event in 2006 and gold medallist at Beijing 2008, almost made it to the medals podium at the 2016 Rio de Janeiro Games before calling it a day. The fivetime Olympian, still a young 34, has now made it his mission to give back to sport, and shooting. Still chairman of the Athletes Commission of the International Shooting Sport Federation (ISSF), he has set up a High Performance Training Centre in Chandigarh and been a part of several committees tasked with making Indian sport more professional and result-oriented. In this wide-ranging interview, Bindra talks about what it is that we really need to put India firmly on the Olympic map. Excerpts:



What should we expect from the restructured National Sports Development Code, especially considering that the feasibility of extending the Lodha committee’s cricket reforms to the Olympic stream was studied?



Nothing dramatic can be expected from the Sports Code, because the Olympic Charter has to be respected. Nobody wants a situation where we go against the Olympic Charter and are kept out of the Olympic stream, like the way the IOA (Indian Olympic Association) was suspended last time. The focus has been on professional governance. The suggestion has been to put a proper structure in place with High Performance Directors and professionals taking care of marketing, communication, etc. in a national sports federation. Putting a



■



The focus has been on age restriction of 70 years for the office-bearers and a tenure of only two terms at a stretch, etc. Should not the focus be on developing the sports and ensuring good results at the highest levels?



At least one suggestion — to empower the coach, and allow him to decide the shooter in the squad — seems to be working. But it is not uniform across all disciplines.



S. SUBRAMANIUM



I have been occupied with my professional career. It is top priority. I have also been occupied with three committees which take a lot of time… [I’m] glad that the work on the Sports Code is done. It was a good experience and worked out well. The identification process for the TOPS (Target Olympic Podium Scheme), for the Tokyo Olympics, is on. It will continue for some time.



■



proper structure is the right step forward. Of course, there is scope for further improvement.



*



How has life been after the Rio Olympics?



■ Post Rio, when shooting did not win a medal, it is important to have holistic preparation. I only hope that the NRAI (National Rifle Association of India) shows the urgency that is required. Only when you strengthen the sport by putting a structure in place can you hope for sustained good results at the highest levels.



■ Well, the Sports Code is not the end of everything. It is important to find a way to take sports forward. However, it is important to have certain stipulations in place like restriction in terms of age, tenure etc. We had able leadership in the Secretary, Sports, Injeti Srinivas, as the Chairman of the committee. He understands the subject thoroughly, as he had worked on the earlier version of the Sports Code. The new Sports Code will be quite progressive.



How does one make the national sports federations professional? ■ The goal should be towards self-sustainability. Nobody will give a single rupee if you cannot match value in a professional way. For that, you need paid professionals.



Sports federations heavily bank on government support. The new guidelines may only



aggravate this. ■ Yes, it is a long process. The government is likely to support the federations by meeting the cost of the professionals. Even if you do all the right things, it may not ensure that the sponsors line up to support your sport. It is only a hope that the federations will not be dependent on state support forever. We need to have people with a vision. We can only sow the seeds and hope that they would bear fruit some day. Hockey has done a fantastic job on that front. It is miles ahead of the rest of the federations in terms of putting professionals on the job. It too depends on government support but has been able to generate funds, which has helped it to be more professional in running the game.



What future do you see for shooting in the Olympics, especially with gender equality in terms of equal number of



no problem < > in■ Iushave hosting these big events. The problem starts when we forget our priority, which is supporting our shooters to meet world standards. medals for men and women being achieved through mixed doubles events? ■ Shooting had to first survive. There are 20 to 30 new disciplines that are fighting to get into the Olympics. The bottom line was the Agenda 2020 of the International Olympic Committee (IOC), which wants to ensure gender equality. Shooting was one of the nine international federations that had not achieved it thus far. It was imperative that it met the requirement... The senior shooters were understandably upset at losing



their events. The juniors were able to understand and appreciate the situation. The mixed events have been well received in the European Championships. It is a progressive step to ensure that shooting stays in the Olympic movement. Heena Sidhu and Jitu Rai were able to win the mixed air pistol event, a test event, during the World Cup in Delhi. Will India’s chances of Olympic medals be enhanced with the mixed events in the Tokyo 2020 Games? ■ The rules are yet to be framed for the mixed competition. We have to see how the athletes qualify. You can make combinations only after qualification. Of course, it is great that we have been able to strike gold in the Grand Prix event. It looks good for a start, at the moment.



■ We all found that Ennio Falco is a good coach and had done a fine job in moulding the skeet shooters. When you have competent people, you need to trust them and entrust them with the responsibility… We can’t just cut, copy and paste from the U.S. or Germany. We have to see what is relevant for us. Of course, we can learn from other countries. We have to see what is suitable for our ecosystem.



Maybe the continued success of our shooters — a haul of one gold, two silver and three bronze medals in the recent World Cup at home, for instance — gives a false sense of good health for the federation. ■ I do agree that the performance in the World Cup was commendable. We have the numbers and talent to keep doing well in the World Cups. But the measure of success is mainly gauged in the Olympics and the World Championships. In our case, the Asian Games and the Commonwealth Games are
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also important. The question is, how many shooters can we put in the Olympics? How many medals can we win there? We have to stand up to the real challenge at the highest levels. Money is not an issue for shooting. The question is how you want to spend the money, your priorities.



disappointing < > Itnotwas to win a medal (at the Rio Olympics). Maybe a tenth of a point could have helped me. But I have no regrets. The shooting federation had conducted the Asian Olympic quota event last year, and now the World Cup. The World Cup Finals are scheduled to be hosted in October. There is going to be another World Cup offering Olympic quota places in 2019. Are we doing the right thing in hosting these big events? ■ I have no problem in us hosting these big events. There are many advantages as we get world-class competition at home and we can field maximum number of shooters without worrying about cost of travel. The problem starts when we forget our priority, which is supporting our shooters to meet world standards and perform at the highest levels. Whenever we host the big events, two-four months are spent in planning and execution. Everything else takes a back seat. The same staff works on the job. We are multi-tasking all the time. We tend to lose sight of our main goals. If you have separate set of staff for each task, it works well. If focus on athletes’ preparation is not disturbed, you are welcome to do all these big events which can help the sport grow.



On to a different subject,



what has been the response to your High Performance Training Centre in Chandigarh? ■ It is doing well, and being fully utilised. We are planning to set up another centre in Delhi. It will have doctors and cater both to the athletes for high performance and rehabilitation of normal patients. In Mohali, it is serving the local people a lot in terms of improving the quality of life, solving their problems.



How is your home range? You had announced that you may turn it into a kitchen garden! ■ The range is very much there. I had some athletes who wanted to try shooting. But I am not shooting at all.



There has been news about the film on you becoming a reality soon.



The rights of my book [A Shot At History: My Obsessive Journey to Olympic Gold], for making a film, were sold a few years ago. It is timebound till 2018. It is an American production company run by an Indian. They had shared the script with me some time back, before the Rio Olympics. The book had to be adapted. There has to be room for the creative element. The film is inspired by the journey, but it is not the exact journey. I don’t know much details.



■



When do we see the updated edition of your 2011 book? ■ Rio Olympics were a great closure to my shooting career. It was disappointing not to win a medal and be placed fourth. Maybe a tenth of a point could have helped me. But I have no regrets. The chapter has been done, and we expect the updated edition to be out in about two months.
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To eschew isolationism



FIFTY YEARS AGO MARCH 22, 1967



Annadurai ofers referendum on issues



G20 states must play by the multilateral rule book even when President Trump regards trade as a zero-sum game



Mr. C.N. Annadurai, Chief Minister, declared to-day [March 21] that the moment he felt that he could not do anything tangible, he would go to the people and seek their guidance rather than cling to power. The Chief Minister was replying to the debate on the State interim budget for 1967-68 in the Madras Legislative Council. He said that whenever he found that he could not implement his election pledges he would adopt the method of referendum to ascertain the views of the people. He would prefer to explain to the electorate the difficulties in implementing his party pledges and seek their views.



GARIMELLA SUBRAMANIAM



REUTERS



Given Donald Trump’s election to the White House, it was perhaps inevitable that the G20 meeting of inance ministers would end in an impasse. First, the U.S. decided in January to withdraw from the TransPaciic Partnership. Then it called to renegotiate the North American Free Trade Agreement. In more recent weeks, the Trump administration has ratcheted up its rhetoric on the U.S. trade imbalances vis-à-vis Germany and China. Each of these is a pattern of the populist penchant to play the victim card in the global multilateral system, and contributed to the deadlock at the Baden-Baden G20 meeting last weekend. This is not to deny that there is some familiarity to the failure of G20 nations to live up to past pledges. In this instance, it was the diiculty of including a clause to unequivocally eschew protectionism in the inal communiqué, largely aimed to placate the new U.S. Treasury Secretary Steven Mnuchin, who was echoing the general anti-globalisation mood in Washington. Notable among the earlier promises to revitalise the world economy is a 2014 commitment to put in place iscal stimulus policies to boost global annual GDP by about 2% by 2018.



A HUNDRED YEARS AGO MARCH 22, 1917



*



Consolidating gains from globalisation At last week’s meeting, European countries, notably France, were keen to incorporate stronger language on the preservation of regulated free trade arrangements and more generally on the consolidation of the rules-based multilateral system. But these nations would do well to recognise that the current uncertain scenario still opens up new avenues. This was Chinese President Xi Jinping’s rallying call at the World Economic Forum in Davos, of the need to consolidate the gains from globalisation. Indeed, such an opportunity becomes a necessity given the moral and political imperatives of narrowing the inequalities arising from uneven economic growth and redistribution. Finding common cause with communist China should not pose much of a concern for democratic countries long wedded to the preservation of the liberal world order they crafted in the post-World War years. Signs of greater openness are already evident in the willingness of Germany and Britain to Chinese acquisitions and mergers in sectors that were earlier a preserve of domestic corporations. In his paper to the China Development Forum 2017, Nobel Laureate Joseph Stiglitz made a compelling case about why multilateral trade deicits, rather than bilateral ones, really matter over the long term. He argued that states ought to play by the multilateral rule book, even when Mr. Trump regards trade as a zero-sum game. He especially emphasised signiicant initiatives, such as the China-backed Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank, as alternative fora for cooperation among states. Resoluteness on the part of the global south, aided by like-minded nations, may persuade Washington to see reason and eschew isolationism. The G20 can’t throw in the towel. CM YK
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CONCEPTUAL



NOTEBOOK



Deep State / Political Science



Bringing banks to the people



A group of people who are believed to control the levers of power irrespective of who is in government. They are often actors within the government or military apparatus, working behind-thescenes to manipulate or control government policy. The term is believed to have originated in the 1990s, and was first used in reference to Turkey, but finds increasing usage in the South Asian context of the perceived erosion of civilian authority in Pakistan. It has also found renewed salience in the U.S. in the wake of the Donald Trump administration’s struggle to control the federal bureaucracy and institutions.
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World water day reflections http://bit.ly/WorldWaterDayLS



Enterprising people who try to make inance inclusive Jayant Sriram



In January 2016, I was on an assignment to cover the Jagriti Yatra, a twoweek train journey across India where young, budding social entrepreneurs are introduced to successful ones. There were hundreds of people on the train with interesting stories to tell, but someone pointed me to a man called Harishchandra Babu from Jhansi. At an earlier group discussion, he had surprised everyone by announcing that he ran four ventures and was looking to start a fifth. Mr. Babu and I spoke in detail one day about his work. He first started as a Bank Mitra, an agent who takes ATM and other banking services to remote areas. Then he set up a photo studio, a computer training centre, and finally a common services centre (CSC). A CSC is a one-stop shop where people apply online for a range of services such as



PAN cards, birth and death certificates, and Aadhaar cards. He was surprised and amused that I had never heard of such a centre. He said he had recently become a banking correspondent and was helping people open Jan-Dhan accounts. What followed was a really instructive conversation about the challenges of financial inclusion. In my hurry to file a story, I forgot to take his number, and though we ran into each other frequently over the next week, we never exchanged numbers. Nearly a year later, when I was covering the effects of demonetisation in Mumbai, I was assigned to spend a day in a bank and observe how bank employees and customers were dealing with the situation. I was scheduled to spend the day in a bank at Nariman Point, but a colleague told me that I would learn little by meeting corporate customers



and that I should go instead to a bank in Navi Mumbai near a major wholesale market where the profile of customers would be entirely different. This turned out to be excellent advice. I watched hundreds of people come to exchange currency notes, and saw bank employees trying to convince them to make deposits and open accounts, I couldn’t help but think of Mr. Babu and what he would make of all this. I wished then that I could call him and find out what he was telling his customers in his village in Jhansi and wherever else he had expanded. I couldn’t trace Mr. Babu but what I could do was to try and find other CSCs in Maharashtra and write about the role that they played in expanding the banking network. This is no easy task but each of the entrepreneurs who ran them embodied the kind of spirit that I so admired in Mr. Babu.



The Captain, wife and eight of the crew of the small Swedish schooner “Dag” have been landed after a terrible experience (London, March 20). The “Dag” was bound from Laguna to Falmouth with a cargo of logwood. One of her two boats was destroyed and the other badly damaged in a hurricane in the Atlantic. The U37 intercepted her early on Tuesday morning and forced the crew to take to the leaky boat. The Submarine took the ship’s papers and then bombed and sank the schooner. The abandoned boat was two hundred miles off the Seillies with a little water and a few tins of meat. The cold was intense and constant baling was necessary to keep the boat afloat. Many ships were seen but they did not observe the tiny craft. CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
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FROM PAGE ONE



Settle Ayodhya dispute amicably: SC “You [Dr. Swamy] must make fresh attempts to arrive at a consensual decision. If required, you must choose a mediator to end the dispute. If the parties want me [CJI] to sit with mediators chosen by both the sides for negotiations, I am ready,” Chief Justice Khehar said. Dr. Swamy’s plea to ‘rebuild’ the Ram temple at the Ramjanmabhoomi-Babri Masjid site has been tagged to the appeals. The court asked him to consult the litigating parties about appointing a negotiator for an out-of-court settlement and report back on March 31, 2017. A large part of the delay in the SC owes to the fact that the litigation has records dating back to the 16th Century and written in several languages, including Arabic and Persian. They all have to be trans-



lated into English for the court. The High Court judgment itself is 8,000 pages. Justices Sudhir Agarwal and Justice D.V. Sharma on the Allahabad High Court Bench had concluded in their separate judgments that Lord Ram, son of King Dashrath, was born within the 1,482.5 square yards of the disputed Ramjanmabhoomi-Babri Masjid premises over 900,000 years ago during the Treta Yuga. The third judge, Justice S.U. Khan, said his finding was an “informed guess.” In May 2011, during a preliminary hearing of the appeals, a Supreme Court Bench of Justices (retired) Aftab Alam and R.M. Lodha had described the High Court judgment fixing Lord Ram’s birthplace as a sheer “leap of faith” transgressing into the mythological realm.



Karnataka for ₹100 cr. ine on Jayalalithaa “If a party dies after the conclusion of the arguments and the judgment is reserved, there is no question of abatement of appeal and the judgment subsequently pronounced shall have the same force and effect as if the same was pronounced before the death took place,” Karnataka, represented by State counsel Joseph Aristotle, submitted in its review petition. Justice Ghose’s Bench had reserved the judgment after the completion of arguments on June 7, 2016. Jayalalithaa died on December 5, 2016. The Supreme Court pronounced its judgment on February 14, 2017. “There are no provisions either in the Constitution or in the Supreme Court Rules, 2013 for such abatement of appeal. On the other hand, the Supreme Court Rules, 2013 provide that both in the case of civil appeals as well as election petitions there will be no abatement if the death takes place after conclusion of hearing,” the review petition contended. The Karnataka government said that though a plea for jail sentence has become “infructuous” now, the Supreme Court should have nevertheless ordered that the ₹100-crore fine imposed on Jayalalithaa by the trial



court be paid. The fine should have been recovered from her estate. Seeking a review of the Supreme Court judgment, Karnataka submitted that “even though the question of A 1 [ Jayalalithaa] undergoing further imprisonment does not arise, sentence to pay fine is legally sustainable which has to be recovered from the estate. This is particularly so where the offence alleged is of illegally acquiring disproportionate assets. Therefore the finding that the appeal has abated is not correct.” “A criminal appeal involving offences under the Prevention of Corruption Act stands on a slightly different footing where the allegation is of acquisition of disproportionate assets by a public servant... In the circumstances, though the death of the accused no 1 [ Jayalalithaa] renders sentence of imprisonment infructuous, the question whether any fine is liable to be imposed as also confiscation of illegally acquired property will survive for consideration,” Karnataka contended. It has asked the Supreme Court to modify its February 14 judgment and restore the trial court verdict in toto against Jayalalithaa.



‘88 youth took to militancy in 2016’ The data on infiltration shows that about 121 terrorists had sneaked into the country in 2012, the highest in six years, followed by 119 in 2016. “The counter terrorism efforts saw the best figures in 2010, when 81 per cent of infiltration attempts were thwarted by security forces, with only 95 terrorists entering the country as against 489 attempts,” the data said. In 2011, 52 terrorists had crossed over against 247 infiltration attempts, while in 2013, 97 ultras managed to sneak in against 277 at-



tempts, it said. In 2014, 222 terrorists tried to enter the country, but only 65 could do it and in 2015, 121 ultras made such attempts but only 33 of them were successful, the data said. “Under the surrender policy notified by the State government, since January 31, 2004 till date, 219 surrendered militants have benefited under the scheme,” Mr. Ahir said. In response to a separate question, Mr. Ahir said the situation in Kashmir in the current year has improved to a large extent.



suggestion is that is a very good view We will not go for < > My < > Itthat > out-of-court Masjid be built on the SC has taken. < settlemother side of the Sarayu river SUBRAMANIAN SWAMY Intervener in Ayodhya case



I think the problem will be solved Vinay Katiyar BJP MP



ent. If court passes an order, we will follow Zafaryab Jilani Convener, Babri Masjid Action Committee



Special Correspondent NEW DELHI



The BJP and the RSS and the newly-appointed Chief Minister of Uttar Pradesh, Yogi Adityanath, have welcomed the Supreme Court’s suggestion of an out-of-court settlement of the Babri MasjidRam Janmabhoomi dispute. The RSS said a grand Ram temple at Ayodhya should be built with the participation of “all Indians”. Its joint general secretary Dattatreya Hosabele said in Coimbatore that the organisation would go by what the Dharma Sansad, which was at the forefront of the Ram Janmabhoomi movement, would do on the issue. “It [Ram temple issue] is to be decided by the Dharam Sansad, as they are the people who organised the entire Ram Janambhumi movement and the parties



Govt. assures release of ishermen



Back in focus: The RSS said a grand Ram temple at Ayodhya should be built with the participation of “all Indians”. who went to the court. RSS will not decide.”



Fund for project Mr. Adityanath said he met Union Minister for Tourism Mahesh Sharma and assured him that land would be allotted for a grand Ram museum in Ayodhya. “We had allotted ₹125 crore for this project, but it couldn’t go forward as



land is a State subject and the previous government did not cooperate,” said Mr. Sharma. “We have got a verbal assurance from the new Chief Minister that 25 acres close to the banks of the Sarayu river will be allotted for the museum.” The BJP said the SC had called for an out-of-court settlement and the aggrieved parties



CM YK



Randeep Surjewala Congress spokesperson



The court has to adjudicate on it Sitaram Yechury CPI(M) general secretary



should resolve the issue amicably by talking to each other. “We welcome this step and I believe they should have talks outside the court,” said BJP spokesperson Sambit Patra. The party would study the observations made by the apex court, which had said the issue was sensitive and sentimental and concerned the faith of millions of people. BJP veteran L.K. Advani said the Supreme Court’s observation was a welcome step. “I hope in the light of the apex court’s advise, all parties concerned will reach a consensus and find a solution to the Ram temple issue,” he told reporters. The Supreme Court’s observations came after BJP leader Subramanian Swamy mentioned the matter and sought an urgent hearing.



Muslim outits not enthused Lucknow



over the past three decades had failed.



The Supreme Court’s advice in favour of settling the Babri Masjid-Ramjanmabhoomi dispute at Ayodhya through talks did not enthuse Muslim bodies and representatives though they kept the option open under the condition that the apex court monitors such negotiations. Zafaryab Jilani, convenor of the Babri Action Committee, said an “outof-court settlement is not possible” as several “sustained attempts at the highest levels,” including by two Prime Ministers,



‘To follow court order’ “Our experience tells us that mutual talks will not resolve the dispute. We will not go for out-of-court settlement. But if the court passes an order, we will follow it,” Mr. Jilani said. Haji Mehboob, a petitioner in the Babri Masjid case, said he had “no objection” to the idea of talks provided it was validated by the SC and involved the Nirmohi Akhara, a party to the case from the temple side, and not other rightwing outfits unrelated to the case.



Special Correspondent



Speaking in the Lok Sabha, he vows to create a new structure of progress, taking all sections with him



Kallol Bhattacherjee NEW DELHI



Special Correspondent



India will remain engaged with Sri Lanka to secure the release of Indian fishermen and their boats, External Affairs Minister Sushma Swaraj assured a delegation of fishermen from Tamil Nadu. In the first such meeting since a fisherman was allegedly killed by Sri Lankan Navy earlier this month, the Minister on Tuesday assured that a major financial package for the development of deep sea fishing capacities for fishermen in Tamil Nadu would be implemented soon. Foreign Secretary S. Jaishankar and Minister of State for External Affairs M.J. Akbar were also present.



NEW DELHI



The newly-appointed Uttar Pradesh Chief Minister Yogi Adityanath is yet to formally resign his Lok Sabha membership. But on Tuesday he delivered what amounted to a farewell speech to the House. Speaking on the Finance Bill, Mr. Adityanath heaped encomiums on Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s model of development and vowed to create a “new structure of progress” in Uttar Pradesh, taking all sections of the society with him. “Uttar Pradesh brashtachar mukt, danga mukt hoga (U.P. will be free of corruption and riots),” he said, vehemently countering apprehensions about his



Courtesy visit: Yogi Adityanath arrives to meet PM Narendra Modi at Parliament House on Tuesday. SANDEEP SAXENA *



Hindutva image. “I have been a member of this House for over two decades and have raised the issue of Japanese Encephalitis that particularly afflicts the poor and marginal communities in Gorakhpur, my Lok Sabha seat. There were members here who belonged to



parties that were running the government in U.P. then, who gave grand statements about the poor and including them in the growth story, but never did anything for these people,” he said in a taunt directed at the SP and the BSP. “When I first became a member of the Lok



Sabha in 1996, I went to meet the then Minister for Chemicals and Fertilizers Surjit Singh Barnala, who repeatedly asked me whether I was from Gorakhpur. When I asked him why was he asking, he looked at my [then] thin figure and said he had only been to the area once for a public meeting and had to flee because of bombs going off. “It pained me to hear that account of my constituency. When I went back, I called all the prominent traders and influential people and said we must improve our image, this cannot be us. After that, there has been no riots or killing of a trader in Gorakhpur. In Uttar Pradesh last year, under the SP government, there were 403



small riots, but not a single one of them in Gorakhpur,” he said, apparently to drive home the point that he considered apprehensions that his chief ministership would lead to communal tensions unfounded.



Slams ‘U.P. ke ladke’ Taking a dig at Congress leader Rahul Gandhi and former U.P. Chief Minister Akhilesh Yadav who campaigned as “U.P. ke ladke” or the “boys from U.P.”, Mr. Adityanath said that he was a year younger than Mr. Gandhi and a year older than Mr. Yadav. “Perhaps, that is why I came between them, and you [pointing to senior Congress leader Mallikarjun Kharge] lost the plot,” he said with a smile.



New Delhi gets ready to welcome Turkish President Erdogan’s visit in May will be signiicant both for its timing and impact on bilateral relations, say oicials Suhasini Haidar NEW DELHI



Close on the heels of a series of big visitors, New Delhi is preparing to welcome Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan in the first week of May for a visit that will be significant both for its timing and impact on bilateral ties, MEA and Turkish officials confirmed to The Hindu. The Turkish President is expected to travel to Delhi with a large entourage of ministers, officials said, for his first visit to India since 2008. In 2015, Mr. Erdogan put off his plans to travel to



India after a series protests in his country.



of



‘Long overdue’ “This visit was long overdue, and we have been preparing for it for sometime, ever since it had to be put off in August 2015,” a Turkish diplomat said, adding that President Erdogan and Prime Minister Narendra Modi share a “good relationship”, having met twice already, including once in Turkey for the G-20 summit. Officials also confirmed that the new Turkish Ambassador to India Sakir Ozkan



Torunlar, who was earlier handling the India desk in the Turkish Foreign Ministry, will present his credentials to President Pranab Mukherjee on March 29 to facilitate protocol ahead of the visit. Officials on both sides didn’t wish to speak about the expected outcomes of the Erdogan visit, as discussions are ongoing, but said they would broadly follow the “road map for cooperation” in various fields, including tourism and trade, which was signed by visiting Foreign Minister Mevlut Cavusoglu and External Af-



₹6,500 crore stash found, says Jaitley



Union Law Minister Ravi Shankar Prasad has written to the States, seeking their cooperation with the High Courts in filling 4,937 vacancies in subordinate and district courts so as to expedite justice delivery. There are 2.7 crore cases pending in the subordinate courts and 38.7 lakh cases in the High Courts. “We are deeply concerned by the huge pendency of cases...,” he said, citing the Supreme Court’s directive in the Imtiyaz Ahmed v. State of U.P. and others.



way in ensuring lasting peace



U.P. will be free of riots: Adityanath



Pending cases -- 2.7 crore in lower courts, 38.7 lakh in HCs NEW DELHI



Dattatreya Hosabale RSS joint general secretary



U.P. CM Yogi Adityanath also welcomes advice on out-of-court settlement



‘Indians named in HSBC list probed’



Pursuant to the Supreme Court’s directions, the Law Commission submitted its 245th report, ‘Arrears and Backlog: Creating Additional Judicial (wo) manpower.” The National Court Management System (NCMS) Committee went through the recommendations and proposed, in its interim report, a “weighted” approach: disposal weighted by the nature and complexity of cases in local conditions. On January 2 this year, the Supreme Court in the same case asked the State governments and the High Courts to compute the strength of judges as per the



go by the Dharam Sansad’s decision



BJP, RSS hail SC suggestion on Ayodhya



Prasad urges States to help HC ill vacancies in lower courts Special Correspondent



RSS will not consensus-based main issue is < > The > Asolution > The decide it. The RSS will < will go a long < who owns the land.



NCMS Committee report and take decisions within three months for increasing the strength. The court directed the NCMS Committee to submit its final report by December 31. It also directed the Central government to forward a copy of the NCMS interim report to the State governments and the HCs for follow-up action. The Department of Justice forwarded the interim report on January 27. “I have learnt that there are about 4,937 vacancies as on January 2016 in subordinate and district courts. I have written to the Chief Justices of the HCs,” Mr. Prasad said.



Recep Tayyip Erdogan



fairs Minister Sushma Swaraj in Delhi last August.



NSG session Mr. Erdogan’s visit will also come a month ahead of the Nuclear Suppliers Group



plenary session where India will once again push its bid for membership. In June 2016, Turkey had backed a “process-based” approach for inducting members, and was understood to have wanted both Pakistan and India to be considered together. Turkey’s close ties with Pakistan, including a strategic partnership between them, have led to the two countries aligning themselves on several issues. During a visit to Islamabad in November 2016, President Erdogan had said that events in Kashmir “continue to hurt



our conscience,” in a reference to violence in the Valley as he addressed a joint session of the Pakistan Parliament, while Foreign Minister Mr. Cavusoglu said “Turkey fully supports Pakistan’s position on Jammu and Kashmir”. Turkey is also a member of the Uniting for Consensus group of countries that oppose U.N. Security Council Memberships to be increased, another source of friction between the two countries, where India would like to see some flexibility.



BJP considering early Assembly polls in Gujarat Party wants to cash in on landslide in U.P., Uttarakhand



Special Correspondent New Delhi



Finance Minister Arun Jaitley told the Rajya Sabha on Tuesday that assessment proceedings had already taken place in all the HSBC and Liechtenstein accounts that were found to be unlawful and undeclared income of up to ₹6,500 crore had already been found. He said probe against 628 persons named in the HSBC list of Indians holding foreign bank accounts had been completed, an assessment to the tune of ₹8,437 crore in 409 of these cases made and 119 prosecutions filed against them. He was answering a ques-



Mahesh Langa AHMEDABAD



Arun Jaitley tion by senior member Ram Jethmalani on whether the government had taken any effort to get the names of Indians who had stashed black money abroad from the Germans. Mr. Jethmalani was interrupted many a time by Treasury Benches as he sought to take on the Centre.



Buoyed by its landslide victory in the Uttar Pradesh and Uttarakhand polls, the BJP government is mulling over the option of seeking early election to the Gujarat Assembly, due in December this year. The buzz in the government is that the poll may be advanced to May to take advantage of the BJP wave reflected in the local elections in Maharashtra and in the Assembly polls in the five States. The party formed the government in four. Amid speculation, the rul-



ing party has launched its campaign with the slogan “U.P. mein 325, Gujarat mein 150”, setting the target for the 182-member Assembly. The party has put up huge hoardings and posters with pictures of Prime Minister Narendra Modi and party president Amit Shah in major cities and also on major highways in the State. “The possibility of early elections is being examined by the party leadership. There is a sense that the party should go in for the Assembly elections immediately to seize the pro-BJP wave,” a senior Minister in



the State government told The Hindu. Concurring with the view, a top bureaucrat said two factors were pushing the government and ruling party leadership towards early polls: an unpredictable monsoon and the impact of Goods and Services Tax (GST) on the State’s economy. “If the monsoon plays truant, it can be quite damaging electorally as drought is always a nightmare for any incumbent government. GST is also likely to hit the State’s revenue initially,” the official said. A ND-ND
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IN BRIEF



India slips in human CBI can probe Narada sting: SC development index



Bench declines Trinamool Congress leaders’ plea to set aside Calcutta HC order Krishnadas Rajagopal NEW DELHI



Sushma helps Indian woman in distress in Pak.



Among SAARC nations, it’s third behind Sri Lanka, Maldives



NEW DELHI/HYDERABAD



Special Correspondent



Following a father’s YouTube SOS that his daughter was being mistreated by her in-laws in Pakistan, External Affairs Minister Sushma Swaraj on Monday said the Indian High Commission had been roped in to ensure her safety and return to India. “Our mission sent a Note Verbale requesting the safety of Mohammadia Begum,” Ms. Swaraj tweeted. IANS



NEW DELHI



ED arrests two brothers in money laundering case NEW DELHI



The ED has arrested two brothers for allegedly projecting unaccounted-for ₹64.7 crore of a company as legitimate income by laundering funds through 26 shell companies. According to the ED, investigations revealed that N.K.S. Holdings Pvt. Ltd. and other shell firms, controlled by the accused Surendra Kumar Jain and Virendra Jain, were involved in credit and debit summation of ₹8,000 crore.



Cheque-only donations to electoral trusts NEW DELHI



Donations to electoral trusts will be allowed only through cheques from now on. The decision was part of the amendments moved by Finance Minister Arun Jaitley to the Finance Bill. The amendment to the Companies Act, 2013 enjoins companies to disclose in their profit and loss account the sum contributed to such trusts. The move is in sync with the introduction of bearer electoral bonds that could be bought using cheques from a scheduled bank. PTI



India slipped down one place from 130 to 131 among the 188 countries ranked in terms of human development, says the 2016 Human Development Report (HDR) released by the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) on Tuesday. India’s human development index (HDI) value of 0.624 puts it in the “medium human development” category, alongside countries such as Congo, Namibia and Pakistan. It is ranked third among the SAARC countries, behind Sri Lanka (73) and the Maldives (105), both of which figure in the “high human development” category. The world’s top three countries in HDI are Norway (0.949), Australia (0.939) and Switzerland (0.939). The HDI is a measure for assessing progress in three basic dimensions of human development: a long and healthy life, access to knowledge, and access to a decent standard of living.



Public health spending The report says 1.5 million people worldwide still live in multidimensional poverty, 54% of them concentrated in South Asia. While poverty fell significantly from 1990 to 2015, inequalities sharpened in the region. South Asia also had the highest levels of malnutrition in the world, at 38%, and the lowest public health expenditure as a percentage of the GDP (1.6%, 2014). India’s public health expenditure was even lower, at 1.4% of the GDP. However, it did make some gains between



1990 and 2015, improving life expectancy by 10.4 years in this period. Child malnutrition also declined by 10 percentage points from 2015, and there was a modest gain in infant and under-five mortality rates. The report praised India’s reservation policy, observing that even though it “has not remedied caste-based exclusions”, it has “had substantial positive effects”. It pointed out that “in 1965, for example, Dalits held fewer than 2% of senior civil service positions, but the share had grown to 11% by 2001”. The HDR also hailed the national rural employment guarantee programme as a “prime example” of “combining social protection with appropriate employment strategies”. The report noted with approval India’s progressive laws, especially the Right to Information, National Food Security, and Right to Education Acts. It commended the Indian



Dalai Lama sets the tone for his Northeast trip



grassroots group Mazdoor Kisan Shakti Sanghatan for popularising social audits of government schemes.



Gender disparity Noting that women, on an average, have lower HDI than men across the world, the report pointed out that the largest gender disparity in development was in South Asia, where the female HDI value is 20% lower than the male value. In South Asia, gender gaps in entrepreneurship and labour force participation caused an estimated income loss of 19%. “Between their first and fifth birthdays, girls in India and Pakistan have a 30% to 50% greater chance of dying than boys,” the report noted. While India’s HDI value increased from 0.428 in 1990 to 0.624 in 2015, it still had the lowest rank among BRIC nations. However, its average annual growth in HDI (19902015) was higher than that of other medium HD countries.



The Supreme Court on Tuesday declined Trinamool Congress leaders’ plea to set aside a Calcutta High Court order directing the CBI to investigate the Narada sting scandal. A three-judge Bench led by Chief Justice of India J.S. Khehar found no infirmity in the March 17, 2017 HC order, which was based on the “material aspects” of the case. The court said the CBI should be permitted to conduct the preliminary enquiry unfettered. At one point, the Supreme Court said what it found “disastrous” for the Trinamool leaders was that none of them deny being featured in the sting videos nor do the forensic tests show the video-audio footage to be fabricated. However, the court said “this was not the time to discuss evidence, this is the time to investigate.” “We find no infirmity in the determination of the HC. Rights of the petitioners



Mamata Banerjee



[people allegedly caught on footage taking cash for favours to be done] have been protected as an FIR has been required,” the court observed. It said that the petitioners would have ample opportunity to assail the validity of the findings of the CBI’s enquiry in case an FIR is registered.



Deadline extended The Supreme Court, however, extended the 72-hour deadline given to the CBI to complete the preliminary enquiry, observing it was “rather harsh.” The court gave the CBI a month’s time



to complete the probe. The court said in case the CBI needed further time, it could move the HC. The court said the CBI should arrive at independent conclusions and not be swayed by the inferences and conclusions drawn by the HC. The hearing also saw an embarrassing turn of events for the West Bengal government, which was compelled to withdraw its petition against the High Court order after offering an unconditional apology to the Supreme Court. The Supreme Court, on perusing the West Bengal government’s petition, found that the State had imputed motives to the High Court for passing the March 17 order and even called it biased. Chief Justice Khehar, dictating the order for the Bench also comprising Justices D.Y. Chandrachud and S.K. Kaul, said the State government had “transgressed the propriety of reasonable pleadings and it



is most unfortunate.” The court said the State’s petition deserved “outright rejection.” A news website, Narada News, had allegedly caught visuals of top Trinamool leaders taking money from a man who was apparently seeking favours from the Mamata Banerjee government in West Bengal. Trinamool leaders Saugata Roy and others moved the Supreme Court to stop the CBI probe.



Opposition’s demand In Kolkata, the Opposition parties raised their pitch demanding the resignation of Trinamool leaders purportedly featured in the videos. Chief Minister Mamata Banerjee, however, put up a brave face, saying that she welcomed the Supreme Court order. CPI(M) State Secretary Surjya Kanata Mishra said Ms. Banerjee should seek a public apology for casting aspersions on the High Court order. (With Shiv Sahay Singh)



Celebrities to face law for misleading ads Paswan says Centre will introduce new consumer protection rules soon Special Correspondent NEW DELHI



The Centre will soon introduce a new consumer protection law to impose stringent punishment for misleading advertisements on manufacturers, celebrities endorsing products and publishers, Consumer Affairs Minister Ram Vilas Paswan told the Lok Sabha on Tuesday. Since March 2015, 3,220 complaints had been received through the Griev-



ances Against Misleading Ad(GAMA) vertisements website. While 1,683 complaints were resolved, 715 were rejected. To questions on the action taken against misleading advertisements, particularly those involving endorsements by celebrities, Mr. Paswan said a new Bill with stringent action against the violators had been drafted and was under the consideration of the Cabinet.



The government had earlier introduced the Consumer Protection Bill, 2015, which was referred to the Parliamentary Standing Committee, which recommended several changes to the Bill. As over 80 amendments were made, it was decided to bring in a new Bill.



Inter-ministerial panel The Minister said the Information and Broadcasting Ministry had constituted an



inter-ministerial committee to examine the complaints or take suo motu cognisance of alleged violations of the Programme and Advertising Codes. The complaints received through the GAMA website were also examined. Mr. Paswan, in reply to a question on adulteration, also said that hallmarking of gold was being made mandatory, wherein the weight and the company’s name would have to be given.



India, Pak. to review Miyar project MUBASHIR ZAIDI ISLAMABAD



Says the general Chinese people are very positive Special Correspondent NEW DELHI



Making another outreach to the Chinese people on Tuesday, the Dalai Lama, Tibetan spiritual leader, appreciated their interest in Buddhism. The moves comes against the backdrop of his muchpublicised visit to Northeast India, including Arunachal Pradesh, which the Chinese government has opposed. “The Chinese hardliners consider me a troublemaker, but the general Chinese people are very positive. For the past few years, every week some Chinese from mainland China come to see me. Whenever we meet, the Chinese Buddhists cry,” he told a news agency. The spiritual figure is expected to travel to Guwahati by March-end to begin the Northeast trip. From Guwahati, the Dalai Lama is expected to travel to Tawang, where he will hold a series of ceremonies. The trip to Tawang has already drawn opposition from Beijing with the Chinese Ministry of Foreign Affairs criticising the plans because of China’s territorial claims over the region. China’s criticism also drew a re-



Spiritual duties: The Dalai Lama at a felicitation function at the Ramanreti Ashram, near Mathura, on Tuesday. PTI *



sponse from Congress MP Shashi Tharoor, who said it was invalid. “We are not recognising the Dalai Lama as a political leader. But we do recognise him as a spiritual leader. So China’s stand is irrelevant. If we want to invite a major Buddhist leader to a conference, then it is our privilege,” Dr. Tharoor said.



‘Negative persona’ At a public function in New Delhi on Tuesday, Foreign Secretary S. Jaishankar said India-China relationship had



a negative public persona in India. The response of Mr. Jaishankar underlines the continued differences between India and China over a number of issues including territorial claims, counter-terror measures and Tibet. Mr. Jaishankar obliquely referred to India-China differences on terrorism and said, “Nothing has globalised more than terrorism, yet responses to it remain very tactical, national; therefore remain very limited.”



India and Pakistan on Tuesday agreed on redesigning the Miyar Hydroelectric project, at the end of two-day talks of Indus Water Commissioners in Islamabad, the state-run media reported here as the official announcement is awaited. It was also agreed that the Lower Kalnai and the Pakal Dul projects would be inspected again. The Pakistani delegation was headed by Mirza Asif Saeed while P.K. Saxena led the Indian team. The talks between the two countries began after 22 months when Pakistan in 2015 skipped consultations following objections on the Kishenganga and the Ratle hydroelectric projects by India.



Washington meet Kishenganga is in arbitration while officials of the two countries are meeting in Washington next month on the Ratle project on the invitation of the World Bank. Pakistan’s request for arbitration on Ratle is still pending with the World Bank, which is the guarantor of the 1960 Indus Water Treaty.



Bengal soft on jihadi elements: RSS ‘Mamata govt. encouraging anti-national elements for vote bank’ Staff Reporter Coimbatore



The three-day annual general body meeting of the Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh (RSS), which concluded in Coimbatore on Tuesday, came out with a single resolution blaming the West Bengal government for ‘growing jihadi activities.’ A meeting of the Akhil Bharatiya Pratinidhi Sabha (ABPS), the top decision-making body of the RSS, expressed grave concern over the ‘unabated rise’ in violence by jihadi elements in West Bengal. The ABPS slammed the Mamata Banerjee government for “encouraging anti-national elements due to its Muslim votebank politics.” RSS joint general secretary DatCM YK



tatreya Hosabale cited the attack on the Kaliyachak Police Station in Malda district. “The burning down of the crime records by the anti-national jihadi elements and growing incidents of attack on security forces in the State are posing a serious challenge to national security and law and order,” said Mr. Hosabale, addressing journalists after the conclusion of the meeting at Amrita University, Ettimadai. Mr. Hosabale said Hindus were being attacked by fundamentalist elements at several places including Katwa, Kaligram, Ilambazar and Metiaburuj in Kolkata. According to him, a large number of Hindus were being forced to flee from the border areas un-



der the pressure of fundamentalist forces. Also, smuggling of fake currency and cow progeny along with illegal migration were being “perpetually encouraged by these very elements.” He said the situation was also worrying in CPI(M)-ruled Kerala where there was a sudden increase in the attacks on activists associated with the RSS and the BJP. Meanwhile, Mr. Hosabale said the RSS will address key areas to bring social harmony. The focus will be on untouchability, cremation grounds and entry into temples where disparity still exists as per surveys conducted in Andhra Pradesh, Uttarakhand and Himachal Pradesh. A ND-ND
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ELSEWHERE



Trump ignores Russia revelation At rally, President keeps mum on Comey’s comments, seeks support to ‘Make America Great Again’



Those lying from airports in up to 10 Muslim-majority countries to be hit



Varghese K. George Washington



Imran calls for inclusion of ‘Sikhism’ in census ISLAMABAD



Imran Khan expressed shock over the omission of ‘Sikhism’ from Pakistan’s national census and called for rectifying the “mistake”. “Shocking to know that the Sikh religion has not been included in the religion column of the census forms. This omission must be rectiied,” he tweeted. PTI



Indian-American named for top judicial post WASHINGTON



Amul Thapar, an IndianAmerican legal luminary, was on Monday nominated by U.S. President Donald Trump to a key judicial position on the Court of Appeals. If confirmed by the Senate, Mr. Thapar will be part of the 6th Circuit Court of Appeals. PTI



3 Germans sentenced over gurdwara attack BERLIN



Three German-born teens were on Tuesday sentenced to up to seven years in juvenile detention for carrying out a “religiously motivated” bomb attack on a gurdwara in Essen last year in April that left a Sikh priest badly injured. The judge ruled that they should serve sentences of seven years, six years and nine months, and six years in a detention centre, a spokesman said. PTI



Philanthropist David Rockefeller dead NEW YORK



David Rockefeller, the billionaire businessman and philanthropist who was the last in his generation of one of U.S.’s most famously philanthropic families, died on Monday. He was 101. To mark his 100th birthday in 2015, he gave 1,000 acres of land to the State of Maine. AP



The U.S. Federal Bureau of Investigation’s (FBI) confirmation that it is investigating the possibility of links between Russian officials and Donald Trump’s 2016 campaign officials has set off a political snowstorm, but the President offered no response on Monday. Speaking at a public rally in Kentucky on Monday night, hours after FBI Director James Comey made the sensational revelation at a legislative hearing, Mr. Trump steered clear of the issue and asked his audience to support his efforts to “Make American Great Again”. The President — who had made light of allegations of Russian help for his campaign in tweets before the hearing — made no comments on Mr. Comey’s statement later in the day. Mr. Comey had also rejected President’s Trump’s claim that former President Barack Obama had wiretapped the Trump tower. White House press secretary Sean Spicer said there was no evidence of any collusion between Russian officials and Trump campaign personnel. Mr. Comey’s unusual statement — the FBI does not confirm or deny ongoing investigations usually — has cast a long shadow over the Trump White House. While the investigation remains open, Mr. Trump will become more susceptible to attacks by Democrats and dependent on Republicans who could use this as leverage over him.



Grey cloud “There is a big, grey cloud that you’ve now put over people who have very important work to do to lead this country,” Devin Nunes, Californian Republican and chair of the House Intelli-



U.S., U.K. limit electronic devices on planes Reuters Washington/London



The United States and Britain on Tuesday imposed restrictions on carry-on electronic devices on planes coming from certain airports in Muslim-majority countries in West Asia and North Africa in response to unspecified security threats. The U.S. Department of Homeland Security said passengers travelling from those airports could not bring devices such as tablets, portable DVD players, laptops and cameras that are larger than a mobile phone into the main cabin. Instead, such items must be in checked baggage. Britain took similar steps, with a spokesman for Prime Minister Theresa May saying that there would be curbs on electronic items in the main cabin on flights from six countries in the region.



gence Committee, told Mr. Comey during the hearing. “And so the faster you can get to the bottom of this, it’s going to be better for all Americans.” Mr. Spicer said: “There is no evidence, according to the people that have been briefed, of any collusion or activity that leads them to believe that that exists... My point to you is that despite the narrative that gets played over and over again... every person Republican and Democrat that has been briefed on it has come to the same conclusion, that there



is no collusion and that that’s over.” Mr. Spicer also sought to distance Mr. Trump from two people who are accused of being in contacts with Russian agents — former National Security Advisor Michael Flynn and Paul Manafort, who was initially heading the campaign. Mr. Spicer said Mr. Flynn was only a “volunteer of the campaign”, and Mr. Manafort “played a very limited role for a very limited amount of time”. While Mr. Comey’s new revelation will keep the White House on tenter-



hooks, supporters of Hillary Clinton, who lost to Mr. Trump in the November presidential election, are livid at the FBI director. “Russia probe that Comey confirmed was, as best we can tell, in effect before Nov 8. Fair to ask why he didn’t think voters deserved to know,” Brian Fallon, former press secretary to Ms. Clinton, said on Twitter. The Democrats had earlier accused Mr. Comey of interfering in the election by revealing that the agency was continuing with investigations into Ms. Clinton’s



private email server. Mr. Trump is trying to weather the storm with his continuing appeal among the Republican base. At the Kentucky rally, the public booed U.S. Senator from the State and Republican Senate Leader Mitch McConnell, who appeared with the President. “He is a good guy. And I look forward to working with him so we can get this bill [to replace Obamacare] passed in some form so that we can pass massive tax reform…,” Mr. Trump said, inviting the Senator to return to the stage.



Smuggling of explosives The moves were prompted by reports that militant groups want to smuggle explosive devices inside electronic gadgets, U.S. officials told reporters on a conference call on Monday. “The U.S. government is concerned about terrorists’ ongoing interest in targeting commercial aviation, including transportation hubs over the past two years,” a U.S. counterterrorism official said in a statement. “Our information indicates that terrorist groups’ efforts to execute an attack against the aviation sector are intensifying.” The airports covered by the U.S. restrictions are in Cairo; Istanbul; Kuwait City; Doha, Qatar; Casablanca, Morocco; Amman, Jordan; Riyadh and Jeddah, Saudi Arabia; and Dubai and Abu Dhabi in United Arab Emir-



A Saudi woman using a tablet in Riyadh. AFP *



ates. Officials said the decision had nothing to do with President Donald Trump’s efforts to impose a travel ban on citizens of six majority-Muslim nations. DHS spokeswoman Gillian Christensen said the government “did not target specific nations. We relied upon evaluated intelligence to determine which airports were affected”. The carriers have until Friday to heed the new policy, which took effect early on Tuesday and will be in place indefinitely. The policy does not affect any American carriers because none fly directly to the U.S. from the airports affected, officials said. Britain said its restrictions would apply to direct flights from Turkey, Lebanon, Jordan, Egypt, Tunisia and Saudi Arabia, and that devices larger than a normal-sized smartphone would have to be placed in the hold. “The safety and security of the travelling public is our highest priority. That is why we keep our aviation security under constant review and put in place measures we believe are necessary, effective and proportionate,” a British government spokesman said.



Gotabaya denies role in killings Shifts blame on ex-army chief Fonseka, asking why he did not stop death squads Meera Srinivasan Colombo



After Sri Lanka’s Criminal Investigations Department (CID) told a magistrate court here about “top-secret death squads” that were reportedly linked to the defence establishment of former President Mahinda Rajapaksa’s time, his brother and former Defence Secretary Gotabaya denied the charges on Tuesday. Monday’s CID submission, based on former army chief Sarath Fonseka’s testimony, pertains to the assassination a newspaper editor Lasantha Wickrematunga in January 2009, a case that Gotabaya Rajapaksa has denied involvement in. News agency AFP on Monday reported that the CID told the court the “death squad” was involved in a range of abuses against the



Gotabaya Rajapaksa.



media during Mahinda Rajapaksa’s presidency, in which 17 journalists and media staff were killed. While the CID’s submission, according to news reports, accused Gotabaya Rajapaksa of giving orders to the secret military outfit that reportedly targeted journalists and political dissidents, the former Defence Secretary categorically denied the allegations. “He [Fonseka] was the army commander at



that time. If he knew of such a death squad, why did he not take any action on them. He was completely wrong in not taking action,” Mr. Rajapaksa told The Hindu. Mr. Fonseka led the armed forces’ final offensive against the LTTE in 2009, but fell out with the Rajapaksas soon after. Following his futile attempt to challenge Mahinda Rajapaksa in the 2010 presidential election, he was arrested and convicted on charges of corruption and inciting public disorder and stripped of all military rank. He was in prison until he was released following orders signed by former President Rajapaksa in May 2012. In March 2015, President Maithripala Sirisena conferred the highest military rank of Field Marshal on the retired army chief-turned-politician.



IRA veteran McGuinness dead



5 dead in Mogadishu bombing



Reuters Belfast



Martin McGuinness, the Irish Republican Army (IRA) commander who laid down his arms to become a key architect of Northern Ireland’s peace, died on Tuesday aged 66, prompting tributes from allies and former enemies alike. The face of Irish Republicanism for many during some of the worst moments of three decades of sectarian bloodshed that killed more than 3,600 people, Mr. McGuinness remained a figure of hate for many pro-British Protestants until his death. But he earned widespread respect by embracing his bitterest rivals to cement the 1998 peace deal and allow Northern Ireland to slowly return to normality. “While I can never condone the path he took in the earlier part of his life, Martin McGuinness ultimately played a defining role in leading the Republican movement away from violence,” British Prime Minister Theresa May said. “In doing so, he made an essential and CM YK



A powerful Defence Secretary during his brother’s Presidency, Gotabaya currently faces charges of corruption that reportedly caused a $75 million loss to the country, allegations he has denied. His name also figured in the ongoing investigation of another high-profile case — the murder of Tamil legislator Nadarajah Raviraj in 2006. According to a news report published in the Staterun Daily News in February 2016, a former police constable, who turned state witness, had claimed that the former Defence Secretary arranged a payment of Rs. 50 million to the Karuna faction to murder the Tamil MP, referring to Karuna Amman, or Vinayagamoorthy Muralitharan, the former LTTE member who later joined the Rajapaksas.



Agence France-Presse Mogadishu



Seminal moment: McGuinness’s handshake with the Queen in 2012 was among the deining images of N. Ireland’s peace. AP *



historic contribution to the extraordinary journey of Northern Ireland from conflict to peace.” He was present during the opening salvoes of the Northern Ireland conflict as a 20-year-old IRA commander fighting the British army on the streets of his native Londonderry on behalf of a community he said had been denied basic human rights. “Martin McGuinness never went to war, it came to his streets...,” fellow



Republican leader Gerry Adams told RTE on Tuesday. Following the IRA’s second ceasefire in 1997, Mr. McGuinness became Sinn Fein’s chief negotiator in peace talks that led to the landmark 1998 Good Friday peace accord. It was the energy with which he worked on the peace process that surprised many. His handshake with the British Queen in 2012 became one of the defining images of Northern Ireland’s peace.



At least five people were killed when a minibus laden with explosives blew up in Mogadishu on Tuesday, a local official said, the latest attack in the troubled Somali capital. wThe blast occurred at a checkpoint just 500 metres from the presidential palace just as the country’s new Prime Minister Hassan Ali Kheyre unveiled his government’s line-up. The Al-Qaedalinked Shabaab has been blamed for a string of attacks in Mogadishu. As well as insecurity, Somalia is also battling famine, with three million going hungry because of a drought that is also affecting other parts of Africa. At least 26 people died from hunger in the semiautonomous Jubbaland region of southern Somalia in just a day an a half, federal government radio said on its website. A ND-ND
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market watch 21-03-2017



% CHANGE



Sensex dddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddd 29,485 dddddd -0.12 US Dollar ddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddd 65.30 dddddddd 0.09 Gold dddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddd 29,050 dddddd -0.34 Brent oil ddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddd 51.30 dddddd -0.66



Centre eyes ways to open multibrand retail



NIFTY 50 PRICE CHANGE



ACC. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1413.05. . . . . . . . . 4.35 Adani Ports. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 325.75. . . . . . . . . 0.30 Ambuja Cements. . . .. . . . . . 237.15. . . . . . . . . 2.95 Asian Paints. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . 1068.70. . . . . . -11.00 Aurobindo Pharma . . . . . . 691.75. . . . . . -13.15 Axis Bank . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 488.30. . . . . . -14.55 Bajaj Auto . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2906.85. . . . . . -16.70 Bank of Baroda . . . . . .. . . . . . 162.85. . . . . . . . -2.75 Bharti Airtel . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . 349.90. . . . . . . . . 0.50 BHEL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 168.95. . . . . . . . -1.95 Bosch . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 22902.90. . . . . 228.20 BPCL. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 641.90. . . . . . . . -1.70 Cipla . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 591.85. . . . . . . . -4.45 Coal India . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 292.25. . . . . . . . . 0.45 Dr Reddys Lab . . . . . . . .. . . . 2623.25. . . -111.10 Eicher Motors. . . . . . . . .. 24961.95. . . -137.35 GAIL (India). . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . 370.30. . . . . . . . -4.05 Grasim Ind . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1092.00. . . . . . . 29.55 HCL Tech. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 859.30. . . . . . . . -5.05 HDFC . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1458.40. . . . . . . . . 0.65 HDFC Bank. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1440.95. . . . . . . . . 4.85 Hero MotoCorp . . . . . .. . . . 3334.70. . . . . . . . -5.55 Hindalco . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 198.30. . . . . . . . . 2.10 Hind Unilever . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . 903.45. . . . . . . . . 5.00 ICICI Bank . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 272.05. . . . . . . . -3.00 Idea Cellular . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . 92.95. . . . . . . . -4.75 IndusInd Bank . . . . . . . .. . . . 1390.25. . . . . . . 10.65 Bharti Infratel . . . . . . . .. . . . . . 313.45. . . . . . . . . 4.65 Infosys . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1032.85. . . . . . . 11.35 ITC . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 287.90. . . . . . . . . 6.00 Kotak Bank . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 859.55. . . . . . . . . 4.95 L&T . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1549.05. . . . . . . 11.40 Lupin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1454.40. . . . . . -10.30 M&M . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1294.40. . . . . . . . -5.80 Maruti Suzuki . . . . . . . . .. . . . 6076.30. . . . . . -82.60 NTPC . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 162.15. . . . . . . . . 0.75 ONGC . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 194.05. . . . . . . . . 3.20 PowerGrid Corp . . . . .. . . . . . 193.25. . . . . . . . -0.35 Reliance Ind . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . 1263.80. . . . . . -17.00 State Bank . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 272.35. . . . . . . . -1.55 Sun Pharma . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . 698.05. . . . . . . . -8.50 Tata Motors . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . 473.75. . . . . . . . -2.25 Tata Motors DVR. . . .. . . . . . 284.15. . . . . . . . -4.50 Tata Power . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 87.65. . . . . . . . . 0.50 Tata Steel . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 496.40. . . . . . . . -0.25 TCS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2486.70. . . . . . . . . 6.70 Tech Mahindra . . . . . . .. . . . . . 476.95. . . . . . . . -4.95 UltraTech Cement . .. . . . 4007.80. . . . . . . . . 8.00 Wipro . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 498.65. . . . . . . . . 1.15 YES Bank. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1484.75. . . . . . -31.00 Zee Entertainment . . . . . . 523.40. . . . . . . . . 2.30



EXCHANGE RATES Indicative direct rates in rupees a unit except yen at 4 p.m. on March 21 CURRENCY



TT BUY



TT SELL



US Dollar . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 65.09. . . . . . . 65.41 Euro . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 70.37. . . . . . . 70.71 British Pound . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 81.10. . . . . . . 81.52 Japanese Yen (100) . .. . 57.84. . . . . . . 58.12 Chinese Yuan . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . 9.45. . . . . . . . . 9.50 Swiss Franc . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 65.38. . . . . . . 65.70 Singapore Dollar . . . . . . .. . 46.62. . . . . . . 46.85 Canadian Dollar . . . . . . . . .. . 48.86. . . . . . . 49.12 Malaysian Ringitt . . . . . .. . 14.70. . . . . . . 14.79 Source:Indian Bank



BULLION RATES



CHENNAI



March 21 rates in rupees with previous rates in parentheses Retail Silver (1g) . . . . . . . . . . . 43.80. . . . . (43.90) 22 ct gold (1 g) . .. . . . . . . . . . . 2,741. . . . . (2,749)



May allow FDI skirting BJP manifesto; inal call after Apr. 12 ARUN S New Delhi



In a bid to ease Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) norms related to Multi-brand Retail Trading (MBRT), the Centre is looking at ways to get around the BJP’s 2014 Election Manifesto that categorically ruled out FDI in the ‘politically sensitive’ sector. While the Centre is considering various options including allowing FDI in MBRT of certain non-food items such as health and wellness products, with a rider that they should be locally manufactured, the final call would be a “political” one and would be taken only after the ongoing Budget Session of Parliament ends on April 12, official sources said.



Non-food items Despite a proposal from the Food Processing Industries Ministry to allow FDI in MBRT of non-food items, the sources, on condition of anonymity, said the Centre’s current difficulty related to the sensitivity involved in circumventing the BJP’s manifesto. The manifesto promised that “barring the multibrand retail sector, FDI will be allowed in sectors wherever needed for job and asset creation, infrastructure and acquisition of niche technology and specialised expertise.” The manifesto said, “the BJP is committed to protecting the interest of small and medium retailers, SMEs and those employed by them.” This assurance to prohibit FDI in MBRT was to allay the fears of local traders, many of whom form the BJP’s core constituency, that allowing foreign investment in the sector would lead to small retailers losing their source of livelihood.



Finding a way: Despite tough reforms such as allowing 100% FDI in food retail there have been no major protests. However, ever since the BJP-led coalition came to power at the Centre, the ban on FDI in MBRT has only been a de facto one, as the consolidated FDI policy still retains the decision taken by the previous UPA government, which was to allow 51% FDI in MBRT through the approval route.



Local sourcing The policy stipulates many conditions including on a specified level of minimum investment and local sourcing. This is not being implemented because several states through their respective Shops & Establishment Act, do not currently allow foreign-owned and controlled firms to open multi-brand retail outlets in their territory. In order to generate employment in food processing and to attract the latest technologies in the sector, the NDA government, allowed 100% FDI under the government approval route for trading, including e-commerce, in respect of food products manufactured and/ or produced in India. However, following the proposal made by the Food



Processing Industries Ministry to allow FDI in MBRT of non-food items as well, many including the Swadeshi Jagran Manch (SJM) — an affiliate of the Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh — had raised objections to such a suggestion and even wanted the Food Processing Industries Minister Harsimrat Kaur Badal to be dismissed from the Union Cabinet.



Lack of protests Those in the government who are in favour of relaxing FDI norms on MBRT have pointed out that despite tough reforms such as allowing 100% FDI in food retail as well as demonetisation, there have been no major protests across the nation so far. And therefore, they said, FDI can be allowed in MBRT in non-food items also, given the potential benefits of such a decision including greater FDI inflows and transfer of technology. The BJP had itself averred in its poll manifesto that the party would strengthen the retail sector through modernisation, use of information technology, as well as through stronger credit and market linkages.



Unlisted companies investing through PEs, angel funds



Bharti Airtel to sell 22% in tower arm



‘Twin balance sheet’ issue still curbs funds from large irms



New Delhi



Special Correspondent NEW DELHI



Unlisted companies have been investing large amounts through the private equity fund route, angel funds and start-ups, even as investments from large Indian corporates remain constrained by the ‘twin balance sheet’ problem, Economic Affairs Secretary Shaktikanta Das said on Tuesday. Mr. Das also said foreign direct investment has become all the more important in this situation of subdued investment by large companies in India, adding that the Centre has taken several steps to make India one of the most favoured investment destinations in the world. “It is true that banks and big corporates had stressed balance sheets, but very si-



lently unlisted companies were investing big through the PE fund route, through angel investor route, through the start-up route, especially in the e-commerce sector,” Mr. Das said while speaking on the FDI regime in India at the fifth annual meeting of The Growth Net.



Open economy “FDI has become important because the perception is that domestic investment was subdued,” Mr. Das added. “India has become one of the most open economies in the world. We have even allowed 100% FDI in sectors like civil aviation. And apart from opening up, we have allowed most of the investment through the automatic route, which doesn’t require government approvals.”



Speaking about the scenario following the abolition of the Foreign Investment Promotion Board, Mr. Das said that the online system of applications that has been put in place will continue. “The FIPB had already become simpler, and the postFIPB situation will be even simpler. The online interface with the government for applications will continue.” Finance Minister Arun Jaitley had, in his Budget 2017 speech, announced the abolition of the FIPB in light of FDI in most of the sectors being allowed through the automatic route. “The FIPB was created to give government approvals for FDI proposals, but with more sectors coming under the automatic route, the number of applications before the FIPB began dwindling.”



NIC to speed hiring to lift IT security



D Mart shares double on debut Brokerages were bullish based on strong margins SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT



Yuthika Bhargava



MUMBAI



NEW DELHI



On a day when the benchmark equity indices lost marginal ground, Avenue Supermarts, which operates supermarkets under the brand name D Mart, made an impressive listing on the bourses with the share price gaining more than 100% compared to its issue price. On the BSE, the shares opened at ₹604.40, more than double its issue price of ₹299. It touched a high of ₹650 during the last hour of the trading session before settling the day at ₹640.75, a 114% increase over the issue price.



To strengthen the security of its information technology network, the Centre has initiated a process to accelerate the appointment of more than 350 security professionals at the National Informatics Centre (NIC), the government’s technology arm. NIC’s role is crucial as it is the “prime builder” of most of the e-governance applications as well as being responsible for the ICT network used by Central, State and district-level government departments. The requirement of 355 posts was examined by a committee formed by Secretary (Security) in Cabinet Secretariat in June 2009. The proposal was forwarded to National Security Council Secretariat, after the Ministry of IT examined it. “Subsequently, the creation of these posts was approved by Cabinet Committee on Security as part of the approval for Framework for enhancing Cyber Security in May 2013,” a senior IT Ministry official told The Hindu. “The National Security Advisor recommended to fast track the augmentation of manpower for cybersecurity and requisite funding to DoPT and MoF in May 2015.” As per recommendation of the Integrated Finance Division, the total financial implication as per sixth CPC was calculated to be ₹26.65 crore. MeitY had forwarded the proposal to Department of Expenditure in November 2016. “While seeking certain clarifications in December, DoE had advised to submit the proposal after obtaining concurrence of the IT Minister.” The proposal has been sent to the MoF for approval, the official said.



Market capitalisation At the current market price, the company's market capitalisation is almost ₹40,000 crore, which makes it much bigger than older listed entities like Future Retail (₹12,000 crore) and V2 Retail (₹562 crore). V2 Retail was earlier



Neville Noronha, MD & CEO, Avenue Supermarts Ltd.



known as Vishal Retail. On the National Stock Exchange (NSE), the shares opened at ₹600, before touching a high of ₹648.90. It ended the day at ₹642.05. The benchmark Nifty lost a marginal 5.35 points to close at 9,121.50 on Tuesday. Market participants said that while investors with a short-term horizon could book profits at current levels, long-term investors could rely on the robust



‘Railways must take food safety seriously’



business model that had ensured the company’s margins stayed ahead of its peers in the retail segment. “Medium and short-term investors/traders should at least book partial profits as in medium term, D Mart stock can underperform given its stretched valuations and also the market is consolidating after making a fresh high,” said Jimeet Modi, CEO, SAMCO Securities. “Long term portfolio investors are advised to hold on to their positions.”



Brokerages bullish Brokerages had been quite bullish on the offering based on factors like strong margins and growth in stores and business. IIFL, in its IPO note, had said that the company had become one of the largest and most profitable food and grocery retailers and its business model was such that it was able to offer low prices to attract more customers.



PSBs recoup a fraction of Mallya’s dues



Somesh Jha NEW DELHI



Press Trust of India



The Food Safety and Standards Authority of India (FSSAI) on Tuesday raised concerns on food hygiene on trains and asked the Indian Railways to redesign coaches so that food served on trains are not stacked next to the lavatories. “If you look at your catering services function on board, first thing that happens is that the food items are stacked next to the toilets,” FSSAI chief Ashish Bahuguna said at a Round Table Conference on improving the Quality of Catering Services organised by the Indian Railways. “That puts off everybody. What happens after that is worse. When people carry



Public sector banks have been able to recover only a fraction of the more than ₹8,000-crore loan outstanding against embattled businessman Vijay Mallya, the Parliament heard on Tuesday. Banks had reported ₹8,191 crore as loan outstanding against Mr. Mallya as on December 31, 2016, Minister of State for Finance Santosh Kumar Gangwar said in a written reply in the Rajya Sabha. “As reported by PSBs, amount of ₹155 crore has been recovered by conducting online mega auction by selling from seized properties ... of Vijay Mallya.”



New Delhi



The regulator has drawn up a blueprint to spread food hygiene awareness. their own food, there is no place for disposal. So hygiene and sanitation is something that has to be looked at seriously,” he said. The regulator has also drawn up a blueprint to spread food hygiene awareness.



Press Trust of India



Mobile tower company Bharti Infratel on Tuesday said Nettle Infrastructure Investment Ltd will acquire 21.63% stake in the company from parent Bharti Airtel on or after March 27. Nettle Infrastructure, a wholly-owned subsidiary of Bharti Airtel, will buy 40 crore equity shares of Bharti Infratel from the parent for an estimated ₹12,400 crore. Nettle Infrastructure will acquire stake “at or around the market price prevailing on the date of acquisition,” Bharti Infratel said in a BSE filing. “The acquirer confirms that the acquisition price would not be higher by more than 25% of ₹310.04 per share,” it added. At the price of ₹310.04, the transaction would be worth ₹12,400 crore.



Honda to export WR-V to Brazil



For the irst time, TV matches print in advertisement revenue



Press Trust of India



Media and entertainment ad revenue grew 11.2% in 2016



Chennai



Japanese automaker, Honda which has been shipping some of its models to the overseas market, would introduce its latest product WR—V in Brazil, a top official said here today. The company, which launched the upgraded Sedan City last month would also bring its premium sedan “Civic” later this year, Honda Cars India, Senior VP, Jnaneswar Sen said here. “Already, we are exporting few of our existing models to neighbouring countries. This product (WR—V) may be exported to Brazil..,” he said. To a query on the launch of other models in India, Sen said, Honda would bring in its premium sedan ‘Civic’ which was earlier suspended from production. CM YK



SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT MUMBAI



As revenue growth from ads slowed in the English language print media, television caught up with print in terms of ad revenue for the first time, according to a FICCI-KPMG report. Television revenue from advertisement jumped 11% in 2016 to ₹20,120 crore, which is almost equal to that of print which was at ₹20,130 crore, after a growth of 6.3%. Overall revenue of TV was pegged at ₹58,830 crore in 2016, which is a growth of 8.3%, while print grew 7% to ₹30,330 crore. “Print revenue growth rates continued to register a slowdown, clocking a 7% growth in 2016 as English language newspapers continued to be under pressure,” according to the re-



Picture this: TV witnessed slower growth in 2016 in terms of overall revenue. GETTY IMAGES/ISTOCK *



port. Regional language newspapers continued to perform well. TV witnessed slower growth in 2016 in terms of overall revenue, primarily due to lacklustre subscription revenues and a “speed bump” in advertisement rev-



enue growth. “2016 was a mixed bag for the industry with digital media making its way to the centre stage rapidly from being just an additional medium,” said Girish Menon, Director, Media and Entertainment, KPMG in India. A ND-ND
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‘Note ban to cut banks’ costs’ A bank incurs about ₹65 on a manual cash transaction, while on a mobile it is ₹2 K.P.M. BASHEER KOZHIKODE



SBI to tap global bond market, eyes $1.5 bn. MUMBAI



State Bank of India has said it will be hitting the overseas debt market with a $1.5 billion dollar bond sale next inancial year. SBI, which has a board approval to raise ₹15,000 crore through multiple routes, however, did not specify when it will tap the dollar bond market. Last June the bank informed the exchanges about its plans to raise a similar amount in dollar money, but did not proceed with the plan. PTI



Bharti Airtel refutes Reliance Jio’s claim NEW DELHI



Reacting to Reliance Jio’s allegations that its claim of “oicially the fastest network” is “false, misleading and incorrect”, Bharti Airtel said this was a “deliberate attempt to malign” the brand. Jio’s charges were an attempt to “misguide customers through a campaign of misinformation,” Rajiv Mathrani, Chief Brand Oicer, Bharti Airtel said. A Jio spokesperson said the company would initiate action as “we deem it.”



Demonetisation will start showing positive results on the banks’ bottomlines in the coming years as operating costs decline, said Arun Tiwari, chairman and managing director of the publicsector Union Bank of India. “Demonetisation is a bold step,” Mr. Tiwari, who will be retiring soon, said in an interview with The Hindu. “Most of its impact on the banking sector is going to be positive.” The operating costs of banks would come down as banks’ customers are being forced to go digital, he said. He pointed out that every manual cash transaction costs the banks about ₹65 (in terms of manpower used and stationery). ATMs reduced this to ₹18, and online transaction to ₹10. But, a mobile phone transaction would further cut the cost down to ₹2.



Fall in demand He said demonetisation had “temporarily reduced” lending by banks as there was a



MUMBAI



With demonetisation afecting collection, nonbanking inancial companies (NBFCs) are likely to see a spurt in delinquency, said Moody’s. “While the 90-plus days delinquency rate in the commercial vehicle loan segment stabilised, such delinquencies should build up in the near-term due to the adverse impact of note ban,” said Moody’s VP Alka Anbarasu. PTI



CM YK



fall in demand, mainly for personal and vehicle loans. But, he said, this was not business being lost but demand being postponed. “On the whole, I would say demonetisation is good for the banking industry,” Mr. Tiwari said. It was also good for the entire financial services sector, though they would have to make a lot of adjustments. The non-banking financial companies (NBFCs) and micro-finance institutions would have to find ways to fit into the new



less-cash economy. He noted that in the aftermath of demonetisation bank deposits had piled up. If the economy grew at a faster pace, this would not be a problem as there would be more takers for loans. If not, the banks would have to invest the excess money in government securities.



Payments bank Mr. Tiwari hoped the arrival of the small-finance banks and payment banks this year would add competition and



Special Correspondent HYDERABAD



The U.S. Food and Drug Administration (USFDA) has issued an import alert on products manufactured at Divi’s Laboratories Ltd.’s Unit-II at Visakhapatnam for not meeting good manufacturing practices (GMPs). The Import Alert 66-40 was issued on March 20, the company said in a filing to the stock exchange on Tuesday. It gave a list of 10 products that had been exempted from the Import Alert. The news sent the company’s shares plunging 19.77% to ₹634.35 on the BSE. Import Alert 66-40 is one leading to detention without physical examination of drugs from firms which had not met Drug GMPs. “Detention without physical examination may be appropriate when an FDA inspection has revealed that a firm is not operating in conformity with current GMPs,” the regulator said.



Auto LPG body calls for gas price parity ‘Domestic LPG cylinders often diverted for commercial use leading to adverse economic outcomes’ Special Correspondent NEW DELHI



NBFCs’ NPAs to linger on note ban: Moody’s



Positive vibes: Demonetisation is good for the banking industry and the inancial services sector, says Mr.Tiwari.



hence would bring in more efficiency to the banking system. Asked about the merger of the SBI with its associate banks, Mr. Tiwari said if they increased efficiency, which he was sure of, the merger would prove to be the right decision. He said that bad loans (non-performing assets, NPAs) and capital adequacy norms were the two major challenges of the banking industry. The NPA volumes were large, but the rate of growth of NPAs was coming down. A large number of infrastructure companies were operating far below their capacities and hence were not able to repay their loans. Two-thirds of the Union Bank of India’s NPAs came from four infrastructure sectors — steel, power, roads and ports. If the economy grew faster and the infrastructure sector looked up, the NPAs would naturally shrink. He said the UBI would continue to focus on lending to RAM (retail, agriculture and MMSEs).



Divi’s Labs gets USFDA import alert



The nodal body for the promotion of auto LPG in India has called for uniformity in the treatment of domestic and commercial LPG under the Goods and Services Tax regime, saying the current rules tax commercial LPG far higher than domestic LPG leading to adverse economic outcomes. “Currently, the duties levied on commercial LPG are much higher than domestic LPG,” Suyash Gupta, director general of the Indian Auto LPG Coalition (IAC) said in a statement on



Tuesday. “In fact, there is zero custom and excise duty on domestic LPG and minimal VAT while the same are cumulatively as high as 12-15% on commercial LPG,” he said. In addition, Mr. Gupta said, consumers can avail of a subsidy on domestic LPG cylinders which gives rise to several issues since a large number of domestic LPG cylinders are often diverted for commercial use in vehicles which is a misuse of the subsidy. “Secondly, higher tax rates make auto LPG a less attractive option when its



96% lesser nitrogen dioxides (NOx) than diesel, 68% lesser NOx than petrol and significantly lower NOx than CNG.



Level-playing ield: Levies on commercial LPG are much higher than domestic LPG. REUTERS *



use needs to be encouraged by all means,” Mr. Gupta added.



Lower emissions The environmental benefits



of using auto LPG as opposed to petrol or diesel are vast, according to IAC which said that it emits up to 120 times lesser particulate emissions than diesel vehicles,



Cheaper cost “At the same time, it is much cheaper than petrol and diesel and very comparable to CNG,” IAG said. “Also, unlike CNG, auto LPG can be easily installed on twowheelers as well. It is to be underlined that emissions from two-wheelers are major culprits for poor urban air quality.” “The government must initiate adequate measures to promote its use,” Mr. Gupta added.



Protecting growers: The scheme aims to protect growers from the risks of yield and income loss.



National is sole bidder to insure tea crop Tea Board opens insurer’s inancial bid Indrani Dutta KOLKATA



National Insurance Company has emerged as the sole bidder for the proposed crop insurance scheme for small tea growers for which expression of interest (EoI) was invited by the Tea Board. The Tea Board had relaxed some terms in the crop insurance scheme following very poor response to the first round of bidding in November 2016. As against the earlier 10%, the cover would come into force when the loss is 15%. However, despite the relaxation, several insurers dropped out of the race, leaving the state-owned firm as the lone bidder. Enquiries show several private sector companies had participated in the initial rounds. After internal consultations and a nod from Tea Board chief Santosh Sarangi, it was decided to proceed with a single bidder as it was a PSU and open the financial bid (the premium that would have to be paid).



Sharing costs A pilot would be run in three districts in Assam (Golaghat), West Bengal



( Jalpaiguri) and Tamil Nadu (Conoor) for one crop cycle spread over two years commencing 2016-17 and covering 57,355 small growers. The cost is to be shared between the Centre, the State governments and the growers in the ratio of 75:15:10. The scheme for tea — Revenue Insurance Scheme for Plantation Sector for Tea — aims to protect growers from the risks of yield loss due to adverse weather and income loss due to falling prices. The insurer will have to develop SMS-based information system based on latest technology and notify the growers (policy-holders) about the due date for payment of premium, date of settlement of claims and the amount and weather indicators. Tea Board will be the nodal agency for implementing the scheme. The small tea growers, who are now an emerging force in the Indian tea industry accounting for more than 35% of the output, have seen crops damaged by hailstorms, excess rainfall and pest attacks brought about by climate change.



A ND-ND
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IN BRIEF



Focus now on Dharamshala decider CoA meet to In the concluding Test, the home team may have to opt for ive bowlers ioned values in his approach, style and endless patience.



S. Dinakar Ranchi



Boards request Manohar to continue till June MUMBAI



While the appointment of a new ICC chairman could happen any time, Shashank Manohar has received calls urging him to continue till the body’s annual conference in June. The Pakistan Cricket Board chairman Shahryar Khan asked him continue on Monday and similar requests have come from the West Indies Cricket Board (WICB) president Dave Cameron, Cricket South Africa President Chris Nenzani, ECB’s Giles Clarke and the ICC Board member from Singapore, Imran Khawaja.



CA’s ground-breaking remuneration SYDNEY



Cricket Australia offered what it called on Tuesday a ground-breaking remuneration and benefits proposal to the nation’s elite men and women cricketers in a bid to end a pay impasse. This would see international women cricketers’ pay jump from A$79,000 to A$179,000 as of July 1 this year, with an expectation that it will rise to A$210,000 by 2021. AFP



With the dust settling on the third Test here, the focus is now on the decider at picturesque Dharamshala. Significantly, the Test here reflected Australians’ growing confidence against Indian spin. Consequently, the host might have to take a crucial decision ahead of the fourth Test. The Australian batsmen, save the out-of-form and strangely defensive David Warner, are becoming increasingly familiar with the methods of the Indian spinners. They are reading them better, both from the hand and off the pitch. In a nutshell, the Australians have been picking the length very well, the key to playing spin really. Both Ashwin and Jadeja have also sent down more than 4000 deliveries each this home season and their spinning fingers could be a tad tired. Under the circumstances, in a Test that India has to win to snatch the Border-Gavaskar Trophy from holder Australia, the host may have to play five bowlers. Such a ploy will also provide Virat



New wall: The emergence of Cheteshwar Pujara as the great Indian barrier is welcome news. *



K.R. DEEPAK



Kohli greater flexibility in rotating the attack. In the third Test here, there were occasions when he appeared a bowler short.



Jayant Yadav option Jayant Yadav, a fine off-spinner, might provide Kohli that additional bowling option. A well-rounded batsman, he could also add depth to the lower order. Left-arm spinning allrounder Ravindra Jadeja is on top in rankings but failed to bowl India to victory on



the final day when conditions suited his style of bowling. He would do well to add the arm-ball – the delivery that comes in with the arm and hurries off the pitch – to his repertoire. This is a key ball for a left-arm spinner. On the final day at Ranchi, the Australian batsman handled him rather comfortably off the backfoot and a potent arm ball might have prevented them from doing that. The emergence of Cheteshwar Pujara as the



great Indian barrier is welcome news. The self-effacing Pujara is perhaps at the peak of his career; his technique, judgment and temperament are in perfect harmony. He has the shots but when the situations demands, Pujara can get into the sort of defensive mode that takes us back to those long grinding innings of the 70s and 80s. It’s quite extraordinary that in today’s cricketing world of the big money and the IPL, we still have a Pujara who brings with him old-fash-



Building partnerships When Pujara occupies the crease, he invariably builds partnerships along the way, giving India a better chance of recovering even if wickets are lost. For instance, take his influential partnership here with the spunky wicketkeeper-batsman Wriddhiman Saha, who has emerged as the man-of-crisis in the Indian lower order. And Pujara’s duel with the hostile Pat Cummins late on day three has to be among the highlights of the Test. The Aussies sent down some searing short-pitched stuff of extreme pace which Pujara negotiated them with the calmness of a hermit. While openers M. Vijay and K.L. Rahul, both elegant and assured, are in form, India needs runs from Kohli. But then, the Indian captain’s mind appears pre-occupied by on-and off-field incidents. Kohli has to put his thought and focus on batting. Then, the runs will arrive. Like they have been flowing for his counterpart Steve Smith.



Nimble footwork is Handscomb’s ally This skill came to the fore in his unbeaten 72 which thwarted India’s victory bid S. Dinakar Ranchi



Rohit and Parthiv chosen captains HYDERABAD



Rohit Sharma and Parthiv Patel will lead India Blue and India Red in the Deodhar Trophy cricket tournament in Visakhapatnam from March 25 to 29. Tamil Nadu, the Hazare Trophy winner, is the other team in the fray. The teams: India Blue: Rohit Sharma (capt), Mandeep Singh, Shreyas Iyer, Ambati Rayudu, Manoj Tiwary, Rishabh Pant, Deepak Hooda, Harbhajan Singh, Krunal Pandya, Shahbaz Nadeem, Siddarth Kaul, Shardul Thakur, Prasidh Krishna and Pankaj Rao India Red: Parthiv Patel (capt.), Shikhar Dhawan, Manish Pandey, Mayank Agarwal, Kedar Jadhav, Ishank Jaggi, Gurkeerat Mann, Axar Patel, Akshay Karnewar, Ashoke Dinda, Kulwant Khejroliya, Dhawal Kulkarni and Govinda Poddar.



Peter Handscomb learnt the merits of footwork rather early in his cricketing journey. “I used my feet to get down the wicket or go back. It’s just a confidence thing, using your feet to every ball,” the Australian had revealed in Chennai during his visit to India with the ‘A’ team in 2015. He made runs on that tour; more importantly inspired confidence with his fleet-footed methods against the spinners. And when Handscomb came up with that matchsaving unbeaten 72 here on Monday, an innings of soft hands, deft touch and decisive footwork, the lessons from the ‘A’ tour had paid off. It was extreme adversity — the South Africans had blown the Australians away by an innings and 80 runs at Hobart to take a winning 2-0



Rising to the occasion: Peter Handscomb inspired conidence with his technique against the spinners. K.R. DEEPAK



Bengaluru without quite consolidating. Was he throwing it all away? But then, Handscomb made his second innings stay count here, with some nerveless, sure-footed batting under extreme pressure on a fifth day pitch; the Indians were closing in for the kill after removing Steve Smith before lunch. The pressure was immense but Handscomb, along with the left-handed Shaun Marsh, was calm, assured and full of belief.



Handscomb stands with his legs rather wide apart at the crease but does get himself into beautiful positions as he strikes the ball and possesses an essential quality — balance. Conversations with former Australian cricketer David Hussey have enabled Handscomb evolve as a batsman. Campaigns in India have thrown up exciting talents for Australia in the past. Michael Clarke emerged in 2004. Will it be Handscomb this time?



address central contracts Pujara’s is a case for structure review G. VISWANATH MUMBAI



In prolific form, Cheteshwar Pujara’s is a case in point that the time is ripe to give primacy to Test cricketers and reward them with handsome central contracts. In November 2015, the BCCI had put Pujara in grade-B with nine others, with an annual retainership of ₹50 lakh.



Making a statement Scoring 1,259 runs in the last 12 Tests, Pujara has made a statement that he deserves much more, especially in the context of some cricketers picked by IPL franchises earning significantly more each season. Pujara’s match earnings — starting from the threeTest series against New Zealand — would be ₹5 lakh short of ₹2 crore, but as some people in the BCCI say: “What is ₹2 crore in comparison to T. Natarajan getting ₹3 crore and Karn Sharma getting ₹3.2 crore for two months of IPL.” This is something for the BCCI’s Committee of Administrators to consider as it meets here on Wednesday and Thursday to discuss matters pertaining to the ICC, the IPL, pending central contracts for 2016-17 and money allotment across the men’s, juniors and women’s teams. The BCCI, preoccupied with cases relating to the reforms recommended by the Lodha Committee, has not announced the central contracts for 2016-17, but the then Board president Anurag Thakur had declared an increase in match fee last July (from ₹7 lakh to ₹15 lakh per Test). This was



after Pujara went unsold at IPL 2016.



Skipper’s plea India’s captain Virat Kohli went to the extent of urging the then BCCI secretary Ajay Shrike to review the central contracts so that cricketers like Pujara are not disheartened, in the face of the money that some cricketers command at the IPL auction. While Anil Kumble has been asked to make a presentation on a number of cricket-related matters, central contracts and match fee for international and domestic players for the future, the CoA is likely consider all pending matters for 2016-17. The Indian team’s support staff is employed on a series-by-series basis, and they may be offered annual contracts. There is a possibility that even payment for past and present women cricketers will be reviewed. BCCI central contracts (November 2015): Grade A (₹1 crore): M.S. Dhoni, Virat Kohli, R. Ashwin, Ajinkya Rahane. Grade B (₹50 lakh): Suresh Raina, Ambati Rayudu, Rohit Sharma, M. Vijay, Shikhar Dhawan, Bhuvneshwar Kumar, Umesh Yadav, Ishant Sharma, Cheteshwar Pujara, Mohammed Shami. Grade C (₹25 lakh): Amit Mishra, Axar Patel, Stuart Binny, Wriddhiman Saha, Mohit Sharma, Varun Aaron, Karn Sharma, Ravindra Jadeja, K.L. Rahul, Dhawal Kulkarni, Harbhajan Singh, S. Arvind. Women: Grade A (₹15 lakh): Mithali Raj, Jhulan Goswami, Harmanpreet Kaur, M.D Thirush Kamini; Grade B (₹ 10 lakh): Smriti Mandana, Rajeswari Gayakwad, Poonam Yadav, Ekta Bist, Veda Krishnamurthy, Niranjana Nagarajan, Poonam Raut.



*



lead in the series — this season that forced the selectors to opt for a bunch of new batsman including Handscomb and opener Matt Renshaw. The message to the young batsmen was clear — swim or sink. And the two did a lot more than stay afloat as Australia won the next five Tests, defeating South Africa in the final Test, blanking Pakistan in a three-Test



series and shocking India at Pune.



Flair and steel The Aussies, resilient as ever, rose again from the Ashes and the 25-year-old Handscomb, adding steel to his flair, made 105 and 110, in the Brisbane and Sydney Tests against Pakistan. In India, this Melbourneborn middle-order batsman got starts in Pune and



Momentum, a convenient myth There is something romantic in the idea, and many ind that irresistible



BETWEEN WICKETS suresh menon



So Australia has the “momentum” going into the final Test match in Dharamsala. At least, their skipper Steve Smith thinks so. Had Virat Kohli said that India have the momentum, he would have been right too. The reason is quite simple. “Momentum” does not exist, so you can pour into the word any meaning you want. Sportsmen do it all the time. It is as uplifting as the thought: “I am due a big score” or “the rivals are due a defeat”. Sport does not work that way, but there is consolation in thinking that it does. “Momentum” is one of our most comforting sporting myths, the favourite of television pundits and newspaper columnists as well as team coaches everywhere. It reaffirms what we love to believe about sport: that winning is a habit, set to continue if unchecked; that confidence is everything, and players carry it from one victory to the next; and above all, that randomness, which is a more fundamental explanation, is anathema. It is at once the loser’s solace and the winner’s excuse. Few streaks transcend random processes. Of course streaks occur — that is the nature of sport. But that is no guide to future performance.



Popular sport-within-a-sport Momentum, momentum, who’s got the momentum? is a popular sport-withina-sport. It is a concept that borders on the verge of meaning, and sounds better than “I have a feeling about this.” A study in the 1980s by Thomas CM YK



Gilovich and Amos Tversky raised the question of “hot hands” or streaks in the NBA. They studied the Philadelphia 76ers and found no evidence of momentum. Immediate past success had no bearing on future attempts, just as a coin might fall heads or tails regardless of what the previous toss might have been. That and later studies — including the probability of the winner of the fourth set winning the fifth too in tennis — confirmed what a coin-tossing logician might have suspected: that momentum, like the unicorn, does not exist. Statistics and mythology are strange bedfellows, wrote the late Stephen Jay Gould, evolutionary biologist and baseball fan. One can lead to the other over the course of an entire series or even through a single over in cricket. Gould has also explained the attraction of patterns, and how we are hardwired to see patterns in randomness. In many cases, patterns can be discerned in retrospect anyway, but only in retrospect. “Momentum” is usually recognised after the event, and seems to be borne of convenience rather than logic.



Simplistic analyses The momentum in the current series was with India before the matches began. Then they lost the first Test in Pune, and the momentum swung to Australia for the Bengaluru Test which then India won, grabbing the momentum again. The third Test was drawn, so the momentum is either with Australia for plucking a draw from the jaws of defeat or with India for pushing Australia to the edge. Such simplistic analyses have kept pundits in business and given “momentum” a respectability and false importance in competitive sport. There is something romantic too in the idea, and many find that irresistible. Momentum is such a vital component of sport that it has assumed the contours of a tangible object. Fans can



reach out and touch it. Teams have it, they carry it, they ride it, they take great comfort from it and work hard to ensure that the opposition does not steal it from them. They carry it from venue to venue like they might their bats and boots and helmets. To be fair to Steve Smith, what he actually said was “If there’s anything called momentum, it’s with us at the moment,” giving us a glimpse into a measured skepticism. If it exists, then we have it.



Different interpretations Does Peter Handscomb have momentum on his side, after a match-saving half-century in Ranchi? By the same token, does Ravindra Jadeja, after a half-century and nine wickets in the same match? Is team momentum the sum total of all the individual momentums? Will R. Ashwin, in that case, begin the final Test with a negative momentum having been less than at his best on the final day in Ranchi? How long before someone decides that momentum is temporary, but skill is permanent? It is convenient to believe that either one team or the other has the momentum going into the final Test. Yet it is equally possible that those who swing the match with their performance might be players who haven’t been a great success in the series so far. Someone like fast bowler Pat Cummins, or Virat Kohli himself. A whole grocery list of attributes then becomes more important than momentum: motivation, attitude, desperation, and imponderables that cannot be easily packaged and labelled. Whichever team wins, momentum will have nothing to do with it. But that will not stop the next captain from telling us that the momentum is with his side. It might seem like blasphemy to disagree with him, so deeply is the concept grouted into our sporting consciousness. A ND-ND
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Jadeja becomes undisputed Easy for Prajnesh, Balaji No. 1 Test bowler



IN BRIEF



P. Vignesh and Pungliya pull of upset wins Special Correspondent THIRUVANANTHAPURAM



Cheteshwar Pujara achieves career-high ranking of No. 2 among batsmen IANS



ICC RANKINGS



DUBAI



Indian players continued to rule the International Cricket Council’s (ICC) Test rankings as Ranchi double-centurion Cheteshwar Pujara gained four spots to a career-best No.2 while Ravindra Jadeja consolidated his stay on top of the bowler’s list after pushing fellow spinner R. Ashwin to the second spot. Jadeja, who grabbed nine Australian wickets in the drawn third Test, gained seven points after starting joint-first with Ashwin at 892 points. The left-arm spinner has become only the third Indian player after Ashwin and Bishan Singh Bedi to top the bowling charts on his own. Jadeja, who took five for 124 and four for 52 in Ranchi, has also closed in on a major landmark as his tally of 899 rating points puts him on the brink of becoming only the second India bowler after Ashwin to touch the 900point mark.



IOA not keen to host 2022 CWG CHENNAI



Contrary to reports which said India has thrown in its hat for hosting the 2022 Commonwealth Games as a replacement for Durban, the IOA insisted it is not keen. Speaking to The Hindu here on Tuesday, its president N. Ramachandran said, “IOA is not keen to bid for CWG. We have not given any proposal to the Sports Ministry.” When India last hosted the Games in 2010, corruption and mismanagement charges engulfed the Games resulting in Suresh Kalmadi, the Chairman of the quadrennial event, being arrested on corruption charges.



Ashwin loses points Ashwin, who had a highest rating of 904 points, has slipped 37 points behind Jadeja to 862 points after finishing with only two wickets in Ranchi.



Aryan betters qualiication time



Len Hutton (945), Jack Hobbs and Ricky Ponting (942) have achieved higher rating points. Among the Indians, while Pujara replaced New Zealand captain Kane Williamson to take the second spot, the other Ranchi centurion Wriddhiman Saha vaulted to No. 51. Opener Murali Vijay also rose four spots to No. 31 while skipper Virat Kohli retained his No. 4 position with England’s Joe Root at No. 3. Ajinkya Rahane has dropped two rungs to No. 17.



Numero uno: Thanks to a rewarding spell in Ranchi, Ravindra Jadeja has sole custody of the top spot. K.R. DEEPAK *



In the rankings for batsmen, top-ranked Steve Smith has reached a career-high rating of 941 points after scores of 178 not out and 21



at Ranchi. The Australian skipper’s tally is the joint-fifth highest ever along with Peter May. Only Don Bradman (961),
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\ NEW DELHI ROUND-UP \



DURBAN



India’s Aryan Makhija bettered the 1500m freestyle qualification time for the 2017 Commonwealth Youth Games to be held in Bahamas in July. On his way to victory at the South African Junior Nationals, the 17-year-old swimmer clocked 16:05.64s to go under the qualification mark of 16:06.06s.



Arti bats well in Gargi’s big win NEW DELHI: Arti Dhama’s



unbeaten 58 in 49 balls helped Gargi College thrash Bharti College by 109 runs in the Women’s T20 intercollege league. The scores: Gargi College 160 for six in 20 overs (Arti Dhama 58; Rani Aarti two for 32) bt Bharti College 51 for five in 20 overs (Shweta two for six).



Sindhu signs up with Gatorade HYDERABAD



Sawej Khan shines



Ace shuttler P.V. Sindhu will be the brand ambassador of Gatorade India. Gatorade will soon unveil new ‘Sweat More’ campaign featuring P.V. Sindhu in a digital film that shows the brand’s close partnership with the athlete.



Sawej Khan scored a crucial 39 and picked up three wickets for just six runs as Uday Bhan Academy thrashed DDA by 148 runs in the Stranger Original Championship Trophy. Gaurav Sharma picked up



three wickets and scored 10 runs for the winner. The scores: UBA 245 for eight in 40 overs (Sanjeev Goswami 51, Sawej Khan 39; Abhishek Kumar three for 41, Vicky Kumar two for 45) bt DDA 97 all out in 20.2 overs (Suresh Kohli 34; Sawej Khan three for six, Gaurav Sharma three for 10).



Karan Sharma scores ton Man-of-the-match Karan Sharma slammed a 50-ball 110 as Maulana Azad Club beat Vidya Jain Academy by four wickets in the Sai Develop Zone Cup. Karan Chaudhary scored a 155 in just 115 balls but in vain. The scores: VJA 246 for six in 40 overs (Karan Chaudhary



155; Lakshay Sharma two for 38, Ayush Jamwal two for 43) lost to MAC 248 for six in 33.2 overs (Karan Sharma 110,50b, Pratap Thakur 40; Ashwani Bhatt three for 21).



Special Correspondent



S. Chikkarangappa and Chiragh Kumar carded an identical four-under 68 to be in joint lead after the first round of the Kolkata Classic at the Royal Calcutta Golf Club course here on Tuesday. Ikramuddin Shah, Feroz Singh Garewal, Om Prakash Chouhan and Mukesh Kumar shared the third spot on 69, while 11 players were tied for the seventh place on 70. Armed with his old putter, which has earned him 10 professional titles,



Chikkarangappa experienced an eventful round, consisting of seven birdies, an eagle and five bogeys. The Bengaluru golfer, who holed from about 80 feet for an eagle on the par-five 15th and had some long birdie putts, was not really concerned about dropping five shots, including four in a row from the fifth hole. “Even though I had some close misses, I putted so well almost after a year. I cannot believe it. After trying to find a back-up putter, I finally went back to the old one. I



had a good finish in the Indian Open and had a fine round here,” said a thrilled Chikkarangappa. Chiragh witnessed a roller coaster back nine, comprising four birdies, an eagle and a bogey, before joining Chikkarangappa at the top of the leaderboard. Chiragh showcased a good all-round game despite slipping a bit on second and 17th holes. On the 15th, he covered more than 210 yards off his second shot and putted from about five feet for an eagle. Chowrasia was



Optimism overshadowed ‘concerns’ ahead of an important inspection by a FIFA delegation as India prepares to enter the final stage of preparations for hosting the FIFA Under-17 World Cup. The project director of the Local Organising Committee, Joy Bhattacharya, said a major portion of the work in getting the six venues (New Delhi, Goa, Kochi, Navi Mumbai, Guwahati and Kolkata) ready has been completed and he expected the inspectors, led by Jaime Yarza (FIFA head of tournaments), to give their seal of approval. “To tell you that there is no cause for concern would not be true but certainly there is nothing to panic about. Most of the things are in place and only in some cases are there loose ends. Mostly it is good news. “There are some concerns about certain venues but we have back-up venues ready in case some do not fit the bill,” said the project director, sounding optimistic. “No situation is a completely ideal situation and there are things which we need to sort out fast,” he said. The inspectors will start off with the Jawaharlal Nehru



tied-18th on one-under 71. The scores: 68: S. Chikkarangappa and Chiragh Kumar; 69: Ikramuddin Shah, Feroz Singh Garewal, Om Prakash Chouhan and Mukesh Kumar. 70: N. Thangaraja, Mithun Perera, Sujjan Singh, K. Harish, Deepinder Singh Kullar, Harendra Gupta, Gaurav Pratap Singh, Shamim Khan, Sanjeev Kumar, Digvijay Singh and Arjun Sharma. 71: Shankar Das, Ranjit Singh, Sudhir Sharma, Daman Naicker, SSP Chowrasia and Mohammad Sanju.



Sports Bureau Quanzhou (China)



Yuki Bhambri beat Tatsuma Ito of Japan 7-6(2), 6-2 in the first round of the $50,000 Challenger tennis tournament in China on Tuesday. The results (all first round): $50,000 Challenger, Quanzhou (China): Yuki Bhambri bt Tatsuma Ito (Jpn) 7-6(2), 6-2. Doubles: Christopher Rungkat (Ina) & Jeevan Nedunchezhiyan bt Di Wu & Zhizhen Zhang (Chn) 7-6 (5), 7-6(5). $15,000 Futures, Heraklion, Greece: Alex Molcan (Svk) bt



Amitabha Das Sharma



Kunal Srivastav scored an unbeaten 54 and Ayushman Mishra picked up four wickets as Ravi Kant Bhatt Academy beat Uttaranchal Star Academy by six wickets in the Swastik Cup tournament. The scores: USA 177 all out in



Four golfers in joint second place in Kolkata Classic



Bhambri advances Sathi Reddy Chirala 6-1, 6-0. $15,000 ITF women: Michaela Boev (Bel) bt Karman Kaur Thandi 6-4, 7-5. Doubles: Olga Ianchuk (Ukr) & Despina Papamichail (Gre) bt Laura Pous Tio (Esp) & Tanisha Rohira 6-2, 6-2. $15,000 Futures, Manama: Shahbaaz Khan bt Abdul Rahman Janahi (Brn) 6-0, 6-1. $15,000 ITF women, Sharm El Sheikh: Emilie Francati (Den) & Nina Kruijer (Ned) bt Natasha Palha & Rishika Sunkara 7-5, 6-4; Qianxin Kong (Chn) & Ramya Natarajan bt Jawairiah Noordin & Theiviya Selvarajoo (Mas) 4-6, 6-4, [10-8].



Joy Bhattacharya says most of the things are in place KOLKATA



30.5 overs (Akash Sharma 47, Kushank Rastogi 46; Ayushman Mishra four for 45) lost to RKBA 179 for four in 25.2 overs (Kunal Srivastav 54 not out, Rahul Jain 31 not out).



The results: First round: Vishnu



U-17 WC project director expects FIFA team to give seal of approval



Ayushman scalps four



Chikkarangappa and Chiragh in the van KOLKATA



Interesting scenario The race for the second spot in the team rankings has become interesting as Australia and South Africa compete ahead of the cut-off date of April 1, on which India is assured of finishing first and a cash award of $1 million. Australia will finish second and get a cash award of $500,000 with at least a draw in the fourth and final Test in Dharamsala, while South Africa can finish second if Australia loses and it either wins or draws the last match against New Zealand in Hamilton.



Top-seeded Prajnesh Gunneswaran strolled through to a 6-1, 6-3 win over Kunal Anand in the first round of the Indian Oil-ITF Futures tennis tournament at the TTC courts here on Tuesday. The first set was quickly over as Prajnesh broke at will and had little trouble holding. The second set was a repeat of the first, and if Anand manage a couple more games it was only because the top seed gave away a few freebies by way of unforced errors. It was smooth sailing for the second-seeded N. Sriram Balaji and third-seeded



Vishnu Vardhan too. The real heroes of the day were qualifiers P. Vignesh and Jayesh Pungliya. Vignesh ground out a hard-fought 7-6(2), 7-6(6) win over fourth-seeded Sasikumar Mukund while Pungliya overwhelmed fifthseeded German Sami Renwein 6-1, 6-4. Pungliya surprised Renwein with his aggression, and had it easy all through the first set. Though Renwein did make a solid comeback bid in the second set, Pungliya clinched the decisive break in the ninth game and served it out.



Joy Bhattacharya.



*



FILE PHOTO



Stadium in New Delhi and will travel every day over the next five days to cover to other venues with the Salt Lake Stadium here coming last in the order of the inspection process. “I cannot pick any particular venue on the rate of assessment. That is the job of the inspection team to determine. They are the ones who will be assessing which venue will host the final or the semifinals apart from evaluating the standard and the preparedness on different parameters,” Bhattacharya said. When asked about the plans to get in the crowd, Bhattacharya said the very prospect of seeing the future stars of world football was enough to generate enthusiasm.



“Let’s take for example Vinicius Junior. This Brazilian under-17 player is now one of the hot properties of World football. Players like him will be seen in action here. In reality, we may now be underestimating the excitement this tournament is going to generate,” he said. “We are working with schools all across the country to build up the momentum through the Mission XI Million programme.”



Main ‘hero’ Bhattacharya, who has earned a fair bit of experience as the director of IPL side Kolkata Knight Riders, said the World Cup will showcase football as the main ‘hero’ instead of projecting showbiz celebrities. “No matter what we do, football will be the hero unlike other sporting events in the country. I can say the sport and the sportsmen will be at the centre-stage of the inauguration, not any politician or a film star. “We have a glorious history of football, from (Swami) Vivekananda to (Mahatma) Gandhi, who have spoken about Indian football. It is not that football is an alien concept and there is a lot to be done about it,” Bhattacharya said.



Vardhan bt Mohammed Sidhan 6-0, 6-3; N. Sriram Balaji bt Dhruv Suresh 6-2, 6-1; Jayesh Pungliya bt Sami Renwein (Ger) 6-1, 6-4. Prajnesh Gunneswaran bt Kunal Anand 6-1, 6-3; Tejas Chaukulkar bt Primin Haenle (Ger) 6-2, 4-6, 6-4; V.M. Ranjeet bt Suraj R. Prabodh 6-4, 6-2; P. Vignesh bt Sasikumar Mukund 7-6(2), 7-6(6); Mohit Mayur bt Niki Poonacha 7-5, 6-2; Haadin Bava bt Faisal Qamar 6-3, 7-6 (6). Doubles: Aryan Goveas & Dhruv Suresh bt Suraj Hasrani & J.S. Arun Raj 6-2, 6-1; Kunal Anand & Anwit Bendre bt Arjun Udayakumar & Armaan Bhatia 6-4, 6-2; Jui-Chen Hung (Tpe) & Hong Kit Wong (Hkg) bt Kaza Vinayak & Vijayant Malik 6-2, 6-3.



India bows out Special Correspondent New Delhi



Humera Shaik won her singles rubber, but the Indian girls were beaten 2-1 by Uzbekistan in the league phase of the Asia Oceania Junior (under-16) Fed Cup tennis tournament here on Tuesday. With its second defeat the host has lost its chances of making it to the knock-out phase The results (league): Uzbekistan bt India 2-1 [Milana Maslenkova bt Salsa Aher 6-4, 3-0 (retired); Yasmina Karimjanova lost Humera Shaik 6-4, 7-6(6); Yasmina Karimjanova & Milana Maslenkova bt Humera Shaik & Sai Dedeepya 6-4, 6-1].



India enters quarterinals Sports Bureau Bangkok



India beat Uzbekistan 3-0 to ensure itself a quarterfinal berth in the Asia Oceania World junior (under-14) tennis tournament on Tuesday. The results (league): India bt Uzbekistan 3-0 [Nishant Dabas bt Abdurakhmov Saidmukhamedov 7-5, 6-2; V.M. Sandeep bt Samandar Abdumalikov 6-4, 7-5; Nishant Dabas & Divesh Gahlot bt Samandar Abdumalikov & Fayzullo Mirzaganiev 6-4, 6-2].



Neeraj shoots gold Special Correspondent New Delhi



Neeraj Kumar shot 576 and beat Olympian Gurpreet Singh by four points for the gold in men’s standard pistol in the 11th Sardar Sajjan Singh Sethi Masters shooting championship at the Dr. Karni Singh Range, Tughlakabad, on Tuesday. The results: Men: 25m Standard pistol: 1. Neeraj Kumar 576; 2. Gurpreet Singh 572; 3. Achal Pratap Singh Grewal 568. Juniors: 1. Anhad Jawanda 563; 2. Anish 562; 3. Shivam Shukla 562.
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THE HINDU CROSSWORD 11961 1



2



3



4



5



9



6



7



(set by Gridman) 8



10



11



3 Horse for each of ive got stuck in the heart of Beed (6)



14 In effect, one changes enough to become capable (9)



4 Foretaste that turns out to be most modern (5-2-3-3)



17 Father and artist reportedly take a picture of fall (9)



12



13



13 The French politician in magical home (4)



19 Shirt style of Venetian traveller (4)



14 15



16



FAITH



SUDOKU



Separation and Reunion



6 Don't make too many false statements? Not exactly! (8) 7 How urn is part of furnishing (5-2)



23 Block of Goan villages (5) 17



18



19



21



22



23



8 Ignore developed area (6)



20



24 Ten mad men agitating for reform (9)



24



25 Domestic help, with old boy, will be attentive (7) 25



26



27



28



■ ACROSS 1 Stop telling knight to stop (8) 5 Large brownish wood (6) 9 Is fault mended in tube? (7) 10 Papa putting in more excess material (7) 11 Toured green site that is African grassland (9) 12 Allowance cut by proportion (5)



CM YK



10 With this annoyance, turning one's head may be a problem (4,2,3,4)



26 Conceited person one inally got to sit around (7)



15 Prime Minister strides over everybody — everybody — in London street (4,4)



27 Delicate atmosphere begins enveloping and covering capital of Bihar (6)



16 Track return of favourites also at end of tiff (8)



28 Supericial type begins eroding in one month (4-4)



18 Not in favour of publicity lines (7)



■ DOWN



20 Former regarding boy lolling in ease, say (3-4)



1 Therefore paper's unit announced a persuasive method of advertising (4,4)



21 High range of scholars to start studying Indian forestry (6)



2 It gives a standing to the speaker (7)



22 Be close to publicity combine (6)



Solution to puzzle 11960



A G R I C U L T U R A L



R A C T R E R A G D E



MB A E N I S S H A A E R C I A N L A



N D E I B A E C L E E R



L I N D S T L A L P L E G R T A I M E R



N G I R I M P A N O N D S T T A N T A T E L OWN R S C E A G A R G R E R R O N O O T A T I



B A S M A T I



Solution to yesterday’s Sudoku I S H S E A I R I O N G N G A E N G S



U N D E R G O N



In the Sundara Kanda, Hanuman is a witness to the mental anguish that Rama and Sita undergo as a result of the separation brought about by Ravana. Right from the moment Hanuman stands in front of the sorrowing Sita, he realises their inseparably united state that towers above their physical separation, pointed out Damal Ramakrishnan and Perundevi in a discourse. He is struck by the divine couple’s unequalled penance and chastity. Rama’s heart is with Sita as much as Sita’s is with Rama. Sita’s entire being senses Rama’s presence when she gains access to Rama’s signet ring. What could be a greater balm to the sorrow she has experienced in the past ten months in isolation? She tells Hanuman that she could have easily burnt Lanka and the whole world by merely pronouncing a deadly curse. But she has refrained from doing so only to ensure that the reputation of Rama’s bow remains untarnished. To Sita’s ultimatum that she would end her life in a month if Rama fails to rescue her, Hanuman reassures her that there is no reason to doubt Rama’s word. Had He not vowed to kill the rakshasas even before Sita was abducted ? Ravana who had tried to wrong her chastity and cruelly imprisoned her would never be able to get away with this dastardly act, leave alone his other deeds of wickedness Sita’s plight of being forcibly separated from Rama may be compared to the jivatma getting estranged from its moorings, the Paramatma, and how a reunion is made possible by the grace of an acharya who is capable of leading one on the right path. Hanuman’s role in the Sundara Kanda is similar to that of an acharya who brings about their reunion. A ND-ND
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IN BRIEF



‘Juniors’ inclusion will keep the seniors on their toes’ Individually, playing levels will rise due to competition for places Nandakumar Marar MUMBAI



Monils to undergo rehabilitation PARIS



World No. 11 Gael Monfils announced on Monday that he was to go into rehabilitation for injuries to his patella and achilles heel. AFP



Man City faces FA charge LONDON



Manchester City faces a charge of failing to control its players by the Football Association for their surrounding of referee Michael Oliver when he awarded a penalty in the 1-1 draw with Liverpool on Sunday. AFP



Learning curve: Rupinderpal Singh says drag-lickers need to improvise to get new angles for scoring.



Rockets clinch thriller



Sreejesh highlights what he expects from his squad Principal Correspondent BENGALURU



James Harden nailed a lastgasp layup with less than three seconds on the clock as the Houston Rockets snatched a 125-124 victory over the Denver Nuggets in Texas on Monday. Other results: Clippers 114 bt Knicks 105; Warriors 111 bt Thunder 95. Celtics 110 bt Wizards 102; Hornets 105 bt Hawks 90; Magic 112 bt 76ers 109 (ot); Pacers 107 bt Jazz 100.



With a raft of junior players making it to the Indian senior hockey core group, captain P.R. Sreejesh called on them to show that they belong to the highest level. “It’s a fresh beginning and with so many youngsters coming into the core probables, the juniors as well as seniors will really have to push for a spot,” Sreejesh said. “The juniors will need to get better and better in their skills and execution, adapt well in the camp and prove themselves that they are worthy of that position and are ready to replace a senior player.” “As for a senior player, he



TV PICKS Football friendly: Germany vs England, Sony Six & Sony Six HD, 1 a.m. (Thursday) NBA: Sony Six & Sony Six HD, 5.30 a.m. (Thursday)



needs to match the fitness and speed the juniors bring to the table. “While we know that juniors will be the future as we prepare for 2020 Tokyo Olympics, they shouldn’t take it for granted that they will make it to the squad. They need to earn it.”



Different standard Even as he said that the juniors, who won the World Cup last year and also played as well as they could in the 2017 Hockey India League, he stressed that the standard of the game will be entirely different at the senior level. “Though they have seen us train closely as the junior team and we were based in the same campus in 2016, I



Mizoram enters semiinals Maharashtra bows out despite defeating Kerala M.R. Praveen Chandran Vasco



Last year’s runner-up Maharashtra bowed out of the 71st Santosh Trophy National Football championship despite scoring a 2-0 win over Kerala at Tilak Maidan here on Tuesday. Mizoram’s crushing 5-1 win over Railways at GMC stadium ended Maharashtra’s chances as the North Eastern State finished second in the group with seven points. Kerala had already qualified from the group on Sunday. Maharashtra ended the campaign on a high note against a second string Kerala side which rested eight first choice players. However, the makeshift Kerala side came a cropper against Maharashtra side which showed urgency and hunger for win.



Aaron, the architect Aaron D’Costa finally found form and was the architect of his team’s win. Aaron’s piercing runs on the right flank kept the fragile Kerala defence on tenterhooks through out the match. Kerala after starting the match with a flourish retreated to defensive mode as



when India was crowned junior World Cup champion. Harmanpreet is a defender and a penalty-corner specialist. Dahiya plays in goal. The three were among the senior National probables for the Rio Olympics preparations. Harmanpreet got the nod, Dahiya was named in the reserves for Rio, where Rupinder made his Olympic debut last year. “The juniors training with us are aware of senior squad requirements. So as members of Indian juniors, they make a difference there.” He was speaking on the sidelines of TOISA awards. Replying to a specific query about penalty corner conversion rate by the dragflickers, Rupinderpal said: “Over the last three to four years, overall performances are okay. Our coach (Roelant Oltmans) has told us that 33 per cent out of 100 should be our contribution. Penalty corner defence has improved



and drag-flickers need to improvise to get new angles for scoring.”



Coach given credit He gave credit to the Dutch chief coach for keeping players in a positive frame of mind even in defeats. “Coach knows each player, his strengths and weaknesses.” The latter was in charge at the Asian Champions Trophy and also at Rio Olympics. The senior team player credited the juniors for raising interest levels. “The people’s affection has increased ever since the junior World Cup victory, so have the public expectations. Indian hockey greats expect us to bring more glory to India,” he said. Harjeet expressed delight at the packed stands in Lucknow for the Junior World Cup final and felt HIL’s popularity was rising each year.



Sandhu misses inal SPORTS BUREAU ACAPULCO



LOS ANGELES



AGENCIES



Rupinderpal Singh said that India’s victory at the 2016 Junior World Cup hockey has resulted in the senior Internationals revising targets for the year ahead. “The junior World Cup win has brought positive energy to the game and given strength to the seniors. Hockey players are getting public recognition, thanks to the juniors’ achievement. The momentum will be maintained when the senior team wins a major tournament, like the World Cup. We now have a major title as our next target.” India seniors won the 2014 Asian Games gold at Incheon, South Korea, and the 2016 Asian Champions Trophy title at Kuantan, Malaysia. Rupinder played his part in both wins, emerging top-scorer at the Malaysia competition. The inclusion of outstanding junior



World Cuppers from now on would keep the seniors on their toes, the drag-flicker said. “When the juniors soon join us at the camp, competition will get intense since they will try to make an impact. Individually, playing levels will rise due to fight for places. It can only benefit Indian hockey.” The defender, an imposing figure on the turf, is also confident about the effect of juniors rubbing shoulders with them. “When juniors train with us, over a period of time their confidence level has to change. As of now, they are close to our levels, a few of them are on par with us,” said Rupinderpal, identifying junior World Cuppers Harjeet Singh, Harmanpreet Singh and Vikas Dahiya when asked to name junior internationals whose playing ability he thought as on par. Harjeet is a midfielder and was captain at Lucknow



SANTOSH TROPHY Maharashtra took control of the midfield. It was Kerala which created the first genuine chance in the match when Muhammed Purakkottil found Usman with a high cross. But the striker headed out narrowly to waste the chance in the 20th minute. Thereafter Maharashtra’s midfield took control and Aaron found space on the right flank to make his way into the box. The midfielder then arrowed in a precise cross for Vaibhav Shetty to head in the opening goal in the 34th minute. Kerala gave an improved performance in the second half with the introduction of Asharudeen and Jishnu Balakrishnan. However, the counterattacking Maharashtrians once again split the Kerala defence and the spadework for the goal was done by Aaron D’Costa. Aaron again made a darting run on the right wing and squared the ball towards Kerala goalmouth. Shrikanth Veeramallu gave his marker the slip to meet the ball and placed it into the net for the



second goal in the 59th minute. Kerala pressed hard in the final 20 minutes and earned two chances. But Maharashtra goalkeeper Aditya Mishra proved to be equal to the task. Mizoram exploded in the second half to crush Railways 5-1. Lalchhuanwma put Mizoram ahead in the 24th minute but Jitendra Pal restored parity in the 42nd minute. Mizoram ran riot in the second half with Lalrinpuia scoring a brace (60, 82). Lalrinchhana struck in the 71st minute while Lalsangbera converted a penalty in the 78th to cap a fine day for Mizoram. The results: Maharashtra 2 (Vaibhav Shetty 34, Shrikant Veeramallu 59) bt Kerala 0. Mizoram 5 (Lalchhuanawma 24, Lalrinpuia 60, 82, Lalrinchhana 71, Lalsangbera 78) bt Railways 1 (Jitendra Pal 42). Standings (read as played, won, draw, lost, goals for, goals against, points): Group B: Kerala 4-2-1-1-10-7-7; Mizoram 4-21-1-9-6-7, Maharashtra 4-2-02-4-4-6; Punjab 4-1-2-1-4-5-5; Railways 4-1-0-3-5-11-3.



believe being in the system is very different from watching us train.” “Senior players like Sardar [Singh] and [S.V.] Sunil have great work ethic and there’s a lot the juniors can learn from them. As seniors we also have an added responsibility of mentoring the juniors and making sure they stay on track.”



Motivating factor Getting two former India players, Arjun Halappa and Jugraj Singh, to be part of the support staff would be a great motivating factor, Sreejesh felt. The presence of Hans Streeder, who replaced strategy coach Roger van Gent, will improve the squad further, he added.



Zoravar Singh Sandhu continued to shoot the big scores, but missed the final by one point despite 121 out of 125 in men’s trap in the Shotgun World Cup in Acapulco, Mexico, on Monday. After resuming on overnight score of 71, Zoravar shot two perfect rounds to stay in the reckoning, but the higher scores kept him out. Zoravar had shot 23, 25 and 23 on the first day. The results: Men’s trap: 1. Alberto Fernandez (Esp) 45 (EWR) 123; 2. Antonio Bailon (Esp) 42 (124); 3. Aaron Heading (GBR) 32 (122); 8. Zoravar Singh Sandhu 121; 16. Kynan Chenai 120; 53. Birendeep Sodhi 112.



Lankan team ‘obituary’ in newspaper ANI Johannesburg



Following its first-ever Test loss to Bangladesh, a newspaper in the country published an obituary of Sri Lankan cricket. The Mushfiqur Rahim-led side defeated the hosts by four wickets in the second Test at Colombo to clinch its first away victory against a top opponent. On Monday, The Island published an obituary for Sri Lankan cricket following the loss. “RIP Sri Lanka,” read the headline. According to Sport24, the article in the newspaper was worded: “In affectionate remembrance of Sri Lankan cricket which died at the Oval on 19, March 2017. The body will be cremated and the ashes taken to Bangladesh.” In 1882, The Sporting Times in England published a satirical obituary of English cricket after Australia defeated it at home.



Fisher wants to make UBA a top option A. JOSEPH ANTONY PANAJI



“We wish to make the United Basketball Alliance (UBA) a top career option for sportspersons in India, throw it open to the best talent available in the country so that they can compete with the best in the business,” Tommy Fisher told The Hindu on the sidelines of the All Star final at the Shyama Prasad Mukherjee indoor stadium here recently. The UBA Chairman’s enthusiasm was infectious, spilling over perhaps into the field of play. Sneaking onto the court where the noholds-barred shoot-fest final was in progress, the ponytailed tycoon made a few shies himself at the basket. CM YK



So was he animated afterwards in conversation, his zeal for the league there for all to see. “Almost all the Indian team players participated in season four, giving it a huge boost,” Fisher said. “They bonded well with the 10 Americans spread out evenly among the teams. The training Indian players had in the US benefited them much and was put to good use here,” he said. With the imported players scoring more, were the Indian players lagging behind? “Not really. Vishesh Bhriguvanshi logged 57 points in a game,” he noted. How has the UBA Pro League progressed from season three? “There is a sizeable growth. The game has become faster and harder.



Tommy Fisher



Fitness has improved dramatically,” the construction magnate replied. Was the Indian game slanted in favour of the taller players from the north? “The short and swift players have done well too. The super quick, athletic type of players who begin ball handling early and practise long hours



have also proved effective. Some of the Indian shooters were exceptional,” said the Phoenix, Arizona native. Detailing plans for season five slated for September, he said it would be held mostly in the northern part of the country, since earlier editions had been staged in other regions. “We are looking at Chandigarh and the finals should be in Delhi. We are playing to hike the number of foreign players in the league to 16,” Fisher said. Looking back on the season just past, he said it had been a period of development for the game. “Ultimately, even when alone, Indian cagers must have the hunger to succeed,” Fisher concluded. A ND-ND
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IN BRIEF



Jesus’s tomb to be unveiled to public Wednesday’s ceremony will mark completion of renovation of Christianity’s most sacred monument covering the rock-carved tomb was lifted for the first time in more than two centuries, allowing restoration workers to examine the original rock shelf or “burial bed” on which Jesus’s body is thought to have rested. A small window has been cut into marble slabs to allow pilgrims a glimpse of the rock. The team also repaired and stabilised the shrine with titanium bolts and mortar, and cleaned thick layers of candle soot and pigeon droppings. The work involved the use of radar, laser scanners and drones. Wednesday’s ceremony to mark the completion of the restoration will be in the presence of Ecumenical Patriarch Bartholomew I, the spiritual leader of the world’s Orthodox Christians, and a representative of Pope Francis.



Harriet Sherwood



Penelope Cruz to play Donatella Versace LOS ANGELES



Penelope Cruz will essay the role of Donatella Versace in Ryan Murphy’s Versace: American Crime Story. The 42-year-old actor will join the third series of Murphy’s anthology, and will play the sister of the slain fashion designer Gianni Versace. PTI



The Fantasticks to close after 21,552 shows NEW YORK



The off-Broadway phenomenon The Fantasticks will end its record-breaking run on June 4, having played a total of 21,552 performances in New York City, its producers said on Tuesday. For nearly 42 years, the show chugged along till it closed in 2002, a victim of a destroyed downtown after 9/11. It opened again four years later. AP



The restored tomb in which Jesus’s body is believed to have been interred after his crucifixion will be unveiled to the public at a ceremony at the Church of the Holy Sepulchre in Jerusalem’s Old City on Wednesday. A team of Greek scientists and restorers has completed the nine-month renovation project, which focused on a small structure above the burial chamber, known as the Edicule. It is the most sacred monument in Christianity. “If the intervention hadn’t happened now, there is a very great risk that there could have been a collapse,” Bonnie Burnham of the World Monuments Fund, which had oversight of the project, said. “This is a complete transformation of the monument.” The delicate restoration was carried out by a team of about 50 experts from the National Technical University of Athens, which had previously worked on the Acropolis in the Greek capital



Special Correspondent



NEW YORK



YouTube on Monday admitted that its family-friendly restricted mode had wrongly labelled some videos on its site. The company apologised and promised to fix the error after users complained that the site was filtering some videos about lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender issues. NYT



CM YK



*



and the Hagia Sophia in Istanbul. The conservators worked mainly at night in or-



Star India CEO slams Censor Board Mumbai



YouTube iltering draws ire of LGBT community



A sight to behold: The tomb of Jesus Christ in the Church of the Holy Sepulchre in Jerusalem, Israel. GETTY IMAGES



The Central Board of Film Certification (CBFC) came under heavy criticism at the annual FICCI Frames event here from Star India chairman and CEO Uday Shankar, who said the board was becoming more and more conservative. “As the world gets bolder, our censor authorities seem to be getting more and more conservative. Even a word like ‘saali’ has to be silenced in a film,” said Mr. Shankar, who is also the chairman of the FICCI Media & Entertainment Committee.



The producers of Jolly LLB 2, he said, were asked to screen the movie for a group of lawyers and medical professionals, who were asked to decide if certain scenes were appropriate and also ensure no professions or institutions had been insulted. “This was despite the fact that the movie had been certified for universal release by the censor board.” Women’s issues are still a no-go area, he added. “And of course don’t go anywhere near discussions of women’s issues — let alone female sexuality.”



der to allow pilgrims continued access to the shrine. In October, a marble slab



Stream of pilgrims The Church of the Holy Sepulchre, in the heart of the Christian quarter of the walled Old City, covers the assumed site of Jesus’s cruci-



fixion, burial and resurrection. It is a huge attraction for pilgrims and tourists from all over the world, many weeping and clutching precious mementos or photographs of loved ones and forming long queues for the shrine. Six denominations — Latin (Roman Catholic), Greek Orthodox, Armenian Apostolic, Syrian Orthodox, Ethiopian Orthodox and Copts — share custodianship of the cavernous church. Bitter disputes over territories and responsibilities have erupted in the past, sometimes involving physical altercations. Disputes between the denominations have held up restoration work for decades. In a sign of the distrust between the different denominations, the keys to the church have been held by a Muslim family since the 12th century. The shrine has been rebuilt four times in its history, most recently in 1810 after a fire. The structure had been held in place for almost 70 years by iron girders. THE GUARDIAN
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In full bloom



Finishing touches: A gardener tends to lowers at Asia’s largest tulip garden near the Dal Lake in Srinagar on Tuesday. It will be opened to public in the irst week of April. NISSAR AHMAD *



NFAI acquires a rich array of world cinema Iranian consulate lends a helping hand Shoumojit Banerjee Pune



The National Film Archive of India (NFAI), in another significant acquisition, has added a tranche of recent award-winning foreign films, comprising the very best of world cinema. All titles are internationally acclaimed, having been feted at the most prestigious film festivals such as the Cannes Film Festival, the Academy Awards, the Golden Globes’ Awards, the British Academy Film Awards and the Robert Awards (the Danish equivalent of Academy Awards).



Best of cinema They include three from France; Lemming (2005), the funny Les Invasions Barbares (2003) and the crime drama The Beat That My Heart Skipped (2005); one from Belgium, L’enfant (2005), a gripping Danish political thriller Kongekabale (2004), and one film from Bosnia and Herzegovina Gori Vatra (2004). Lemming, which stars Charlotte Rampling in a scene-stealing performance, follows a strange dinner



party after which the attendees make discoveries about their seemingly wellordered hosts. Les Invasions Barbares or ‘The Barbarian Invasions’, innovatively directed by Denys Arcand, is a comedy-drama structured around a terminally-ill professor who attempts to reconcile with his son, a man with a radically different outlook to life. The film bagged the Academy Award for Best Foreign-Language film at the 2003 Oscars. The Beat That My Heart Skipped, by the path-breaking French film-maker Jacques Audiard, follows the life of a deceitful young realtor and whether he will grow out of his ways to fulfil his dream of becoming a concert pianist. Six films were acquired from Narayan Srinivasan, a Mumbai resident, and a second lot was acquired from the Iranian consulate in Mumbai. “We are proud to have a representative collection of world cinema, and thrilled to acquire these notable titles which have immensely enriched our collection,” said Prakash Magdum, Director, NFAI.



A ND-ND
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Model code violations



Children’s shelter homes



A high like no other



Showroom shifts online



The State Election Commission has appointed 72 Returning Officers for 272 wards Page 2



Alleging sexual assault, plea in Delhi HC seeks separate shelter homes for boys and girls in city Page 3



Set to lead an expedition to Mt. Everest, for Bachendri Pal her 1984 climb is as vivid as yesterday Page 5



Automobile brands ight their iercest battles on busy thoroughfares in cyberspace Page 6
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IN BRIEF



BJP sitting councillors demand ticket Members request party high command to reconsider its decision to have them sit out the civic polls



Wanted in robbery, murder cases



Damini Nath Jatin Anand



Defamation case: Kejriwal gets bail NEW DELHI



Delhi Chief Minister Arvind Kejriwal on Tuesday appeared before a court here and was granted bail in a defamation case iled by the Delhi & Districts Cricket Association (DDCA) and its former vice-president and current UP Minister Chetan Chauhan. Granting the bail, Metropolitan Magistrate Abhilash Malhotra said: “As the ofence is bailable, Mr. Kejriwal is admitted to bail on furnishing a personal and a surety bond for a sum of ₹ 10,000 each.” CITY 쑺 PAGE 3 DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD



HC disposes of writ pleas on Dwarka Expressway GURUGRAM



The Punjab and Haryana High Court on Tuesday disposed of a bunch of writ petitions challenging acquisition of land for the Dwarka Expressway and seeking quashing of the award after the Haryana government ofered a special package to the petitioners. The decision clears the decks for early completion of the 27-km Dwarka Expressway, running seven years behind schedule. CITY 쑺 PAGE 4 DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD



Ramjas College to hold quiz on ‘Akhand Bharat’ NEW DELHI



A month after violence broke out at Ramjas College over the conduct of a seminar which fuelled a ‘national’ vs. ‘anti-national’ debate at Delhi University, the Ramjas Quiz Society is organising the “Akhand Bhara: The India Quiz” on Wednesday. CITY 쑺 PAGE 2 DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD



Missing CA student back home



New Delhi



Staff Reporter



From closed-door meetings for strategising among themselves to frantic house calls to party MPs, sitting councillors of the BJP are trying to pressure the high command to reconsider its decision to have them sit out the upcoming municipal elections. Delhi BJP chief Manoj Tiwari had announced on March 14 that the party had unanimously decided not to field any of the sitting councillors or their relatives in the April 22 elections in order to five fresh faces a chance. The BJP, which has been in power since 2007, had won 138 of the 272 wards in the three corporations in 2012.



Meeting held On Tuesday, about 120 of the councillors, including present and former officebearers, had a meeting at Civic Centre, the headquarters of the North and South Delhi corporations. After that, some of the councillors visited national leaders of the party and Delhi MPs to protest against the decision to not field them. The councillors lobbied with party MPs, who they claimed had an important role in the decision to cut their tickets. As per the councillors, they even visited party president Amit Shah. “They [the councillors] also called on Mr. Shah but could not meet him due to some reason,” said a party leader requesting anonymity. Mohan Bhardwarj, a councillor in the North Delhi Municipal Corporation and former chairperson of the Standing Committee, said that the sitting councillors had worked for the better-



New Delhi



Gearing up: Delhi BJP president Manoj Tiwary with party leaders Vijay Goel and Satish Upadhyay at a meeting. ment of Delhi and wanted a chance to highlight that. Rajesh Bhatia, also a councillor in the North Corporation and a general secretary of Delhi BJP, was not a part of the protesting councillors’ meetings, but he said that the party would hear out any member. “They have the right to voice their concerns, but the decision on candidates would be taken by the party high command,” said Mr. Bhatia. According to a Delhi BJP source, a large number of current office-bearers from the municipal bodies had boycotted the party’s hawan ceremony for launching the campaign on Monday.



Rajnath Singh gets a visit A delegation of around 10 had then, according to a source, called on Union Home Minister and senior party leader Rajnath Singh to discuss the issue of being denied tickets. Meanwhile, another source added that separate delegations called



Which inger to ink? Poll panel in dilemma over Rajouri Garden Damini Nath New Delhi



While the electorate in rest of Delhi would have their index fingers marked with indelible ink after casting their ballots in the April 22 municipal elections, about 2 lakh residents of Rajouri Garden will soon find out which finger on their hands would be inked. The Delhi State Election Commission will be issuing instructions to poll officials in four wards— Rajouri Garden, Tagore Garden, Vishnu Garden and Khyala — about which finger of



upon Sports Minister Vijay Goel and Urban Development Minister Venkaiah Naidu seeking their intervention. The councillors, 70 per-



Accused held; police say monetary dispute likely motive



Purusharth Aradhak



New Delhi



Greater Noida



A 40-year-old woman was stabbed to death allegedly over a monetary dispute in south-east Delhi’s Arpan Vihar on Tuesday. The victim was identified as Neeraj Chauhan. According to the police, she was attacked by accused Rajesh Chaubey (42) outside her residence following an argument with him over money that the two had invested in a committee.



Two injured Neeraj’s 18-year-old son, Satyam, and her sister, Vinod Kumari (45), who were present at the scene, were also attacked. The police said the accused was inebriated at the time of the incident.



A passer-by called the police at 3:15 p.m., after which a team reached the spot. Rajesh, who tried to flee, was chased and caught. “He was seen holding a knife and with blood on his clothes. He tried to flee, but the team managed to catch him,” said DCP (South-East) Romil Baaniya. The injured were rushed to AIIMS, where Neeraj was declared brought dead. The other two suffered hand injuries, said the police.



Revenge sought The victim’s family said she had met Rajesh through her husband, who used to work with him at an export factory in Tughlakabad over a year ago. “Rajesh had borrowed



₹50,000 from a local committee and Neeraj was his guarantor. He, however, failed to pay the money back, following which the committee members asked Neeraj about his whereabouts. She told them where he was, which made him upset and he planned to take revenge,” said Bhanu Pratap Singh, the victim’s brother-in-law.



‘Planned attack’ The police said it was a planned murder as Rajesh had gone to the victim’s house with a knife. It is also suspected that the two were in an illicit relationship. “There was something between the two, but at the moment we can’t say how intimate the relationship was,” said Mr. Baaniya.



CM YK



voters to mark since the bypoll to the Rajouri Garden Assembly constituency will be held less than two weeks before the municipal polls.



By-poll on April 9 The four wards come within the boundary of the Rajouri Garden Assembly constituency, which will have a by-election on April 9. The seat became vacant when Aam Aadmi Party MLA Jarnail Singh quit in order to contest Assembly elections in Punjab. Since those who vote in cent of whom according to an internal party survey were deemed unfit to be fielded, have asked the national leadership to reassess the decision on a case by



the Assembly by-poll would have their index fingers of the left hand marked, as per the norm, the State Election Commission will decide which finger would be inked for the municipal poll, according to a senior official. Usually, the middle finger is marked with ink if the index finger has already been inked in a previous election. Rajouri Garden, Tagore Garden, Vishnu Garden and Khyala have a population of 47,892, 51,789, 50,184 and 56,317, respectively.



case basis. A councillor from the North corporation pointed out that the same survey showed that not all councillors across the board had been unsuccessful.



19 robberies in a day The officer said Gursewak was also involved in robbing 19 liquor vends in a single day 31 years ago because he wanted to set a record. He was arrested in 1986 and sent to Tihar Jail. While in jail, he contacted his kingpins in Pakistan and asked them to supply arms and explosives for terror activities in Delhi, said the police. Terror activities The conspiracy, however, was busted in September 1998, when the Crime Branch arrested two terrorists from west Delhi’s Punjabi Bagh. One AK-47, 18 kg RDX, and 100 cartridges were seized from the duo, who said they had brought the



Gursewak Singh



arms and explosives on the request of Gursewak. Subsequently, he was arrested again. In 2004, Gursewak absconded while he was being taken to Punjab in connection with a court case. He was later caught and sent behind bars. “After coming out of jail in 2010, he changed his house in Punjab and stopped appearing in courts for the trials of his cases. Subsequently, he was declared a proclaimed offender by the Patiala House Courts,” said Mr. Ranjan.



Banks on the radar On his recent activities, the police said he was working with gangs in the Capital to rob people and had plans to target banks and ATMs. The police said he also was trying to revive the militant organisation on the instructions of its chief, Paramjeet Singh Panjwad, who is currently in Pakistan. Gursewak was also allegedly in touch with former KCF chief Jagtar Singh Hawara and other dreaded militants of Punjab.



Accused suspected man of having afair with his wife; held soon after incident Shubhomoy Sikdar New Delhi



Suspecting that his wife had an affair with a neighbour, a grocery shop owner allegedly stabbed to death the man’s sister and injured their mother in a bid to kill him at their residence in south-west Delhi’s Dabri on Tuesday. The accused, Sumit, has been arrested. The deceased was identified as Jyoti (23). The police said Sumit had gone to her residence armed with a knife to kill her brother, Nitin (28). The latter was allegedly friends with Sumit’s wife. At the house, Sumit had an argument with Nitin and tried to attack him. When Jyoti rushed to protect her



brother, Sumit allegedly inflicted a deep injury on her chest.



Mother injured Her mother, Rajbala (47), suffered an injury on her palm in a bid to stop Sumit, said Deputy Commissioner



UP meat shops face the axe, 14 units sealed Govt. oicials say the shops were dealing in bufalo, cow meat; animal rights activists welcome move Purusharth Aradhak



Teaching in Nepal “We received information that Shubham had returned to Hathras on Monday night. He had gone to Nepal after starting from Delhi. He stayed in Nepal for a month and was teaching children there,” said Ajay Sharma, Station House Officer, Jewar police station. One of Shubham’s relatives also confirmed his return. However, he refused to reveal where Shubham had been all this time. “With the grace of god, Shubham has returned home. e do not want to burden him by subjecting him to questioning,” he said.



FILE PHOTO: PTI



The Delhi Police Crime Branch on Tuesday arrested a suspected member of militant organisation Khalistaan Commando Force (KCF) wanted in over 50 cases of robbery and murder. The accused, identified as Gursewak Singh alias Babla (51), was arrested from south-west Delhi’s Mahipalpur. The police said he was involved in the murder of Ramesh Chander, the editor of Hind Samachar, in Jalandhar. Chander was a critic of Gursewak’s mentor, Jarnail Singh Bhinderwale. “Gursewak was also involved in an attack on the residence of former Punjab DGP Julio Riberio in Jalandhar,” said Joint Commissioner of Police (Crime) Praveer Ranjan.



40-year-old stabbed to death Woman tries to save brother, killed Staff Reporter



Delhi-based chartered accountancy student Shubham Maheshwari, who had been missing for over a month, returned to his native place in Hathras on Monday night, the police said on Tuesday. According to the police, preliminary investigation revealed that Shubham had gone to Nepal on his own and was teaching children there. Shubham had gone missing on February 18 on his way to Hathras from Delhi. He had boarded a bus from Anand Vihar bus station in east Delhi and had last spoken to his mother on the phone during a stopover at Jewar. After Shubham’s disappearance, his family and friends had launched a social media campaign with the hashtag #findingShubham. A missing persons case was lodged at Jewar police station as his phone was last traced to Jewar.



Suspected KCF militant nabbed



Ghaziabad



The Ghaziabad administration on Tuesday shut down a slaughterhouse and over a dozen meat shops operating illegally in the city. District Magistrate Nidhi Kesarwani said one major slaughterhouse and four meat shops were sealed in Kaila Bhatta. An FIR has been lodged against the owner of the slaughterhouse. In Loni, 10 meat shops were closed down.



Drive to continue Officials said the units were dealing in buffalo and cow meat, a practice which is banned in the State under the Uttar Pradesh Prevention



of Cow Slaughter Act, 1955. “Our teams are searching for other such illegal establishments. Soon, we will launch a drive in Dasna,” said



Ms. Kesarwani. Illegal slaughterhouses and meat shops have recently mushroomed in Loni, Muradnagar and Dasna,



which are primarily Muslimdominated areas, said the officials. BJP MLAs have also time and again voiced against illegal cattle trade and shops selling meat openly in residential localities in the city. At present, five slaughterhouse-cum-meat shops— four in Dasna and one in Hapur — in Ghaziabad operate with permission granted by the Uttar Pradesh Pollution Control Board. Meanwhile, animal rights activists said the new government had started taking complaints of animal abuse seriously. “It is a change of heart of the police and administration towards animal rights.



Earlier, the police and administration did not pay heed to our requests,” said Abhinav Bhardwaj, a Ghaziabad-based animal rights activist.



Similar crackdown In a similar crackdown on Saturday night, hours after Yogi Adityanath took over as the Uttar Pradesh Chief Minister, two illegal slaughterhouses were sealed in Allahabad. Closure of illegal slaughterhouses in Ghaziabad was a major issue of the BJP in the recent Assembly elections and was highlighted by Yogi Adityanath and BJP president Amit Shah during their campaigning.



of Police (South-West) Surender Kumar.



Troubled relationship The injured were rushed to a hospital, where Jyoti succumbed to her injuries. Nitin informed the police, who later arrested Sumit from



near his house. According to the police, Sumit would often fight with his wife over her friendship with Nitin. The accused also told the police that Nitin had been troubling his wife despite warnings.



JNU begins admission process after delay Deadline ends at 5 p.m. on April 5 Staff Reporter NEW DELHI



After delaying the process by nearly a month, Jawaharlal Nehru University ( JNU) released its e-prospectus and announced its admission procedure on Tuesday night. Students wanting to apply have time till 5 p.m. on April 5 to submit their applications.



Results on June 23 Entrance exams for various courses will be held between May 16 and May 19. The results will be declared tentatively on June 23, the university said.



As directed by the University Grants Commission’s May 2016 gazette notification, the admission policy of JNU for M.Phil/PhD courses has changed. “M.Phil/Ph.D entrance exam will be held on all-India basis and question paper will be as per UGC Regulations-2016 i.e. 50% research methodology and 50% subject specific. The entrance exam will be of qualifying nature with 50% qualifying marks followed by viva voce. In case of any dispute in this regard, the provisions of UGC Regulations 2016 shall be binding,” the university said. B ND-ND
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Poll panel deploys teams to 14 in fray, byelection scene check model code violations hots up in Rajouri Garden State Election Commission appoints 72 Returning Oicers for 272 wards



AAP running short of workers, says Gupta



Litmus test ahead of civic body elections on April 22 Staff Reporter



Damini Nath



New Delhi



NEW DELHI



New Delhi



Leader of the Opposition in the Delhi Assembly Vijender Gupta said on Tuesday that after the Aam Aadmi Party’s (AAP) electoral defeats in Punjab and Goa, the AAP was “demoralised” with Arvind Kejriwal resorting to video campaigns because of the “shortfall of party workers”. The AAP has set up displays in each ward to screen a video message by Mr. Kejriwal where he accuses the BJP of corruption in the municipalities, besides talking about the government’s performance. “Delhi’s public is too intelligent to be taken in by such false publicity,” Mr. Gupta said. STAFF REPORTER



Special teams — one for two wards — have been set up by the Delhi State Election Commission (DSEC) to keep an eye on potential violations of the model code of conduct that is in place for the municipal corporation elections on April 22. According to sources at the DSEC, teams comprising officials of the municipal corporations and the Delhi Police will keep a check on illegal use of publicity materials. The teams will work with the returning officers appointed for the elections in order to curb violations.



The fight for the bypoll to the Rajouri Garden Assembly seat has heated up with candidates of all the major political parties filling their nomination papers on Tuesday, the last day to do so. The bypoll, to be held on April 9, will be a test of popularity for all the political parties before the upcoming civic polls on April 22.



Congress to finalise candidates in two days NEW DELHI



District-level committees of the Delhi Congress will meet on Wednesday and Thursday to finalise candidates for the upcoming municipal polls. Party sources said that six of the 13 district committees will meet on Wednesday. The Congress is expected to start announcing candidates for the 272 wards from Friday. STAFF REPORTER



JD(U) to release second list of candidates today NEW DELHI



The Janata Dal (United) is expected to release its second list of candidates for the upcoming civic body polls, on Wednesday. A senior party leader said the JD(U) will field 100-150 candidates and will compete directly with the BJP, which has been in power in the three civic bodies for a decade. Poorvanchali voters, especially women, will be wooed by the JD(U), the leader said. STAFF REPORTER



Groundwork almost done With 272 wards spread across the north, south and east Delhi corporations, a total of 72 ROs have been appointed. A senior official said that the process of identifying polling stations has been completed and the work of assigning the electoral roll for each station was on. Over 1.32 crore voters are registered to cast their ballots at about 13,500 polling stations. The April 22 elections will be first time that the option of NOTA (none of the above) will be offered to voters in Delhi’s municipal elections. The State Election Commission has issued instructions to the three municipalities to ensure that basic facilities are in place at the polling stations. Specific instructions about providing bottled water at the polling stations have also been given.



of < > Process identifying polling stations has been completed senior election official



Earth Hour: switch of lights on March 25 Discom urges Delhiites to save energy



Promotion: The BJP has demanded that the AAP government be directed to remove or cover references to itself from mohalla clinics and other government projects. SUSHIL KUMAR VERMA *



AAP says Kejriwal to start campaign from March-end Will hold dozens of meetings to discuss problems of wards Soumya Pillai New Delhi



The Aam Aadmi Party (AAP) on Tuesday said that Chief Minister Arvind Kejriwal, who will be the face of the AAP in the upcoming civic polls, will begin election campaigning from March 31. The elections are due to be held on April 22. “Mr. Kejriwal will begin campaigning in the wards by the end of the month. He is expected to address two to thee dozen meetings all over Delhi. These meetings will be ward centric — on similar lines to his campaign during the Delhi Assembly polls,” a party spokesperson said. AAP’s poll candidates have already started door-to-



Seminar on Indo-Afghan ties at Jamia



door campaigns in their respective wards and the party has also set up projectors and LCDs to screen a video message by Mr. Kejriwal on their government’s performance. The video also highlights the corruption in the BJP-led municipal bodies.



Unique campaign “If in some wards, problems can be discussed by mohalla sabhas, we will organise those. If in another ward, we think a road show will be more effective, then we will do that. Each constituency will have its own unique campaign, depending on the size, population and problems being faced by the locals,” the spokesperson told



The Hindu. Deputy CM Manish Sisodia and other senior party leaders will also start campaigning by the end of the month. “Mr. Sisodia will probably begin his campaigns a few days before Mr. Kejriwal. The schedules will be decided in a few days,” the party said. The party’s Delhi incharge Ashish Talwar said that while other parties are busy with internal squabbles, AAP’s candidates, leaders and MLAs are already on the ground campaigning. “Once Mr. Kejriwal enters the campaign, the AAP ground campaign will go into top gear,” Mr. Talwar added.



Three-way fight The Rajouri Garden assembly seat fell vacant after the sitting Aam Aadmi Party (AAP) MLA Jarnail Singh resigned to contest the Punjab Assembly elections against the former Punjab Chief Minister Parkash Singh Badal in Lambi. The AAP is now fielding Harjeet Singh for the seat, who filed his nomination for the bypolls on Tuesday. Mr. Harjeet, a volunteer at the Gurudwara Bangla Sahib, is a corporate executive. He joined the Anna Hazare movement in 2012 and later became a member of the Aam Aadmi Party. He has been an active member of the party in west Delhi and was also the ob-



Tough ight: Delhi BJP head Manoj Tiwari (right) with SAD-BJP candidate for Rajouri Garden, M.S. Sirsa, on Tuesday. PTI *



server of Rajouri Garden assembly seat. Until recently, he was the chairman of Rajdhani College.



SAD-BJP candidate Former MLA and Akali Dal leader Manjinder Singh Sirsa filed his nomination on Tuesday as the Akali Dal-BJP joint candidate. He filed his nomination in the presence of Delhi BJP President Manoj Tiwari and west Delhi MP Pravesh Verma. The seat was earlier won by Mr. Sirsa in 2013. Mr. Jarnail had got 54,916 votes, defeating Mr. Sirsa by 10,036 votes in the 2015 As-



sembly elections. Congress candidate Meenakshi Chandela also filed nomination for the bypoll on Tuesday. Ms. Chandela is the councillor for the Khyala ward in the South Delhi Municipal Corporation. The 32-year-old had contested the Rajouri Garden Assembly seat in 2015, but had lost to Mr. Jarnail. The returning officer of the constituency received 21 nominations by 14 candidates. The scrutiny of the nomination papers will be taken up on Wednesday. The last date to withdraw candidature is March 24.



Home Guards withdrawn from buses Volunteers will be deployed with the Delhi Police for polls Press Trust of India New Delhi



Around 2,000 Home Guard volunteers deployed as marshals in DTC buses to prevent crimes against women have been withdrawn. The decision was approved by Lieutenant-Governor Anil Baijal in order to attach the volunteers with the Delhi Police in view of the civic polls to be held on April 22. Civil Defence volunteers,



however, will continue to be deployed in Delhi Transport Corporation (DTC) buses. A top official in the Directorate General of Home Guards said: “Around 2,000 volunteers have been withdrawn and deployed with the Delhi Police by order of the L-G. The withdrawal has been made due to civic bodies elections. They will be sent back to DTC buses afterwards”.



In January, the AAP government had come out with a list of 2,980 marshals, comprising Home Guard and Civil Defence volunteers, deployed in DTC buses. This was done to refute charges made by the BJP that there was not enough security in public buses. Deployment of the Home Guard in DTC buses was one of the pre-poll promises made by the AAP.
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Choking hazard



Staff Reporter New Delhi



Staff Reporter New Delhi



As part of efforts to spread the message of energy conservation, Delhi will join a billion people across the globe to observe ‘Earth Hour’ on March 25. Discom BSES has urged Delhiites to be part of the initiative by switching off electrical appliances between 8.30p.m. and 9.30p.m. on Saturday. The Capital will be joining over a billion people in over 7,000 cities across six continents in this initiative. Last year, Delhi had saved 229MW of power during Earth Hour, despite it coinciding with the IndiaPakistan cricket match. In 2015, the city saved



around 200MW of power. “Earth Hour aims to shine the light on climate change. The call for action for Earth Hour 2017 in India is ‘I am an Earth Hour Super Hero. Are you?’ It urges residents to take up the challenge by ‘Switching Off and Switching onto Solar Energy’,” a BSES statement read.



Global effort Earth Hour is an annual international event organised by the World Wide Fund for Nature. The event encourages households and businesses to turn off their lights and electrical appliances for one hour at the appointed time to raise awareness about the need to take action on climate change.



Afghanistan will talk to anyone who is willing to participate in the reconciliation process within the framework of the country’s Constitution, said Afghan Ambassador to India Shaida Mohammad Abdali during a seminar on “IndoAfghan Relations: Evaluating the Development and Strategic Partnership” at Jamia Islamia on Tuesday. The two-day seminar is being organised by the Academy of International Studies (AIS). Former Indian Ambassador to Afghanistan Jayant Prasad said India’s aim was to make Afghanistan stable again. Around 16,000 Afghan students were studying in India.
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Ramjas College to hold quiz on ‘Akhand Bharat’ today Institute has been struggling with ‘anti-national’ image Staff Reporter New Delhi



A month after violence broke out at Ramjas College over the conduct of a seminar on ‘Cultures of Protest’, which fuelled a ‘national’ vs. ‘anti-national’ debate at Delhi University, the Ramjas Quiz Society is organising the “Akhand Bhara: The India Quiz” on Wednesday. Initially, a social media page inviting students to participate in the quiz read: “Umar Khalid and his gang not allowed” to participate in the quiz on “Parampara, Pratishtha, Anushasan”. The invite page later removed the reference to Mr. Khalid.



‘It is just a quiz’ When asked if the India-specific quiz was being conducted to instil a spirit of ‘nationalism’ after the February 22 incident, the student organiser of the quiz Digvijay CM YK



quiz will have < > The questions on geography, GI tags, history and culture and is not speciic to any particular ideology Digvijay Prasad Student organiser of the quiz



Prasad said: “It will have questions on geography, geographical indication tags, history and culture. It is not specific to any ideology”. Mr. Prasad, who will be the quiz master at the event, said that theme-based quizzes are quite popular in the college quizzing circuit. Ramjas College Students’ Union president Yogit Rathi also denied that the quiz was being organised to evoke a sense of ‘nationalism’ and to shed the ‘anti-national’ image that has surrounded the college after the violent



clashes. “The quiz society is free to organise whatever quiz they want to. It is not being organised by the students’ union,” said Mr. Rathi.



Hold your breath: Dense smoke emanates from a massive ire in the grasslands near Rajghat on Tuesday.



PTI



Transport dept cracks whip on errant PUC centres Oicials say 48 facilities providing Pollution Under Control certiicates are ‘louting norms’ Staff Reporter



‘Need no controversy’ Acting principal of Ramjas College P. C. Tulsian said that various seminars and event have been successfully organised at Ramjas College over the past month. “Societies are free to organise events as it is an integral part of life at Delhi University, but I have given strict instructions not to organise any anti national programmes or invite any controversial speakers,” said Mr. Tulsian. “We do not want to have a repeat of what happened last month... we have to remember that India comes first and then the college or the individual,” said the acting principal.



*



New Delhi



The Delhi Transport Department has cracked down on erring centres providing Pollution Under Control (PUC) certificates and ordered action against 48 such facilities for “flouting norms” in certifying vehicles on emission, Lieutenant-Governor Anil Baijal was informed on Tuesday. Following an audit drive, green panel EPCA had recently pointed towards widespread corruption and gross irregularities in PUC certification stations across Delhi and the NCR. Mr. Baijal chaired a highlevel meeting to discuss condition of air pollution in



Delhi at Raj Niwas here where he set a deadline for the Delhi Pollution Control Committee (DPCC) to set up 14 real-time monitoring stations by October, 2017 in addition to directing agencies to ensure that immediate measures required to mitig-



ate air pollution in Delhi were strictly implemented.



Crackdown The L-G also pointed out that a “reliable, affordable and comfortable” public transport needed to be emphasised in Delhi even as steps



needed to be taken to ensure that sale of banned fuels was stopped. The Capital has 971 PUC centres out of which noncompliant centres have been recommended for cancellation and suspension, a statement by the L-G’s office read. While the statement did not mention the number of PUC centres that have been acted against, a senior transport department official put the number at 48.



Badarpur power plant On the Badarpur Thermal Power Plant, the Power Department has been asked to submit a plan on its “complete closure” and the disposal of fly ash and ‘remedi-



ation’ of the site. Meanwhile, it was decided that the Municipal Corporations and the PWD will initiate placing of procurement orders for diesel-run mechanical sweeping machines expeditiously.



Using garbage On the enforcement of ban on usage of petcoke or furnace oil in industrial areas of Delhi, the DPCC has been asked to form special action teams to act against violators. On garbage management at landfill sites, the Union Road Ministry has been “approached” to utilise the garbage at landfill sites in construction of roads and highways. B ND-ND
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CM gets bail in DDCA case Magistrate insisted on Kejriwal’s appearance in defamation case iled by Minister Nirnimesh Kumar



Police had raided red light area in Rajasthan’s Bharatpur



New Delhi



CISF trains UP Police team for Metro security NEW DELHI



A 61-member team of Uttar Pradesh police officers is being trained by the CISF here in acquiring some special skills for securing the Lucknow Metro. Officials said the paramilitary has prepared a special capsule for the first batch of these officials, led by an Asst Commandant-rank officer, who will secure the Metro in their State capital, on lines of what the CISF does for the Delhi Metro. PTI



₹13 lakh looted from businessman at gunpoint NEW DELHI



A businessman was allegedly robbed of cash worth ₹13 lakh, including dollars, at gunpoint by three persons in Central Delhi, police said on Tuesday. They said that the incident took place on March 19 when Neeraj Pankaj was on his way to Anand Vihar from CP where he runs his business. The accused overtook his car, brandished a gun and fled with the bag containing ₹11 lakh, dollars worth ₹2 lakh, and a laptop. PTI



Two arrested for robbing people outside ATMS NEW DELHI



The police have arrested two persons who allegedly robbed people coming out of ATMs. The accused Manish alias Golu (24) and Ankit (18) were held on March 18 from Madipur.The police said the duo used to distract people by engaging them in an argument. “Initially, they had their own scooters, but later started using stolen scooters for the crimes,” said the police. STAFF REPORTER



Delhi Chief Minister Arvind Kejriwal on Tuesday appeared before a court here and was granted bail in a defamation case filed by the Delhi & Districts Cricket Association (DDCA) and its former vice-president and current UP Minister Chetan Chauhan. Granting the bail, Metropolitan Magistrate Abhilash Malhotra said: “As the offence is bailable, Mr. Kejriwal is admitted to bail on furnishing a personal and a surety bond for a sum of ₹ 10,000 each.”



Personal appearance Earlier, the Chief Minister’s counsel sought exemption from personal appearance for him, urging the court to first decide his application for quashing of the complaint. But when the Magistrate insisted on his appearance saying the accused has to first establish his identity before the court and there should be a valid ground for seeking exemption. So the Chief Minister changed his mind and appeared before the court.



TV interview The complainants alleged that they were aggrieved by Mr. Kejriwal’s statement during an interview with NDTV in December 2015. “... a very senior journalist



is clear that Mr. < > ItKejriwal made such a defamatory remark on the basis of hearsay information from his friend Abhilash Malhotra Metropolitan Magistrate



Fearing arrest, two women jump into pond, drown Shubhomoy Sikdar NEW DELHI



Two women jumped into a pond and drowned, allegedly fearing arrest during a police raid at a red light area in Rajasthan’s Bharatpur on Tuesday, said the district administration. The victims have been indentified as Shakko and Rachna. According to the police, the incident took place at Pachi ka Nagla village which comes under the jurisdiction of Sewar police station.



Reprieve: Chief Minister Arvind Kejriwal appears at the Tees Hazari Courts in connection with the DDCA defamation case on Tuesday. R.V MOORTHY *



told me over the phone that he got a call that his son was selected (for playing cricket), but when the list came out his name was not there. The next day, his wife got an SMS that you come to my office (official’s house) at night and your son’s name will be there (in the list),” the Chief Minister had allegedly said.



‘No details divulged’ Summoning Mr. Kejriwal in January, the Magistrate had said: “It is prima facie clear from the record that Mr. Kejriwal during his interview to NDTV has made the remark. No details are divulged by Mr. Kejriwal during his interview.” “It is clear that Mr. Kejriwal made such a defamatory remark on the basis of



Four held for murder of ‘mentally unstable’ man



hearsay information from his friend. Accordingly, the provisions of Sections 499, 500 of the IPC [defamation] are attracted against Mr. Kejriwal,” the Magistrate said.



Azad summoned The court had also summoned suspended BJP MP Kirti Azad. Against him, the complainants alleged that he had endorsed Mr. Kejriwal’s defamatory expression by saying “this is nothing new,” and that he had raised a similar issue in 2007. “It is prima facie clear that Mr. Azad has levelled disparaging allegations against the DDCA and its officials, alleging selection of players in consideration of sexual favours. Accordingly,



the provisions of Sections 499, 500 of the IPC are attracted against Mr. Azad,” the magistrate said. Mr. Azad has sought dropping of charges against him.



Political mileage The plea had claimed that defamatory statements were made by Mr.Kejriwal and Mr. Azad, who is himself a member of DDCA, “to remain in the public eye and gain political mileage“. Mr. Kejriwal had sought dropping of proceedings against him on the ground that DDCA is a juristic person (not a living human being) and the allegations are that he defamed the complainant by saying that sexual favours were demanded by the members of the cricketing body.



Tip-off on prositution Bharatpur Collector N.K. Gupta told The Hindu over the phone that the women are all from Bedia community which lives in a settlement close to the JaipurAgra Highway. While he could not provide the exact time of the incident, he said it was reported to him



around 5:30 p.m. The police, however, said the pond was some distance away from the settlement. The raid, said Mr. Gupta, was following information that girls from Uttar Pradesh and Bihar had been trafficked to Bharatpur and were pushed into prostitution. The pond is much shallower than an average one with its depth 4.5 feet deep and water filled up to 2.5 feet, said Mr. Gupta.



Possible quicksand The police suspect that there could have been quicksand in which the three girls (one of whom managed to survive) got trapped. “When the police reached the spot, almost the whole village tried to escape. The three women jumped thinking they would resurface once the police team left. Two police officers jumped



NEW DELHI



The Delhi Police have arrested four men in connection with the alleged lynching of 28-year-old Shankar over suspicion that he was stealing from a haystack godown in north-west Delhi’s Swaroop Nagar. The arrests were made on Tuesday, two days after the allegedly mentally unstable man was killed.



More arrests likely Deputy Commissioner of Police (North-West) Milind Mahadeo Dumbere said the accused —Anoop, Harender, Andip and Subhash — have been arrested in connection with the case and that more arrests were likely. Mr. Dumbere added that the accused have also been booked for destruction of evidence, as they had dumped Shankar’s body in an open field that was



DELHI TODAY Talk: Din Lalit Basanti: Poetry recital on spring. Participating poets: Balswaroop Rahi, Buddhinath Mishra, Laxmishankar Vajpeyi and Ramdarsh Mishra at Gulmohar Hall, India Habitat Centre (IHC), 7 p.m. Music: Concert by the Orchestra da Camera di Mantova at C.D. Deshmukh Auditorium, India International Centre (IIC), 6:30 p.m. Music: National Festival of Creative Arts. Divya Namaskar by Pallavi Odissi Nritya Sangeet Vidyalay; Select poems of Rabindranath Tagore presented in a unique style, choreographed by Kiran Sehgal. Followed by Jhumur and Raibeshe performed by groups of Banglanatak.com; And traditional folk songs and dances presented by groups from Bengal at The Stein Auditorium, India Habitat Centre (IHC), 7 p.m. Exhibition: “Finding Budha” - solo painting exhibition by Atul Todi at Convention Centre Foyer, India Habitat Centre (IHC), 11 a.m. – 7 p.m. Exhibition: "Unexplored Spaces" group exhibition of paintings at Academy of Fine Arts and Literature 4/6, Siri Fort Institutional Area, 11 a.m. - 7 p.m. Exhibition: “The women” - group painting and sculpture exhibition, curated by Amrita Prakash at Artizen Art Gallery, Pearey Lal Bhawan, Bhadur Shah Zafar Marg, 11 a.m. - 7 p.m. Art: "Conversations with Nature on Canvas" - solo show of artworks by M Rossetta Luther at All India Fine Arts & Craft Society (AIFACS), 1 Rai Marg, 11 a.m. – 7 p.m. (Mail your listings for this column at [email protected])
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nearly half a kilometre away from the spot where he was beaten up. The police also said that in a bid to mislead the investigators, the accused allegedly attempted to change Shankar’s clothes after his death.



Transferred for dereliction of duty and indiscipline Press Trust of India GHAZIABAD



A total of 48 policemen, including a Deputy Superintendent, have been transferred for dereliction of duty and indiscipline, a day after 50 couples were held from Bazariya area of the city for “immoral activities”. DSP Inderpal Singh (Circle Officer, City 1st), a chowki in-charge and one other staff member of Bazariya market police have been shunted to police lines, senior officers said.



Inspector Parashuram, SHO GT Road Ghanta Ghar Kotwali, and 44 constables have been shunted to police lines after an inquiry constituted in the case reported in the negative, the SSP said.



Tip-off As many as 50 couples were arrested on Monday during police raids on hotels in Bazariya market on railway station road here. The police had claimed that arrested men and women were found in “objec-
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Not enough



‘Under treatment’ The family members of the victim have told investigators that he was mentally unstable and had been under treatment for the last three years. When the accused were questioned, they purportedly disclosed that they had seen Shankar loitering around the haystack godown and suspected him of theft. “When they overpowered and confronted Shankar, he denied the allegations. They claim that his retort was aggressive and an enraged Shankar even abused them. They



On Monday night, a 24year-old was allegedly shot in east Delhi’s Jagatpuri area by an unidentified man. The victim, who was identified by the police as Mohit Sharma, was spotted by a passerby and taken to the hospital where he is currently under treatment.



Water woes: An elderly man collects water in a polythene bag from a pond, near Vijay Chowk on Tuesday.



Points ingers at govt, political parties ‘which did not help’ NEW DELHI



Janhastakshep, a group that claims to “campaign against fascist designs”, said it has investigated the incident of “barbaric and pre-mediveal” beating of two youths of Nauva village of Kochas block of Rohtas district by the village landlords on January 29. A two-member Janhastakshep team — comprising Prof Ish Mishra of Hindu College, DU and Dr. Vikas Bajpai of JNU— visited the Nauva village and the towns of Sasaram and Dehri on Sone in Rohtas district on February 17 and 18 to investigate. The team talked to people in the village, including activists of All India Kisan Mazdoor Sabha, the police officials at Dinara, the DIG, Sahabad range, and Sasaram District Magistrate.



“We found that on the morning of January 29, two youths of Nauva village – Sunil Chauhan of ‘nunia’ caste and Vijay Sharma of ‘lohar‘ caste — went to the house of a Kurmi landlord of the village, Ramashankar Chaudhary, at around 8 a.m., to ask for money that was due to them for having worked on the construction of his house for about a year. We met one of the victims – Vijay Sharma — and his family in the village. At the time of our visit the other victim, Sunil was admitted in a hospital in Benaras, UP.



Demanded wages “Vijay informed us that when he and Sunil insisted that the landlord Ramashankar ought to pay them the remaining wages, Ramashankar, his son Patali Chaudhary and other men in the family said “they



24-year-old shot at in east Delhi Staff Reporter



Fact inding team probes beating of village youths Staff Reporter



tionable position”. Acting on a tip-off, the raids were conducted under the supervision of Deputy Superintendent of Police Saloni Agarawal and Staion House Officer of Mahila Thana Aarti Soni in the hotels suspected to be running a “sex racket”. During the search of the rooms the girls and youths were found in objectionable conditions and all of them were held, senior superintendent of police Deepak Kumar said.



New Delhi



said a fight broke out and they pinned Shankar down a tractor-trailer and beat him up,” said another police officer.



Guard is witness Shankar’s family members also said that he was tied to a tractor and then beaten up. Shankar’s murder came to the fore on Monday around 7.45 a.m. when a passerby found his body in an open field in Vijay Chowk area and informed the police. The police found multiple injury marks on his body and registered a murder case. The case was first reported to the police as the finding of an unidentified body. The beating was suspected because of the nature of the injuries and the statement of a security guard in the area who had allegedly witnessed the assault.



Inquest into incident Shakko and Rachna are sisters while Payal was their cousin. The police have initiated an inquest proceeding to look into the deaths and claimed that the mother of Shakko and Rachna told them that they had gone to relieve themselves at a field nearly half a kilometre from the settlement when they heard men from their village running away. “However, the possibility of them fearing the police raid cannot be ruled out,” said Mr. Vashishtha.



Hotel raids: 48 cops shunted



Accused suspected 28-year-old of stealing from godown Staff Reporter



in the murky waters and one of the women, Payal, was rescued. Moments later, another girl — Shakko — was brought out of the water but she was already dead. The body of the third woman Rachna was found later,” said Bharatpur Range (IG) Alok Vashishtha.



*



SHANKER CHAKRAVARTY



Criminal cases According to police sources, the victim has several criminal cases against him, mostly for robbery. “He was first taken to a private hospital, then Dr Hedgewar Aarogya Sansthan and then to Guru Teg Bahadur Hospital” said a senior police official, who added the man was unfit for statement. The police said they suspect foul play because, upon probe, no person around the spot of the alleged crime confirmed a shot being fired at that time.
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HC seeks govt reply on shelter homes Alleging sexual assault, plea seeks separate shelter homes for boys and girls in city Press Trust of India New Delhi



speak too much” and would teach them a lesson. Then they dragged the men into their house, made them take off their clothes and beat them with iron rods after accusing them of having stolen their tractor’s battery.



The Delhi High Court on Tuesday sought the response of the AAP government on a plea for separate shelter homes for boys and girls in the city, alleging that they were being sexually assaulted while staying with the adults.



Parties silent “Till now district-level representatives and delegations of political parties from those in power in the State to BJP and the LJP have met the victims, but only to show shallow sympathy and have not announced any help. Parties like CPI, CPM and CPI (ML) Liberation, who otherwise claim to champion the cause of the oppressed, have also been silent. Janhastakshep has now demanded arrangements for proper medical treatment of the victims at the government’s expense.



Same compound The plea also sought separate shelter homes for women. A Bench of Chief Justice G.Rohini and Justice Sangita Dhingra Sehgal directed the Delhi government's social welfare department to take instruction on the plea which said though men and women sleep in different shelters, the buildings were in the same compound. The plea by social activist — Salek Chand Jain, sought direction to the department concerned to provide more space for shelter homes in accordance with the 2021



For kids: The plea sought direction to the department concerned to provide more space for shelter homes in accordance with the 2021 Master Plan for Delhi. FILE PHOTO *



Master Plan for Delhi. It sought direction for providing proper medical facilities and nutritious food to the children staying at the home. Citing various rape and molestation incidents in his plea, the petitioner said the adults often entered the



place in an inebriated condition and commited crimes against children.



No repercussions The offenders went scot free after committing crimes in shelter homes, the plea filed through advocate Sugriva



Dubey alleged. It alleged the shelters hardly protected children and women from leering men who peeped, stalked, molested or raped despite the government's claims of building the shelters for the safety of the homeless. B ND-ND
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IN BRIEF



AIIMS extends support to Maharashtra docs NEW DELHI



In a show of support to resident doctors of Maharashtra, who are on strike in protest against attacks on two doctors last week, the doctors at AIIMS will work with black badges on Wednesday marking it as “black day”. “We will hold a meet on Wednesday to discuss future proceedings if their demands are not met,” said AIIMS RDA president Vijay Kumar. STAFF REPORTER



UGC short films on anti-ragging NEW DELHI



The UGC has come up with four short films and a documentary to counsel students on the ill-effects of ragging. It has directed all the universities and educational institutes to screen these films regularly for the students during orientation and other programmes. PTI



CISF man helps restore flier’s bag with ₹2.5 lakh NEW DELHI



An alert CISF jawan on Tuesday helped restore a Japanese man’s forgotten bag containing ₹2.5 lakh cash, just before he was about to take off for Tokyo. The incident occurred at about 1 p.m. CISF constable Shinil, deployed at the X-ray baggage security check, saw an unattended bag belonging to Okuma N. The the passenger was handed over the bag in the flight. PTI



HC clears hurdles in Dwarka Expressway completion Court disposes of writ pleas challenging acquisition of land for the project



L-G backs Jung decision on repatriating Assembly Secy Order repatriated him to parent organisation Prasar Bharati Press Trust of India New Delhi



Staff Reporter



Lieutenant-Governor Anil Baijal on Tuesday informed the Delhi High Court about his decision to endorse his predecessor’s order to repatriate the Secretary of the Legislative Assembly to his parent organisation Prasar Bharati.



GURUGRAM



The Punjab and Haryana High Court on Tuesday disposed of a bunch of writ petitions challenging acquisition of land for the Dwarka Expressway and seeking quashing of the award after the Haryana government offered a special package to the petitioners. The decision clears the decks for early completion of the 27-km Dwarka Expressway, running almost seven years behind schedule.



40 petitioners Around 40 petitioners in various writ petitions, led by Satyendra Singh, had challenged acquisition of land for Dwarka Expressway in September last and demanded quashing of the award. Some of them had even sought oustees quota plots. The petitioners had also taken the plea that the original owners were not being given the benefits of the oustees policy, but allotment of alternative plots were made to general power of attorney and special power of attorney holders. Power of attorney Hearing the petition, the court directed to stay the issuing of allotment letters to oustees with general power of attorney and special power of attorney holders. However, the court disposed of the petitions after the Haryana government



Hearing on April 27 The court, however, didn’t hold a hearing on the plea by Delhi Assembly Speaker Ram Nival Goel against former L-G Najeeb Jung’s decision to repatriate Prasanna Kumar Suryadevara, as the court didn’t assemble for the post-lunch sitting. The matter will be heard on April 27.



odd oustees holding general power of attorney and special power of attorney. “The oustees will have six months time to vacate structures after allotment of plots. We’ve already allotted plots to 110-odd oustees earlier this year. We hope to complete the construction of remaining 4-km stretch in Haryana by the end of this year,” said Mr. Yadav. Welcoming the court order, DXP Welfare Association general-secretary Pradip Rahi expressed hope that no more delays would be caused in construction of the road. Mr. Rahi, along with other members of the association, also met Union Road Transport and Highways Minister Nitin Gadkari seeking early



completion of the project.



Seven years Envisaged to improve connectivity between Dwarka and Gurugram and reduce traffic burden on National Highway-8, the Expressway or the Northern Peripheral Road has been hanging fire for almost seven years now. Almost 18 km of the Expressway falls in Haryana and remaining in Delhi. While the stretch in Haryana is completed, land acquisition process for Delhi stretch has been initiated. More than 106 projects, including commercial, are underway on the Expressway offering more than 90,000 residential units with an investment of ₹50,000 crore.



In the works: BJP chiefAmit Shah and Union Minister Piyush Goyal inspecting construction work at the new party headquarters at Deen Dayal Upadhyaya Marg in New Delhi on Tuesday. PTI *



Alleges inappropriate behaviour of some tourists with girl



It will meet a long-pending demand of the locals



New Delhi



The Delhi Commission for Women (DCW) has written to the Rajasthan police objecting to alleged inappropriate behaviour of some tourists with a 13-year-old girl during a cultural performance at a resort in the State.



Personal visit “I was on a personal visit to Chokhi Dhani in Jaipur. I noticed that during a cultural performance a young girl was being made to dance and was surrounded by men, apparently tourists,” DCW Chief Swati Maliwal said in the letter to Ra-



< >



Swati Maliwal Delhi Commission for Women Chief



jasthan Director General of Police Manoj Bhatt.



Performing troupe “Those men were showering currency notes on her, and were touching, pulling and caressing her while dancing with her. I was horrified at the audacity of the men in the performing troupe who were making her dance and



“Amicable solution” It had decided to wait for the L-G’s decision as talks between the Speaker and the Director General of All India Radio had failed to break the impasse. The meeting was held following the court’s suggestion to find an “amicable solution” to the issue.



New BJP headquarters



Ordinance soon to set up Gurugram Authority



Those men were showering currency notes on her, and were touching, pulling and caressing her while dancing with her. ..



Delhi, and reiterated the same,” the March 20 order read. The order of the L-G’s Office was produced against the backdrop of the court’s earlier direction, which had left it to Mr. Baijal to decide whether or not to review the order relieving Mr. Suryadevara.
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offered to resolve the matter with special package to the petitioners. “The Additional Attorney General, representing the State, made a statement in court that we would settle the claims of all the petitioners with a special package. He assured the court that the claims would be settled soon and the petitioners wouldn’t need to return to the court. The court then disposed of the present writ petitions with directions to settle their claims and allowed the government to go ahead with issues pertaining to Dwarka Expressway,” said Haryana Urban Development Authority (HUDA) (Gurugram) Administrator Yashpal Yadav. Mr. Yadav said the plots would now be allotted to 60-



Maliwal writes to Rajasthan DGP over resort incident Press Trust of India



The Speaker and Prasar Bharati are locked in a tug of war over Mr. Suryadevara’s repatriation. As per the communication of Deputy Secretary (Services) of the Delhi government, which was to be produced before the court on Tuesday, Mr. Baijal had on Monday refused to differ with the decision taken by his predecessor. “The Delhi L-G has considered the matter of repatriation and relieving of Mr. Suryadevara, and has decided that there’s no reason to differ with the earlier decision taken and issued vide order dated August 29, 2016, of Services Department, Government of NCT of



encouraging such acts. The girl told me she is 13-yearold,” she added.



POCSO Act Ms. Maliwal also said as per the provisions of Protection of Children from Sexual Offences (POCSO) Act, anyone who witnesses such acts is duty-bound to report the same to law enforcement agencies. File FIR The DCW Chief has demanded that the Rajasthan police file a first information report under relevant sections of POCSO Act, Child Labour Act and IPC in connection with the matter.



Staff Reporter Gurugram



The Haryana government is expected to promulgate an Ordinance within a fortnight to constitute the Gurugram Metropolitan Development Authority (GMDA). The Ordinance will meet a longpending demand of the locals for creation of an agency to expedite the development of the city. GMDA Officer Special Duty (OSD) V. Umashankar said the matter could come up at the Cabinet meeting in the next fortnight and the Ordinance would be promulgated. He added that it might take another month-and-ahalf for other formalities to be completed after the Ordinance before the authority actually comes into existence.



Procedural delays The government was forced to take the Ordinance route after the Bill pertaining to the GMDA couldn’t be introduced in the just-concluded Assembly session due to procedural delays. The Bill will now be



< >



It might take another 1.5 months for other formalities to be completed after the Ordinance before the authority actually comes into existence



V. Umashankar GMDA Oicer Special Duty



presented in the next session of the Haryana Assembly. The demand for an authority was first mooted during Congress rule and the residents supported it saying that a single agency was needed to expedite decisionmaking and implementation of development plans.



Support from Ministers Over the years, Union Minister of State for Planning Rao Inderjit Singh, who is local MP, and Haryana PWD Minister Rao Narbir Singh, who represents Badshahpur constituency in Haryana Vidhan Sabha, and other local politicians also supported the demand. Haryana Chief Minister M. L. Khattar had announced that the process to set up the authority, then named Guru-



HC seeks govt response on transport of cattle ‘Cattle for slaughter transported badly’ Press Trust of India



gram Development Authority, would start on November 1, 2016, to coincide with the 50th anniversary of tHaryana’s creation and completed within two months. However, the process slowed down after some of the senior-most bureaucrats apparently told him that there was no express need for an agency. As face-saving formula, an OSD was then appointed to initiate discussions on the matter and present a Bill.



Suggestions for logo On November 2, the draft for the authority was uploaded online for public feedback and the Bill was submitted to Haryana government on December 8 after discussions with representatives of public, industries, and other organisations. On December 21, 2016, the government renamed the authority as GMDA. Suggestions have also been invited from citizens for its logo design. The designs can be submitted till March 4 and the final design will be announced on April 1. The winning design will be receive a prize of ₹1 lakh.



New Delhi



The Delhi High Court on Tuesday sought replies from the Central and the Aam Aadmi Party-led Delhi governments on a public interest litigation alleging that cattle meant for slaughter were subjected to cruelty as they were transported in overloaded trucks. A Bench of Chief Justice G. Rohini and Justice Sangita Dhingra Sehgal directed the Ministries concerned of both the governments to file an affidavit by May 9. During the proceedings, the court was informed that an identical issue was pending before the Supreme Court. The respondents sought dismissal of the PIL, which sought directions to the authorities concerned to address the issue. Taking note of this, the Bench said the governments should also put this fact in their affidavits. The petitioners have claimed that the cattle are being ferried in violation of the transport of animal Rules and Prevention of Cruelty to Animals Act. They added that more than



half the animals die during the journey. The plea, which has alleged that the Centre, the Delhi government and the Animal Welfare Board of India (AWBI) are turning a blind eye to the violations, has sought directions for issuing of guidelines to address the issue.



Beyond legal limit The plea, moved by animal rights activists Saurabh Gupta and Gaurav Gupta, has alleged that the trucks are filled three to six times beyond the legal limit. As a result, 50% of the cattle die during every trip. The petitioners, who are also members of non-government organisation People for Animals, have alleged that the police stations concerned, where such crimes are reported, aren’t serious about registering a first information report or taking action against the culprits. The petition, filed through advocate Anupam Tripathi, has also sought setting up of raiding teams to prevent and curb illegal transport of cattle.



5.5 kg tumour removed Press Trust of India New Delhi



PERSONAL



PUBLIC NOTICES



LOST & FOUND Lost all the original DSIIDC papers of property no. E−648, DSIIDC narela Delhi−40. Documents included letters of allotment,possession, Bank challans,MAP, sanction plan Form D & all other DSIIDC related papers. : Shashi sethi & Renubala sethi



TENDERS



PUBLIC NOTICES



CM YK



Doctors at Ram Manohar Lohia Hospital gave a new lease of life to a 38-year-old woman after they removed a 5.5 kg tumour from her chest. The left wall of her chest, including the breast, had to be reconstructed after the tumour removal.



Chest pain Resham (name changed), a native of Kotputli in Rajasthan, had come to the hospital with an enlargement, which had been growing for the past 18 years, on the left side of her chest. She was also suffering from chest pain and difficulty in breathing. The deformity caused by the tumour also had psychological effect on her as she didn’t step out of the house. Her husband brought her to the hospital. The nine-hour surgery was done on February 20. Resham was in the ICU for three days and discharged 10 days later. B ND-ND
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A high like no other



Confessions of a drama queen! Seasoned actress Himani Shivpuri on successfully treading two creative mediums Ranee Kumar



She is someone who stands out in a crowd, even before you rack your brain and finally place her as an actor on screen! Some people are born with magnetic appeal – say that to Himani Shivpuri and she brushes it away with a bashful admission, “I was complimented for looking young and yet was offered roles of aunts, sister-in-law and very soon grandma too!” Though known through her television and film career to people at large, Himani’s heart lies in drama. “The stage is my first love. It gives me immense self-satisfaction, a sort of power because a stage actor carries the audience along; it’s a live performance; spontaneity is its soul. I say this despite rehearsals. Theatre is an actor’s medium though behind the stage there is a playwright, director and perhaps in some, a music composer too, yet the actor is the one who ultimately tells the story to the viewers,” says this year’s Sangeet Natak Akademi Award for her contribution to theatre. What difference does it make vis-avis cinema or television? “The live part,” pat comes the answer. “In cinema, the canvas is vast, actors are larger than life but there is the distance through screen that separates the actor from the viewer. Drama pulsates with live characters who also create on stage an illusion of life with their body kinetics, language and gestures. The audience immediately identifies with the character right in front of them.” There are many movies with emotional scenes or stories where the viewer gets carried away by the situation



Life out of art: Himani Shivpuri



and identifies with it or with the character playing it, one points out. “Perhaps from an audience point of view, it is true. But I’m giving an insider’s view point. As an actor, the whole process of shooting for movie or television is so artificial though the final product may be extremely realistic to the viewer. We enact roles, some with ease and some after a few takes till the director is satisfied with the emotion we display. In drama, during the rehearsal process itself, we start getting into the skin of the character since we know that we have to carry the whole play on our individual shoulder. That gives the adrenaline rush. Theatre is an allied art; it is like the real person while cinema is like a photograph of that person.”



Sad state of affairs Though drama gave her immense joy, Himani opted for movies for ‘moolah’ as she says. “Hindi drama unlike Marathi or Gujarati stage does not provide continued sustenance to an artiste. It’s a disturbing trend. Hindi theatre has moved towards television and cinema. Mohan Agashe used to say, ‘I have no plays to perform, no dedicated script-writers’. And those that are surviving are doing so with government grants. Marathi plays run for more than 25 days a month because I’m told almost every household budgets a part of its monthly income to watch a stage play! This inspired me not to give up on theatre though I get despaired at times with the Hindi theatre scenario. I made a ritual of dramatising my father’s story and staged it for some years as a tribute to him. People came to see but if I ever thought of ticketing it to keep my budget going, well, audience will just vanish. That is the state of affairs. A Marathi or Gujarati stage actor can survive on his plays not us, Naseeruddin Shah may be an exception. But he too came into movies. We all have to willynilly since we are artistes with love for art and with it comes love of recognition. Cinema makes you immortal, we got to admit that.



And TV gives instant popularity.” Driving down memory lane, Himani speaks her heart, “I was playing Desdemona (Hindi version) with (Govind) Namdev as Othello at a remote Gujarati village. I had my own trepidation about the play being accepted by rural folk who had no clue about my period costume and the original Shakespearean tragedy. And the response from nearly 2000 odd viewers was so warm that I felt humbled to have even imagined that they were not intelligible. I felt touched!” Narrating two incidents which gave her a high as a stage actor, she says, “A lady came up to me in Chennai and complimented me on my acting in ‘Mitro Marjani’ by Krishna Sobti. I was taken aback for I expected her to say something relating to films. She happened to be one of the niche audience of theatre. Similarly, my adult son after watching me on stage one day came up to me saying he was proud of me! It is so nice to hear people like Nawazuddin (Siddiqui) remember me in my stage roles even now. I’ve given the best part of my youth to stage and only entered films later thanks to Sooraj Barjatya.”



Lingering memories Talking about memories that rankle her, Himani reflects, “There are many but it was the day when my services were suddenly terminated by the then head of Repertory company (NSD) where I was getting Rs.2000 a month all for taking leave and going to do a pilot project for Humrahi TV serial. I was at a loss, financially hitting the low. That is when I accepted a small role in a Hindi film.” A brilliant PG in organic chemistry, a classical dancer and singer, Himani took to swimming against the current. Instead of pursuing an academic research abroad, she chose to enter the gates of National School of Drama making a life out of art. “No regrets. I pursued my passion and that makes me happy to date,” she laughs as she signs off.



Set to lead an expedition to Mt. Everest, for Bachendri Pal her 1984 climb is as vivid as yesterday S.ravi



More than three decades have passed since Bachendri Pal became the first Indian woman to climb the Mt. Everest in 1984. Yet there is no dilution in her determination and passion when it comes to talking about it and leading subsequent expeditions there. All set to lead an all women’s expedition to Gokyo Everest base camp from March 26, Pal’s team includes Hemant Gupta and Payo Murmu who will attempt to scale Mt. Everest. “Both will accompany my team and trek to the base camp to get acclimatised to the altitude and rigour,” explains Pal. Having made it to the top and led contingents there, Pal says every expedition has its own challenges. “One can’t afford to lose focus or take it easy after all Mt. Everest is one of the the toughest climbs in the world. For me, leading expeditions has always been more satisfying than even climbing the summit,” says a beaming Pal. Why? “Reaching the top is for self but here we are changing the life of people by teaching them team work and coordination, making them aware of their strengths and weaknesses and creating a sense of confidence.” Following her 1984 achievement, for Pal the objective has been to make create awareness of self among individuals. “I recall that Indira Gandhiji in 1984 said to me ‘Bachendri I want you to create hundreds more like you.’ When I told her that I will promote adventure sports, her suggestion was to bring more women and rural people into that.”



Aiming for the top: Bachendri Pal exhorts women to take up mountaineering



Enrolling women in this sport, Pal feels, has tremendous effect on them. “Being subjected to gender disparity and bias many have ceased to believe in their capability and potential. Moreover, since mountaineering is treated as men’s domain, participation by women immediately gets them respect.” Hardly looking for physical strength, Pal chooses those determined and willing to strive and bear discomfort. “That spark is enough. The rest is shaped during the training which encompasses walking, running and carrying tonnes of load. So by the time it is over one is fit to do anything,” she jests. Exhorting women to change their attitude, she observes: “They must cease to take help from men and instead of feeling privileged to hold somebody’s hand to climb a mountain do it themselves.” In fact, of late, she perceives a remarkable change in her fraternity with many of them winning Olympic medals and flying fighter jets.



For the educated Himalayas always open a floodgate of memories for Pal. As a youngster, mountaineering was never her goal. It was simply to get educated and secure a job. “After finishing my studies, I was waiting for a suitable open-



Born to climb On the present day climbs becoming easier because of light weight equipments and gadgets, Pal makes a pertinent point. “It has robbed the essence of learning. Expeditions in past were like classrooms where constant uncertainty taught one decision-making, quick reactions, team work and managing against all odds.” She cites her example when in 1984 when, along with others, she was hit by an avalanche. “While many decided to discontinue, I went on and that incident made me realise I was born to climb Mt. Everest,” she says.



ing when I met Colonel Prem Chand, Vice Principal of Nehru Institute of Mountaineering, Uttarkashi who impressed by my qualifications said, ‘Mountaineering is a sport for the educated as they can understand its significance better’. That somehow stuck to me and I enrolled in the institute to do basic and advanced courses. Later, I received a letter from Indian Mountaineering Foundation for pre-Mt. Everest selection and after that there was no looking back.” Pal feels climbing the summit was a catalyst in her life. “It made me realise my strengths like fitness, positive attitude, tolerance and patience.” Pausing she adds: “It also made me realise that I was not aware of many practical aspects of life like how an achievement like completely changes your life.” The expedition is also etched in her mind for another reason. “Dorje Sherpa and I attempted the climb. Due to some problem we did not use rope which meant that we were independent so any slip would have meant certain death with no chance for the other to save. It was a huge risk. The morning conditions made the snow very hard rendering it very slippery. I kept wondering as to how we will make it back when we reached the top and then everything changed.” With a twinkle in her eyes she exclaims: “I realised there is nothing to climb now. I bowed my head in reverence, remembered my parents and took out the Durga statute my mother had given to me to thank the Goddess for giving me strength.”



Support that counts Story of survival



Anupam Kher says representation of Indian characters has changed for better in Hollywood atif khan



To celebrate the launch of Shovana Traxl Narayan’s sind Osbook “Wir terrreicher: Erwin Traxl”, an evening was hosted at the Austrian Embassy. Speaking on the occasion, Narayan said: “A story of survival, resilience and redemption, the book talks about the tumultuous and twisted period in which my father-in-law Erwin Traxl lived in. And as the title says - Wir sind Oesterreicher (i.e. We are Austrians) - deals a lot about identity, what they were, what they are, what they became.” The event saw a panel discussion on “Identity & Nationalism”. Speakers were Pavan Varma, Saeed Naqvi and Satish Jacob.



After garnering attention for his political statements, Anupam Kher is once again making news for his acting assignments. Be it his Hollywood projects like The Big Sick and A Family Man or his choices in Hindi films, Kher is increasingly getting choosy. On the cards is Love Sonia, which deals with human-trafficking and Naam Shabana where he is once again playing a techie after Baby . On the changing content in cinema Once upon a time there used to be only cinema as a means of entertainment and also only one channel which all of us used to watch together but the scenario has changed. People now have



more avenues for entertainment and that is why films have to be diverse. With industry status and corporate interest, the production process has changed as well. I have worked in parallel cinema, some of which became masterpieces and now I am happy to be the part of smaller films that filmmakers like Dibakar Banerjee make, which have similar intent – giving voice to the stories which are realistic in nature and respecting audience’s intellect. I also appreciate the kind of cinema Neeraj Pandey makes as he has given a new dimension to the industry through his realistic films. They have had ingredients of independent filmmaking but gradually his work has gained wider acceptance and now he is ca-



tering to mainstream audience. On the kind of roles being written for supporting actors I see my survival in the industry as my biggest achievement as people come and go and it proves that people appreciate my work which is a blessing. I depend on my directors to give me roles and I am glad they are writing good ones for me. People remember you only through your good work and that is why I do not take myself seriously and do not think of becoming a legend or something. Creating a character is like living life and I am in love with my life which is reflected through my work. Though I am doing less number of films these days, it does not mean that I am not



loving my roles as there are ups and downs in the level of work. On working in Hollywood Working in many international projects simultaneously is a big feat to attain for an actor from India. The level of professionalism which is present today in the Bollywood industry is quite similar to what they have in Hollywood be it the public relations or the pre-production. But in Hollywood, there is too much focus on the paperwork and deadlines which make them more organised than us. Also, the representation of Indians in their films has changed massively as India is no longer a country of snake charmers in their view. There is also an economic



Master of reinvention: Anupam Kher continues to be in demand



reason behind it as India is also a big market for their films. Priyanka Chopra is a brand ambassador of Indian cinema in Hollywood and her success will pave way for many new actors there. On popularity of films based on national security and his stand on political issues People were not used to seeing an actor to be vocal



on national issues earlier but I, as a responsible citizen, take a stand which I consider important for the country which people usually confuse as my political thoughts. I am vocal about my views on national issues, not political thoughts. I accept that there is a reflection of political events in our films where the whole narratives is based on na-



tional security and they are not similar to patriotic films which filmmakers like V. Shantaram, Manoj Kumar or Subhash Ghai used to make. Patriotic films these days have more details and unravel a whole new world which is not known to the audience and that gives the film a realistic angle which earlier used to be missing in our films.



5 EVENTS WORTH-YOUR-WHILE



MUSIC



EXHIBITION



MUSIC



EXHIBITION



EXHIBITION



Strings n Woods



Divine Shades



Smiti and Adhir



Archipelago



A Legacy Of Art



Roop Chand Institute of Fine Art is holding a solo show of paintings by Riya Jain “Divine Shades”. The artist’s fervour for art can be seen through her splendid patterns with a touch of realistic aspects that define the magnanimity of the divine through several unique combinations of hues. Venue: F-104, Phase 1, Ashok Vihar, New Delhi Time: 11 a.m. to 7 p.m.



Get ready for a mesmerising evening as The Piano Man Jazz Club presents the guitar and voice duo set Smiti Malik and Adhir Ghosh live. Their mellow music, comfortable setting and company of friends is all one needs to tackle the mid-week stress. The duo will play a range of jazz and blues standards. Venue: B 6 Comm. Complex, Safdarjung Encl. Time: 9 p.m.



Vadehra Art Gallery is holding a solo art exhibition “Archipelago” which presents recent works by artist Sujith SN. These works are conversations on the city and everyday realities which Sujith has been engaged in for a few years now, but here he sets about articulating them in a more nuanced and abstract manner. Venue: D-53 Defence Colony, New Delhi Time: 11 a.m. to 7 p.m.



Dhoomimal, the art galley is holding a group art exhibition “A Legacy of Art” which is presenting artworks created by five eminent artists like Arpan Caur, Hemraj, Jagdish De, Niren Sen Gupta and Nupur Kundu. The works have been created using different medium like acrylic, watercolors, oil on canvas, Serigraphs and other mediums. Venue: G-42, Connaught Place, New Delhi Time: 11 a.m. to 7 p.m.



The six-member boy-band from Chandigarh which plays music across multiple genres including rock, Indian classical, Bollywood/ commercial and experimental will be performing at FLYP at MTV Cafe. Band members include Ravikant, Honey, Munish, Dinesh, Arun and Rajdeep. Venue: N 57-60, Connaught Place, New Delhi Time: 8 p.m.



CM YK



B ND-ND
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Nikhil Bhatia



The last thing Maruti needed was another hatchback. But, lo and behold, it’s brought out the Ignis. It’s a car that Maruti believes will strike a chord with young buyers looking for something out of the ordinary. To be successful, the Ignis primarily has to do just that. It has to look, feel and drive distinct to the horde of other Marutis on our roads and also edge past the competition – that comes from the likes of the Mahindra KUV100 and Hyundai Grand i10 – in the areas that matter. Mahindra may market the KUV as an SUV, but at its core, this is a hatchback, with monocoque body, front-wheel drive and all. Like the Ignis, the KUV also relies heavily on its design to distinguish it from the other hatchbacks on sale. The Grand i10 is the oldest car here, but it’s fresh from an update and is all the better for it. That the Grand i10 is a constant entry in the list of India’s bestselling cars also makes it the model to beat. For this comparison, we’ve considered diesel versions to include the updated 1.2-litre motor in the Grand i10. As always, all parameters will get due attention and weightage, while deciding the final standings.



Inside lines Open these cars’ doors and you’ll find a) the Ignis is unique on the inside too b) the KUV’s cabin is unexpectedly restrained in styling and c) there’s more of the neat and clean look in the Grand i10. The Ignis’ cabin is chic and, again, looks unlike any other Maruti’s. The upright dash with its high-set ‘floating’ touchscreen, the use of toggle switches for the distinctive climate control pod and the body-coloured panels on the base of the centre console and door handles, all come together really well. The front seats could have been a tad firmer too, but they are well-contoured and hold occupants well. While on the topic of front seats, there’s a lot to talk about the KUV. You see, Mahindra sells the KUV in five- and six-seat versions – the former features two individual chairs up front, while the latter uses a front bench seat arrangement. Sure, it’s possible to sit three abreast on the bench seat, but middle passengers get limited legroom and there’s the bigger concern about safety; would you want to be seated so close to the gear lever? The dash is smart in design and free from the overdone stylistic flourishes. What is unique is the positioning of the gear lever and handbrake on the centre console. While the gear lever falls easily to hand and is really nice to use, the pull-



Starting young Maruti says its new Ignis is for millennials, Mahindra calls the KUV100 a ‘young SUV’ and Hyundai has just updated the Grand i10 to make it more youthful. But which of these young ’uns is best? aren’t quite as nice. If there’s one area where the Grand i10 is clearly superior to the other two, it has to be in cabin quality. The Hyundai is easily the best put-together and quality levels are on par with cars from a class or two above; feel-good bits, like the leather-wrapped steering, just enhance the ambience. As before, the Grand i10’s dash is smart and welllaid-out, while the new 7.0-inch touchscreen and auto climate control have done their bit. However, the front seats aren’t as generous in size as the other cars’, and the fixed front headrests should have been more accommodatRace to the inish: The youngster version ing for taller occupants. All cars offer plenty of in-cabin storage, but it’s the KUV that goes one up Maruti Ignis 1.3 DDiS on the others with a unique concealed recess that’s built into the rear floor. Alpha The six-seat KUV also features a hidden L/W/H: 3700/1690/1595mm tray under the co-passenger’s seat. Wheelbase: 2435mm Pot luck Luggage space: 260 litres See the spec sheets and you’ll know this is a competition of small cars with Kerb weight: 960kg small diesel engines. The Ignis uses a Engine: 4 cyls, 1248cc, turbo-diesel Fiat-sourced, four-cylinder, 1.3 diesel, in fixed geometry turbo form that type handbrake is cumbersome to opmakes 74hp and 190Nm. Mahindra’s inerate. Also, not doing the KUV any fadigenously-developed mFalcon D75 vours is the small monochrome indiesel is the source of power in the fotainment display. Quality levels are a KUV100. This three-cylinder, 1.2-litre mixed bag too. engine makes 77hp and 190Nm. Sitting The textured finish on the dash top between the other two engines on the feels rich, but the plastics lower down power scale is the Grand i10 with its



75hp and 190Nm. Interestingly, the Grand i10’s power and torque figures are now up by 4hp and 30Nm, courtesy a revised engine under the bonnet. The Ignis carries forward the key traits of the engine it hosts. There’s a distinct clatter at idle, noise levels are high through much of the rev range and power only comes in earnest at about 2,000rpm. There is a healthy dose of power but the engine doesn’t provide the same top-end zing on the Ignis as it does on a Swift and Swift Dzire. Diametrically opposite in character is the KUV100’s engine. There’s minimal turbo lag and the engine pulls well. The KUV100 works well in urban settings. It’s the Grand i10’s engine that is the quietest in most scenarios, but overall refinement has some low points too. The Grand i10 delivered 16.2kpl in town and 20.2kpl on the highway, up 0.8kpl and 0.6kpl on the old car, respectively. The Ignis’ 20.4kpl figure makes it marginally more efficient on the highway. In the same city and highway cycles, the relatively-heavy KUV managed 13kpl and 17.3kpl.



The final tally If you have a large family and are comfortable with the idea of the front bench seat, the six-seat KUV100 should interest you. The KUV100 does have



Mahindra KUV100 Diesel K8 (6-seater) L/W/H: 3675/1715/1655mm Wheelbase: 2385mm Luggage space: 243 litres Kerb weight: 1140kg Engine: 3 cyls, 1198cc, turbo-diesel



Hyundai Grand i10 1.2 CRDi Asta L/W/B: 3765/1660/1520mm Wheelbase: 2425mm Luggage space: 256 litres Kerb weight: 1066kg Engine: 3 cyls, 1186cc, turbo-diesel



the lowest asking price of ₹7.21 lakh (ex-showroom, Delhi) but its lower fuel economy also points to higher running costs. The Ignis, on the other hand, scores well on fuel economy, but is also uncharacteristically expensive. What is also a bit of a disappointment is that, the Ignis doesn’t feel a world apart



from the other Marutis on sale. And this leaves us with the Grand i10 that comes across as the most wholesome and sensible buy of this trio. With the recent update, Hyundai has built upon a good car and made it better still. Performance is greatly improved, ride quality is nicer and there are more features on offer as well.
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MAN AND MACHINE



MY FIRST WHEELS



Tri Training Cyrus Broacha on when tyres weren’t on the waist and wheelies meant sending your mother round the bend



The showroom shifts online



From real to virtual:r Brands are making their presence felt online SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT



Auto brands ight their iercest battles on busy thoroughfares in cyberspace



Prince Frederick



Top Trumps has always provided children with the kind ofrformation that whets their appetite for more information. In the 1980s, this educational card game led children to their parents for that extra information. Now, it leads them to the Internet. This is especially true where a ten-year-old boy and a Top Trumps sports car game are involved. This I know for a fact, for I have a ten-year-old who has been Googling these cars ever since he started playing this game. The point is: The Internet offers truckloads of information about automobiles. Clearly, this information is carefully packaged and strategically placed on the busy thoroughfares of cyberspace, so that no online wayfarer misses it. So, not only digital natives who view the world through the screen of mobile devices and tabs, but digital immigrants like me also keep consuming it CM YK



in large mouthfuls every waking hour. Research bears this out. Studies in recent years suggest an increasing influence of digital channels in shaping views about automobiles. According to a study conducted by Boston Consulting Group and CrarDekho, which was released earlier this month, three out of four buyers of new cars carry out online research before going in for the purchase. It’s clear the battle for the buyer’s mindspace is pitched online. And, automobile brands employ digital strategies, consistently and creatively, to make their conquests.



Keeping it visual For brands, the scope for storytelling through videos has grown wider. There are so many digital platforms on which videos can be shared, and the challenge is



Drive along A study by e-bay advertising suggests that men are far more comfortable buying cars online than women.



With the Internet expanding at the rate of knots, and access to it getting easier and quicker by the day, highly creative, funny, sentimental or insightful commercials now enjoy a longer shelf life. To give an example, it’s nearly seven years since the ‘Sorry’ commercial by Mercedes-Benz saw the light, but it keeps resurfacing on digital channels. Aimed at highlighting a Merc model’s ability to sense danger and accordingly increase its braking capacity, this advertisement has touched a chord with many of us, because it shows Death beaten into grave silence. And, who doesn’t want to defy Death as long as he can? tailoring the size and content of the videos for the platform. Automobile brands are making short, medium and long videos to suitably exploit all these platforms. For example, short videos are shot for Instagram and longer ones for some other platforms. “Videos enable people to experience the various aspects of a car; it’s experiential marketing. Auto brands offer long, detailed videos through YouTube and social media channels. They also tie up with popular YouTube channels for co-branding opportunities,” says Sorav Jain, digital marketing strategist.



Keeping it newsy “Automobile brands depend on auto bloggers with a following. They are invited to launches of a car model, even if it’s outside India. For, they go live on Instagram and on Facebook and write a blog, discussing an upcoming model. When a search is launched for reviews of a new car, the first five reviews will usually be from auto aggregator sites, followed by reviews by popular auto bloggers,” says Jain. “There are two components to autoblogging — news and views. People’s appetite for news about



auto brands is immense. Therefore, much before a model is launched, an auto brand has to generate interest in it. So, auto brands release information in a calculated and creative manner to auto bloggers, who have to report it to draw traffic to their sites. A classic example: Hyundai releasing sketches of Creta much before the sub-compact crossover SUV was launched. Similarly, Mahindra dwelt on the ‘inspired-by-a-tank’ theme for its TUV300,” says auto blogger Vignesh Ramakrishnan.



Keeping it interactive Auto brands seek to build a social media presence, sometimes maintaining two-way communication with brand loyalists and auto enthusiasts. “When Tata was looking for a new name for its Zica (due to its unfortunate phonetic association with the Zika virus), it crowdsourced the new name Tiago on social media from three possible options — Adore, Civey and Tiago,” says Ramakrishnan. Keeping it trendy In keeping with the times, Auto brands offer services through apps. Some of them have used this technology innovatively — Renault, for instance. It launched an app for its Kwid, enabling people to explore the model through it. Ramakrishnan says, “Renault even offered the option of making a booking for the car with an initial payment through the app. The sheer novelty of it was the winning factor.”



You always remember your first. Your first crush. Your first time attending a birthday party you weren’t invited to, your first time thinking about all your first times, you know that kind of thing. But, what about your first mode of transport? My first mode of transport was my father. However, for the purpose of this article, he refused to be photographed with his clothes on. So, I have to go to my second mode of transport, technically speaking. It was a tricycle, which today has evolved into a white bicycle. To be honest, and by now Dear Reader, you must have clearly assumed I’m honesty personified. To be really honest, it was my sister’s tricycle at first. My sister Giselle is twoand-a-half years older than me. As a six-year-old, I would watch her ride the tricycle, and I was amazed that every time she moved four inches ahead, the whole building would clap like it was a Virat Kohli double century. Which, it could never have been, as Virat hadn’t decided to be born at the time. For the next couple of years, I waited patiently to



be put on the tricycle, thinking arrogantly to myself that I would immediately break Giselle’s record. When I finally got my chance, I can’t describe the feeling I had. Primarily, because I fell asleep as soon as they put me on the seat. Bear in mind, 3 pm is nap time for most seven-year-olds, and no time for a civilised person to be pedalling a tricycle. However, in time, I got it right and became a wizard of the tricycle industry. I mean, I didn’t really move, but I held a regal position which would have made the early predrugs Lance Armstrong jealous. What I loved about it is, my mom and sister did all the work, pushing the tricycle around. I suppose, it was my little contribution to woman’s empowerment. The memories of that early locomotive never leave me. The bike, like me, now, is quite useless. We keep it still as a trophy of those Halcyon days. They make my eyes misty at the remembrance, as I have to now use my own ‘dynamic’ energy to move around. I christened my tricycle ‘Jesse’, after Jesse Owens. B ND-ND
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